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PROLOGUE
Since the year 2689, The Potentate of Reidforcia has been
taking control of the entire galaxy. For decades they have
slowly annexed territory. The only resistance left is the
Confederation of Interplanetary Governments (CIG). For the
past two years the battle has been going badly for the CIG.
The Reidforcian armada consists of some of the biggest
and most powerful space vehicles ever assembled.
Since they discovered that there were other life forms
living in other systems (such as our own Terra system) they
has been capturing Earthlings, Bignols, Manitans, Molteris,
Kryomos, and other aliens as slaves to work in the
Reidforcian ronadium mines.
Ronadium is the main element used in Reidforcian sublight thrusters which is essential for takeoff and landing. Long
term exposure to the ore causes severe deformation and
eventual death. Dr. Matthew Xelco, Joseph’s father, has
become one of these unfortunate slaves.
Dr. Xelco is one of the scientists responsible for the
discovery and development of segonium used in the main
thrust units of the new and experimental McMarian HyperWarp drive system; known only to the Confederation of
Intergalactic Governments.
The Reidforcians want to copy the McMarian Hyper-Warp
system so that they can be more effective in their quest for
domination of the galaxy. The McMarian Hyper-Warp drives
allow the CIG ships to move four to five times faster than
their Reidforcian counterparts.
Dr. Xelco had also been working on a new experimental
craft that is the envy of the fleet; The ZX/2. It’s the test vehicle
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for this new propulsion system. The ZX/2 was rescued from
the Lambdata Colony shortly after the Reidforcians attacked;
leaving the station in shambles, and now it’s on the Burmi
ready to be delivered to the high command.
The problem facing the CIG is there is no means of direct
communication with the tyrannous aliens. No one in the
galaxy can read, or even speak, the Reidforcian language.
The Reidforcians have developed a universal
communication device that allows them to communicate,
when they want to, but the rest of the galaxy does not have
access to, nor knows how to build one of these devices.
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ATTACK
Chapter I
At that moment, the ZX/2 lifted from the floor of the dock
and dashed down a long corridor. Lights flashed in front of
them. A loud voice came over the speakers, “Stop that craft
or be destroyed!”
“Get over here! We can hide you here,” a voice came from
inside the entrance to the cave on the outskirts of the colony.
“We have room for you, but you need to hurry,” the voice
called out.
Joseph ran to the cave running back and forth avoiding the
trazer fire that was flying around him.
The Reidforcians were attacking the Lambdata Colony and
they intended to destroy everything.
From the entrance of the cave, the group hiding inside
watched the place they called home go up in flames.
The attack was so sudden, the defenses were trapped on
the ground and were destroyed before they could engage the
enemy.
When the attack was over, the only things left were
burning buildings and debris scattered all about.
The attack didn’t last long, but the affects were
devastating. The group inside of the cave left cautiously to
see what might be left of the colony.
As they looked over the ridge above the small city, smoke
rose into the sky. It became apparent that they had survived
the attack only because they had left the protection of the city.
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It was an emotional time as they realized that each one of
them had lost friends and family in the attack.
One of the group members suggested that they return to
the cave. He had some food from his picnic and he was
willing to share. Others shared what they had.
Joseph knew these people. He had been on the colony for
almost a year now. He was scared, but felt safer now that he
was with friends. They waited in the cave not knowing if the
Reidforcians would attack again.
Mr. Wantis had a communicator with him and he was
trying to reach anyone who might be monitoring his signal.
“This Jesse Wantis of the Lambdata colony, is there
anyone there?” he kept repeating.
Suddenly there was a voice, “This is the CIG ship Burmi,
what can we do for you?”
“We have come under attack. Our colony has been
destroyed. Can you help us?” Mr. Wantis pleaded.
“Hold on, I’ll be right back,” the voice answered.
After a few minutes of silence another voice rang out,
“This is Admiral Verondi, what is your situation?”
“Our colony has been attacked. We are hiding in a cave on
the outskirts of the city. Can you help us?” Jesse Wantis
explained the situation to the admiral.
“We will send help. Give us your coordinates and our
fighters will get you. How many of you are there?” Admiral
Verondi asked.
“There are seven of us here. I am not sure if there are any
other survivors,” Jesse gave the count and assessment of their
situation.
Soon the fighters appeared in the air space over the now
destroyed colony. CIG soldiers spread out around the town
assessing the damage and looking for other survivors. Not
much was left. They did find a few things found that had been
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stored in deep underground caverns, including a project that
Joseph Xelco’s father had been working on.
They found notes left by Dr. Matthew Xelco, the lead
project manager, that detailed his capture, and the execution
of his entire staff.
There were about one hundred survivors, most needing
medical attention, that were transported to the Burmi for
relocation to the Sigmata colony, a Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments (CIG) outpost in the Vultar
sector.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
As the planet of Manita came into view, from the
observation deck atop the rescue ship Burmi, Denise noticed
the look of turmoil on Joseph’s face. During the Reidforcian
attack on the Lambdata scientific colony, his mother was
killed and his father was taken captive. Joseph felt guilty that
he had survived, and not them, after all, he had wandered off
on his own forgetting about his parents. Now he was on the
Burmi heading for the Sigmata colony, and they weren’t.
Denise told her mother that she thought it would be a good
idea if Joseph received some comforting words from an adult.
Mrs. Wantis agreed with her so she walked over to the boy to
give him some words of support.
“I understand how you must feel Joseph. Besides, I knew
your mother very well, and I know that she would want you
to continue without them. You have your whole life ahead of
you.
“It’s just not fair, I survived the attack, and they didn’t. I
should have stayed with them,” Joseph said with tears welling
up in his eyes.
“It’s not your fault.” Mrs. Wantis responded in a
reassuring tone. “You didn’t tell the Reidforcians to attack the
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colony.”
“I hate the Reidforcians and I am going to free my father
no matter what it takes,” Joseph exploded in a rage as he ran
off to be alone.
Mrs. Wantis looked back at her daughter and shrugged her
shoulders. “Maybe we should just give him some time to be
alone.
Denise agreed with her mother. They sat looking out of the
windows at the expanse of space.
Mr. Wantis had been looking for his family. When he
found them on the observation deck he embraced them. They
sat and talked for a while, happy they had been fortunate
enough not to be on the main campus when the attack took
place. They were on a short excursion for a family hike when
the attack happened. Denise was very close to her parents,
and was happy they were safe and together.
After an hour or so Mrs. Wantis sent Denise to find
Joseph. They had plans to go on a tour of the ship. She hoped
that by doing something interesting, Joseph would get his
mind on something other than the loss of his parents.
Denise found Joseph sitting alone in the food court. He
had a cup of hot chocolate and he was eating a cookie. He
looked lonely.
Joseph and Denise knew each other from the outpost, but
they hadn’t spent much time together, because they were both
shy. There weren’t a lot kids their age around. They had gone
to some of the school activities and liked each other. There
just wasn’t a lot of free time on an outpost.
“Hey Joseph, is it OK if I sit with you for a while?” Denise
asked.
“It’s a free ship,” Joseph said sarcastically.
“Thanks,” Denise replied as she sat down to join him.
“Do you want some?” Joseph offered a piece of his cookie
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to Denise.
“No thank you, I just came by to tell you that we’ve been
invited to go on a tour of the Burmi. Do you want to come?”
Denise smiled as she asked Joseph.
“I geth so. I hab notting bedder to do wit my time wight
now.” Joseph replied through his food. As he got up he
stuffed the remainder of his cookie into his mouth and drank
the rest of his milk, spilling most of it on the front of his shirt.
Denise laughed at him, “Smooth move!”
He brushed the front of his shirt to wipe the milk off,
shrugged his shoulders and grinned, showing the cookie
crumbs on his teeth. Then they walked out of the commissary.
“I was told we are going to meet with Admiral Verondi in
the control center. I think he’s expecting us,” Denise directed
Joseph as they approached the eleporter.
She pushed the button and as soon as the door opened they
both stepped in, Denise first.
“Control room please,” Denise gave the instructions since
Joseph was still trying to swallow what remained of his
cookie.
The door closed and with a swoosh, and then the eleporter
began to move. Shortly after that, the doors opened exposing
the control center of the Burmi.
The tour began in the control room where they saw how
the ship operated and learned about the job assignments of
each of the crewmembers. It was here that they met Admiral
Vernondi. He was the only surviving officer of the
Confederation of Interplanetary Governments’ command
center located on Lambdata. He had been on an assignment
away from the facility when the attack occurred. He returned
in time to see the devastation caused by the invasion, and he
took over control of rescuing the survivors.
“Welcome to the control center. If you have any questions
~ 13 ~
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or need any assistance don’t hesitate to ask,” Admiral
Vernondi greeted Joseph and Denise with a smile. He had
been a good friend of Joseph’s parents, and he knew Joseph
as well. “I am sorry for your loss Joseph; your parents were
good friends of mine.”
“Thank you sir, I appreciate that,” Joseph responded less
than enthusiastically.
They moved on to the medical treatment bay where Denise
showed her knowledge of medical methods and equipment.
Denise’s mother was a Military Reserve Medical Specialist
(MRMS). She was teaching nursing skills on Lambdata, and
she was teaching Denise many of the new medical techniques
used on the most sophisticated ships in the CIG force. Denise
was impressed with the equipment in the medical center and
the lab that was adjacent to it.
“This is better than most hospitals,” Denise commented.
Their next stop was the shuttle dock. This is where all of
the smaller attack ships are stored and maintained. They
learned how the Tolmit Airlock System (T.A.S.) worked, the
system that releases ships from the Burmi.
Joseph enjoyed this better than the medical lab. He
admired the many attack ships in the holding area. One of
them had rescued him from the outpost.
Someday he wanted to become a fighter pilot and rid the
world of the Reidforcians. He was a cadet pilot in his school,
and because of his father’s assignment to the command
center, had access to the simulators. He was very comfortable
flying in the simulator. His scores were very good.
“What is that over there?” Joseph asked as he moved
toward a sleek silver ship he had never seen before. “Is that
the experimental craft my father was working on?” Joseph
walked over to the craft and circled around it.
“Yes, this is the ZX/2 experimental craft,” The escort
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answered.
“Wow! This is really cool.” Joseph said as he admired the
ship.
In front of them was a sleek silver craft with blue
markings. Emblazoned on the tail was “ZX/2 ~ CIG-2541”.
The wings sloped back gracefully from the fuselage. There
were small windows made of one way glass around the main
cabin. Under the ship were three landing struts that retracted
into the body of the ship. Also mounted on the underside were
five missiles, and two trazer canons. There were
communication antennas located above the cabin area Two
streamlined thrusters on either side of the tail gave it a regal
appearance. Neither of them had ever seen anything like this
before. They just stared up at it.
“This is the CIG’s new ZX/2 Experimental unit,” the guide
explained.
“Can we go inside and look around?” Joseph asked.
The officer nodded yes and Joseph and Denise went inside.
Joseph immediately sat in the pilot’s seat. “This is so cool!
How fast can this thing go?” Joseph asked as he turned
towards the guide.
Corporal Rant began to describe the ZX/2. “It’s the best
piece of engineering of our time. In fact, it’s the only craft to
be equipped with the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive
technology. It also has two Krolon Power canons, capable of
forty mega-throns of force and five Ralston torpedoes.”
He then went on to explain the operation of the craft. “To
engage the thrusters the throttle pod must be activated by
raising the blue cover and pushing the switch forward. Then
by pushing the double levers forward the sub-light engines
engage. As the craft moves forward through the release tunnel
the button on the right labeled T.A.S. is pushed. Then the
doors open. After that, the craft is under the control of the
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CPU. Even a shuttle pilot can operate it. The ZX/2 has the
most advanced systems known to the Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments, however some of the newer
components are still under initial testing,” Corporal Rant
continued.
“The reason we’ve got such an advanced piece of
equipment here on the Burmi is that it was on the Lambdata
colony where we rescued you. Fortunately the ship was
underground hiding in a special hanger. Admiral Verondi
knew where it was, so we were able to retrieve it and bring it
here. Fortunately the Reidforcians didn’t know it was there or
we would be in big trouble. They would have taken it and
discovered the secrets behind the McMarian Hyper-Warp
drive technology. They know about the McMarian HyperWarp system and they desperately want it. We are lucky they
didn’t get their hands on this!”
When the tour guide advised the two that it was time to
leave, Joseph pushed Corporal Rant out of the small
spacecraft, raised the door to the hatch, locked the door, and
then jumped into the pilot’s seat. He put on the headphones,
buckled his seat belt and then lifted the blue cover pushing
the switch forward. He then engaged the main power throttle.
“Joseph Xelco! What do you think you’re you doing?”
Denise shouted in a rage as she rushed to the seat next to
Joseph and followed his lead by putting on her helmet and
seat belt.
“WE are going to Reidforcia to free my father. And, if
possible, rid the galaxy of the Reidforcians while we’re at it,”
was Joseph’s reply. “By the way, HOLD ON!” he added.
At that moment, the ZX/2 lifted from the floor of the dock
and dashed down a long corridor. Lights flashed in front of
them. A loud voice came over the speakers, “Stop that craft or
be destroyed!”
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Denise Screamed, “We’re gonna be killed!”
Joseph gripped the controls and glared down the long shaft
as if in a trance. He noticed the button on the dash panel
marked T.A.S. He pushed the button and the two large doors
in front of him opened releasing them into the darkness of
space.
A glaring voice over the headset radio said, “Return to the
ship or be destroyed!”
“Go back before they blow us up!” Denise urged Joseph
with panic in her voice.
Joseph ignored her pleas and engaged the power system.
Joseph’s time in the simulator gave him all the confidence he
needed. His father thought that it was important for him to
have knowledge of flying so when he was older he could
apply to the academy and become a CIG officer. He was
familiar with most of the functions on the control panel and
knew how to operate it.
Just then the monotone sound of a synthesized voice
startled him. “What is your destination?”
He wasn’t aware that there would be a voice recognition
CPU on the ZX/2. “This is going to be fun,” Joseph said to
himself.
Joseph replied to the CPU, “Computer, set the autonavigation system for the Blithonian solar system in the
Colderus sector of the third quadrant,” In other words,
Reidforcia.
Suddenly the ship lurched forward leaving the security of
the rescue ship behind and hurtled into the emptiness that lay
before them.
Once the craft was a safe distance from the Burmi, Joseph
went down into the lower section, under the console, and
began working on something.
After a seemingly endless silence, Denise began to ask
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questions. “Do you really think that you are going to get away
with this? In case you haven’t noticed, we are in a stolen craft
heading for a planet that belongs to the cruelest people in the
known universe.”
He popped his head up from below and acknowledged
Denise. “What’s the problem? You heard the guy; this is the
best piece of technology in the universe. We are absolutely
safe,” Joseph said in one of those get a life voice tones.
“Is that so,” Denise remarked. “Well Mr. Bigshot, we’ve
managed to get off of the Burmi, but it seems as if you’ve
forgotten that we have yet to get down onto the planet without
being detected.”
“Will you quit being such a worrywart,” responded Joseph.
“Perhaps if you had been paying more attention you would
have noticed while you’ve been up there worrying yourself to
death, I have been down below converting our shields into a
detection jamming system.”
He then crawled out of the hole and resumed his position
at the controls.
Joseph set the ZX/2 auto control, and set the speed to
maximum, using the Greco Light Drive system. He decided
not to use the McMarian Hyper-Warp system, mostly because
he was not yet familiar with it. At that speed it would take a
couple of days to get to their destination.
The bickering ended with that (partially because they both
fell asleep).
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LANDING
Chapter II
“The atmosphere below is of a class B sigma nine
mixture which is adequate for human existence, however
long exposure will cause shortness of breath and
weakness,” the CPU responded.
Over next the two days they investigated the interior of the
ship to find out what supplies they might find to help them.
“Denise, look to see if there are atmosphere suits in one of
those closets,” Joseph directed her to the closets in the galley
area. “They are normal equipment on all CIG ships.”
Denise searched for the suits. While she searched she
made a mental inventory of the other items she found in the
closets as well as in the drawers.
“Here they are. I think they might be a little big for us
though,” Denise informed Joseph. “What is your plan?”
“I don’t really have one yet, we’ll just have to play it by
ear for now,” Joseph responded as he moved to the back of
the craft to put on the atmosphere suit.
In the locker, where she had found the atmosphere suits,
she also discovered backpacks filled with survival gear. Each
kit contained a metallic jar filled with di-hydroxide water (a
highly concentrated form of water where a single milliliter
equals a full liter when exposed to air), a Phaluvian army
knife (a large knife with several smaller blades folded inside),
four cans of manstaka jelly (high in protein, highly
concentrated, that can also be used as a lubricant), an
emergency canister of compressed air, a pocket
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communicator, a hand trazer, and a first aid kit.
In the dispensary she found enough food stored on the
ZX/2 to last a crew of sixteen for a month. Most of the food
they found was freeze-dried packets of imitation food, high in
nutritional value, but really don’t taste that bad. This was a
big surprise since the ship wasn’t supposed to be operational
for another few months.
In the drawers were some electronic parts, a few medical
supplies, and some manuals. In the back of the craft she found
a workstation with several components scattered about. Not
knowing what any of them did, she just left them alone.
She found a C-Tablet in one of the cabinets. A C-Tablet is
a pocket device that can store handwritten data for later
retrieval. It can do many functions including communications,
data storage, calculations, maps, etc. It can be unfolded to the
size of a large monitor. It has a direct link to the CPU so any
data on the CPU can be retrieved easily.
As they gathered the equipment for the task ahead of them,
it became apparent that they may have chewed off more than
they had bargained for. Denise became concerned, but felt
that she had to go along. Actually she didn’t have much of a
choice.
Just then the monotone sound of the CPU’s synthesized
voice startled them. “Now approaching destination
Reidforcia. Please be prepared to enter standard orbit.
Awaiting further orders.”
After adjusting their suits, and prepared for the descent to
Reidforcia
Joseph went to the pilot’s chair, sat down, and questioned
the craft’s CPU, “Computer is there a safe place to land
within 100 cordons of the slave camp?” (A cordon is roughly
equivalent to a meter.)
“Yes, it is in sect ...”
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“Never mind where, what I want to know is, can you land
there?” Joseph responded cutting the CPU short.
“Yes,” replied the CPU.
“Then do so,” Joseph directed the CPU.
The CPU’s navigation system locked onto the landing area
and immediately headed for it. Joseph monitored the progress
on the screen in front of him.
Just then, the CPU reported, “Reducing speed to nominal.
Entering Reidforcian atmosphere. Prepare for descent.”
“What do you think we’ll find down there?” Denise broke
the silence.
“Your guess is as good as mine, but whatever it is, I’m
ready for it,” Joseph replied confidently.
“Computer, activate the anti-detection shield. Make sure
it’s set to maximum. We don’t want to be scanned and
discovered.” Joseph gave orders to the CPU.
As the craft began its descent, Joseph began to explain his
plan for the rescue mission.
“Look Denise,” Joseph began, “I’m sorry I got you into
this, but as long as you are here, we are in this together. When
we get to Reidforcia we won’t have much time to get in and
out so listen carefully ......” Joseph then explained his ideas to
Denise, and she listened closely.
“Are you crazy? You want to just walk into a Reidforcian
fortress, and rescue your dad? You have big dreams Joseph
Xelco!” Denise responded to the plan. “Do you want to die or
something?”
“I can do this with you or without you, you make the
choice,” Joseph said matter-of-factly.
“Computer, please give me a map of the Reidforcian labor
camp,” demanded Joseph.
“Observe the screen to your left. A detailed map is
available to you. The white dot shows our landing place.
~ 21 ~
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Would you like me to send a copy to your C-Tablet?” the now
familiar voice of the CPU responded.
“Yes,” replied Joseph.
“Computer, what is the atmosphere like on the planet?”
asked Denise.
The CPU blinked and flashed and then responded.” The
atmosphere is composed of twenty-six percent nitrogen,
eleven percent.....”
“Computer, wait a minute, is the atmosphere breathable?”
Denise cut off the CPU’s analysis of the air below.
“The atmosphere below is of a class B sigma nine mixture
which is adequate for human existence, however long
exposure will cause shortness of breath and weakness,” the
CPU responded.
That was the most marginal rating for life support, but at
least it didn’t include any harmful particulates. During the
next few minutes the two went over their plans using the map
in front of them. They located the prison camp, its exits and
entrances, as well as the overall layout of the compound. Parts
of the prison weren’t on the map. Perhaps the intelligence
reports were not completely accurate
“It appears that the entrance over here would give us the
easiest access to the holding cells,” Joseph said as he directed
his finger towards the lower corner.
“This map isn’t very complete about what’s inside,”
Denise said as she was more interested in what the interior of
the building was like than the exterior. “How are we supposed
to find our way around?”
“Computer, is it possible to get a more detailed map of the
interior of the Reidforcian prison?” Joseph asked the CPU
hoping for a positive response.
“No, that information is not available at this time,” the
CPU’s monotone voice responded.
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“OK, so if we do get in, what then?” Denise asked Joseph.
“I’m not sure. That prison down there has a lot of
prisoners. Perhaps I should ask the CPU what our capacity
is.” Turning to the CPU he asked, “Computer, what is the
capacity of this craft?”
The CPU responded, “Seventeen average sized adults.”
Joseph then asked, “Computer, is there any possibility of
controlling other vessels from on board the ZX/2?”
The CPU answered, “Yes, if the triaxial dimentor is
engaged while the thrust diverter is in reverse, then the out
bound directional filters become active.....”
“Thank you, computer, that will be enough,” Joseph cut
off the CPU.
As they approached the surface, the two stared out of the
small observation windows. Never before had they seen such
a sight. There was a thick greenish mist covering the land,
and pieces of metal reached to the sky like stalagmites. Debris
spread across the ground rising above the milky mist below. It
was a junkyard of confusion without any plant life.
Denise and Joseph reviewed their plans one last time.
The escape ship hovered over the designated spot and then
settled slowly to the surface. After a soft thud, the thrusters let
off a final blast, and the landing was complete.
They gathered as many of the items that they could carry.
“Get the C-Tablet or we’ll get lost for sure,” Joseph
ordered Denise. They had almost forgotten to get the C-Tablet
with the copy of the map.
“Where did you leave it?” asked Denise.
“It’s over there on the table. Hurry up! We’ve got to get
out of here before we’re detected by the guards,” Joseph
directed Denise.
“I’m going as fast as I can. Hold your pants on,” Denise
responded.
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Joseph opened the door of the ship and lowered the hatch.
The mist that covered the planet oozed its way inside creating
a green glow in the cabin. They climbed down the ramp into
the unknown.
“Turn on your beacon light so I can find you,” Joseph’s
voice came over Denise’s headset.
Denise turned on her beacon to see if she could find
Joseph in the murky mist. Joseph’s light flashed directly into
Denise’s eyes and startled her.
“Hey watch it, those lights are bright,” Denise yelled out at
Joseph.
“Thank goodness these atmosphere suits are equipped with
these lights or we wouldn’t be able to find each other,” Joseph
said.
Then with a sense of urgency he continued, “We’ve got to
be careful. I don’t want to get separated.”
“If we follow the directions on the map we should be able
to reach the labor camp in a matter of minutes,” Joseph
directed.
“This mist is great because it provides us cover and
protects us from detection,” Joseph went on to say.
The door of the ZX/2 slowly closed behind them. Now
they were committed to the rescue of Joseph’s father.
They moved slowly away for the ship using the map as
their sole source of information. Fortunately, the ground was
somewhat level. The soil was soft; almost like walking on
sponges. They had to avoid the debris lying on the ground
that made the going very slow. From the amount of junk they
walked through, it was obvious that this was the garbage
dump for the prison. As they got closer, they decided to turn
off the headlamps. They didn’t want to give themselves away.
“How far do you think we have to go before we get there?”
questioned Denise.
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“It can’t be too far. According to the map it should be just
about....” THUD. “I think I found something,” Joseph replied.
He seemed a little shaken up.
“Are you OK?” asked Denise.
“Yeah, I think so. Boy that wall is hard,” Joseph said still a
little wobbly.
“Where are we?” asked Denise.
“I think we are about ten cordons away from the main
entrance, if my calculations are correct,” answered Joseph.
The two of them crept along the wall to their left until
Joseph felt an indention in the wall. He ran his hand up and
down the hard smooth surface. He found a crack. Through the
crack came a very small beam of amber light.
“This must be it!” Joseph said under his breath. “Open my
backpack and get out the Phaluvian knife. I think I can pry
open the door if I can get it in just right.”
Denise opened Joseph’s pack, removed the knife, and gave
it to him. He took it and wedged it into a very small fissure in
the hard surface. As he pried the door, the two external metal
doors began to slowly open. At first just far enough to allow a
stream of light from within to escape, then as he put more
pressure against the knife the door opened farther and farther
until it opened enough for Denise to fit. Once inside, Denise
took her knife and held the door as Joseph slipped through
himself.
They crouched low against the wall and crawled slowly to
the left until they were behind a stack of crates.
As soon as their eyes adjusted to the amber light inside,
they were able to make out faint shadows lurking around the
corners of the courtyard and above them on top of the walls
surrounding the courtyard. The murky green mist, that was so
thick outside, was gone.
Tall columns reached upward all around them. Balconies
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surrounded the structure.
A series of animal cages were stacked one upon the other.
Each one filled with various animals from around the galaxy.
Joseph pointed out to Denise that he recognized a Monstal
from Coronthia (a horse sized creature with a head like a lion
and the body of a mule), a Galad from Bignol (a small animal
about the size and weight of a deer with horns that wrapped
around its body providing a protective shell), and a Londata
from Bristus (a tree dwelling sloth with huge front legs
powerful enough to crush an elephant).
“Come on Joseph, we can’t admire those animals, we need
to get out of here,” Denise whispered to Joseph.
They hugged the wall as they moved slowly around the
courtyard looking for a better place to hide. Different stacks
of crates were piled high around the courtyard. There were
many places to hide, but getting from one stack to the other
was a challenge. Surprisingly, they hadn’t been detected yet,
or so they thought....
Suddenly, an infrared light from above scanned down to
the floor of the courtyard as they crouched in the corner.
Because of the photo sensor overlay on the visor of the hoods
on the suits, they were able to see the infrared lights scan
back and forth.
“Quick, pull down the shield on your helmet!” Joseph
shouted to Denise.
“You don’t have to yell,” responded Denise. “I already did
it.”
The second filter provided an enhanced view of the
courtyard. After pulling down their filter visors, they could
see the figures above on the walls surrounding the courtyard
moving closer. From the way they were scanning the area it
became apparent that they knew something had invaded the
prison.
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“Get your trazer out and set it for wide dispersion,” Joseph
ordered Denise.
“Gosh Joseph, you don’t have to get so bossy, you know,”
Denise quipped.
“Alright, just do it or we won’t be around to argue about
it,” Joseph retorted.
“What should we do now?” questioned Denise.
“Get behind those crates over there. We can hide there
while we figure out what to do next,” Joseph suggested as he
was already moving that direction pulling Denise behind him.
They stayed low to the ground moving quickly from one stack
of crates to the next trying not to disturb the animals inside.
“We’re going to have to move quickly. According to the
map there should be an entrance to the slave holding cells
about fifteen cordons across the court yard to our left,” Joseph
said as he pointed the direction given him by the C-Tablet.
“Do you think we can get there without being seen or fired
upon?” Denise asked looking from side to side trying to
detect any guards who might be trying to shoot at them.
“I sure hope so,” responded Joseph. He motioned for
Denise to follow quickly.
They darted across the courtyard going from crate to crate
ending up at a large metal gate. The recessed gate provided a
little bit of cover. Behind the gate was a massive door. Upon
inspecting the door, they found a triangular design on the
right side with a strange insignia on it. The writing reminded
them of hieroglyphics although it had no apparent order.
“It must be Reidforcian,” commented Denise.
“I think that may be the code to open the door. I don’t have
any idea what it says. Unless we can figure a way in, we’ll be
sitting ducks,” Joseph answered. “Maybe we can use the
Phaluvian knife again.”
“I think I can figure it out,” Denise quipped. “Let me try to
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read this.”
“You can’t read Reidforcian, nobody in the galaxy can
read Reidforcian,” Joseph said not believing what she had
said.
Denise studied the symbols. In the middle was a big key
hole with a triangular knob. She took out her Phaluvian knife
and began to draw in the dirt.
After a few minutes she said, “I think it says ‘To open turn
key two turns left, then three turns right.”
Denise turned her head to the right and then to the left as
she slowly deciphered the writing. She stood up, pulled the
gate back, and reached for the key in the center of the door.
“Let me try this,” she said as she turned the big key twice
to the left and three times to the right.
C-R-E-A-K, the big doors swung open to reveal a long
corridor, dimly lit, with several small doors on each side.
Each door bore a triangle with a different set of symbols on it.
“How’d you do that,” Joseph questioned; shocked.
“I’m not sure, I just figured it out. I’ve always liked
learning other languages. For some reason it just made sense
to me,” Denise responded as they moved through the door
into the long hallway..
Leaning against the wall and squatting low they surveyed
the hallway in front of them.
“Nobody in the galaxy has ever been able to learn
Reidforcian. It’s too complicated,” Joseph spoke out loud.
Turning and looking at Joseph, Denise responded matterof-factly, “I can’t explain it, I just figured it out.”
As they sat in the long hallway, their eyes slowly adjusted
to the low light coming from the small round light fixtures
attached to the walls. They suddenly realized that they had
managed to escape one situation, but now were they were in
the middle of another.
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WEAKNESS
Chapter III
“You’re looking for Dr. Xelco?” replied another voice
with a touch of sarcasm, “Ha, you’ll have a hard time
finding him
CREAK --- BANG! The door behind them closed and a
resounding echo rang in their ears.
“Now what?” Denise whispered with panic in her voice.
“How am I supposed to know?” Joseph whispered back at
her as he turned to look at the door that had just closed behind
them. Then turning to Denise he continued, “We’re in this
thing together for sure now!”
“Thanks a bunch for that!” Denise replied in a smart tone.
“I’ll thank you later for this.”
As they moved down the corridor, leaning against the wall
and crawling close to the floor, Denise began to examine the
triangles that were on each of the doors.
“Joseph, I think I can make out what the symbols on the
doors mean,” Denise whispered. “I think they are labels
showing which planets the people inside are from.”
“Can you tell if any of them say Earth?” Joseph asked.
“Not yet. Let me look closer. Yes, I can read these. There
is Molteri, and.... Frosbutolo, and..... Phaluvia, and..... Manita,
and..... There it is, Earth! The fifth door on the right,”
exclaimed Denise still whispering. “Now that we’ve found
the cell what are we going to do?” Denise continued.
“What else does the triangle say?” asked Joseph.
They crawled down to the door that said Earth. Denise
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stood up and examined the triangle on the door. “Let’s see,
Hmmm it’s hard to make out but I think it might be a list of
the prisoners inside,” Denise responded softly.
Suddenly the echo of many footsteps in unison broke the
silence.
“What is that?,” Denise questioned with fear in her voice.
“How are we going to get out of here?”
“Do the triangles say how to open the doors?” Joseph
responded.
“NO!” was Denise’s only answer.
As the footsteps began to get louder, Joseph noticed a
notch in the wall to the left of each door. He took out his
Phaluvian army knife and jammed it into the slot, pulled
down with all of his weight, and suddenly the door retracted.
Denise rolled into the open portal. Joseph pulled the knife out
and then followed close behind. Just as they cleared the
doorway, the huge metal door closed shut. Joseph and Denise
lay silently on the floor afraid to move. They found
themselves in the smelliest environment either of them had
ever encountered. The odor made their eyes water.
The room was even darker than the hallway. They heard
soft murmurings, but they couldn’t make out what was being
said. The footsteps echoed past the door, and then continued
down the hallway. Then, silence, except for the murmurings
inside the room.
Joseph pulled the hood of his atmosphere suit forward and
turned on the headlamp. Joseph and Denise could only gasp at
what they saw.
As Joseph and Denise gazed at the scene before them, they
could hardly believe their eyes. Huddled closely together
were several scrawny excuses for humans. They clung to one
another as children would when a thunderstorm unleashes its
fury. The eyes of the scantily dressed individuals were staring
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at Joseph and Denise although they were covering their faces
because of the sudden bright light. So skinny were these
captives that even their teeth appeared to be falling out, and
their eyes seemed to be bugging out of their sockets. The
smell in the room was almost enough to suffocate even the
most stout hearted.
On the floor, small creatures scurried from side to side, not
knowing how to react to the light that was beaming at them
from the atmosphere suits. Squeals of panic came not only
from these rodents, but also from the humans in the corner.
Only a small stream of light penetrated the darkness
beyond. Slimy goo covered the floor from corner to corner,
and thicker closer to the walls. It was like a carpet of gelatin
spreading out under them to harden, but it hadn’t.
Joseph and Denise looked at each other in amazement.
What had happened to these people?
A soft voice broke the silence, “Who are you and what do
you want?”
“We are humans and we have come to save my father,”
Joseph replied.
“What do you want from us?” a voice whispered from the
darkness.
“Can you tell us where we might find Dr. Matthew
Xelco?” Joseph questioned.
“You’re looking for Dr. Xelco?” replied another voice
with a touch of sarcasm, “Ha, you’ll have a hard time finding
him. They are detaining him in the Processing Room because
he refuses to give the Reidforcians the information they are
demanding of him. Dr. Xelco is a stubborn man, and he is
paying the price for his mule-headedness.”
“What do you mean ‘He’s Paying for his muleheadedness’?” Joseph inquired.
“The Reidforcians don’t like it when we humans have
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information they want, but are unwilling to give them,” the
voice quivered, afraid to be saying what he had said to this
point.
“How can we find this ‘Processing Room’,” Joseph
pleaded. “Do you know how we can get there?”
“Sure I can tell you how to get there, but getting you there
is another story,” the voice replied with a smirk in his voice.
“Don’t worry about me, I’ll get out,” Joseph responded
defiantly.
“Wait a minute,” Denise jumped in. “Don’t you think that
we should discuss this first before do something foolish.”
“Wouldn’t you say it’s a little late for that,” Joseph said
turning his head towards Denise and rolling his eyes at her.
“Besides, we’ve gotten this far haven’t we.” Joseph
continued.
“And just how far is that? We’re in a prison behind locked
doors. I wouldn’t say that we have accomplished anything
yet,” Denise reminded him.
Turning to the prisoners he asked, “Will you help us find
my father?”
“You mean Matthew Xelco is your father?” another voice
from the darkness said sounding very surprised.
Joseph shook his head yes.
“If you want our help we will try to do everything we can,
however we are extremely weak from the lack of food and
water,” a third voice continued. “Do you have any food you
can share with us?”
“Denise, get out the can of manstaka jelly and the dihydroxide water,” Joseph quickly responded to the question
as he pulled his backpack off his back and began to search.
“You have manstaka jelly! I haven’t had that in years!” a
voice from the crowd blurted out as the prisoners moved
closer in anticipation of a delicacy..
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“Joseph, I can’t get the lid off of the manstaka jelly,”
Denise said wincing as she tried to remove the top off of the
can.
“Use your Phaluvian army knife and pry it off,” Joseph
demonstrated on his own can as he spoke.
As the prisoners devoured the meal, they began to relate
their tales of how they had come to this forsaken land.
Conrad Darnoc was the pilot on a freighter traveling from
the Baluvian colony to Rigmar in the Dosta sector when a
Reidforcian scout ship captured his ship. Unarmed and unable
to defend himself he was an easy target. At the time he was
carrying a cargo of medical supplies desperately needed on
Bristus, because of a serious breakout of Sunga fever. His
cargo consisted of a vaccine and live cultures for research in
the laboratory on Bristus.
Maxwell Linden, a chief laboratory technician, Thomas
Reikof, co-pilot, and Somat Donley, chief duty officer, were
on Conrad Darnoc’s ship when it was captured. Under the
terms of the Intergalactic Summit these men, who were
civilians, should have been returned to their homelands, and
not held as prisoners under hard labor.
The Reidforcians captured Mark Cooter while he was
flying an attack mission against one of their outposts. He is an
expert in navigation and engineering, and has knowledge of
detection avoidance systems; when he has the right
equipment. (His was not functional at the time of his capture.)
Regis Fisbon, an ambassador to the League of Nations on
Earth, was en route to a summit of the leaders of the CIG on
Bignol when the Reidforcians intercepted his ship.
They were all brought to this labor camp to work in the
ronadium mines.
The effects of ronadium on humans aren’t fully known, but
from the sores on the skin of the prisoners, and the depleted
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look of their complexions, it appeared that the radiation was
having a toxic affect. Reidforcians need to find miners from
other planets, because ronadium is particularly lethal to them.
After eating the manstaka jelly and filling their stomachs
with di-hydroxide water, the prisoners looked remarkably
better, even though their clothes were ragged, and they had
sores nearly head to foot. It was agreed, the only way this
mission would be a success was if they were to help. Possibly
by making a disturbance to distract their captors, long enough
to allow Joseph and Denise time to get to his father.
“May I look at your equipment?” Mark Cooter asked while
he reached for the communicators that Joseph and Denise had
brought with them, and made some adjustments. Denise
watched as she pointed her headlamp at the project.
Denise gave him the Phaluvian army knife. The tools on
the knife were perfect for the project.
The other prisoners were curious about was doing and
looked over his shoulder to see what how he was connecting
the various components together.
“OK, I’m finished. What I’ve done is to create a crude, but
effective, concealment device for each suit.” Mark said.
“This will keep you absolutely invisible to the guards and
their sensors, but it won’t last long on the batteries in the
survival suits; maybe thirty to forty seconds. It should be long
enough to evade the detection devices at the end of the
corridor,” Mark advised. “You will need to be careful,
because when it turns off they will see you.”
“How did you figure out how to build a concealment
device,” Regis asked surprised at Mark’s idea.
“I have always had an interest in creating concealment
devices, or dimensional shifters as I call them. During my
stay here, in order for me to keep my sanity, I have been
designing something in my head that might help us escape.
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This is a miniature version of that, and if I am correct, the
wiring harnesses and the connections on these suits should
work,” Mark explained. “I have had success with designs like
this in the past. It depends on the type of sensors they are
using because the device is not effective on every system.”
“Joseph, when you asked the CPU how many people the
craft would carry it told us seventeen average sized adults. Do
you think we could get some of our friends out of here as
well,” Denise questioned.
“Don’t worry about us,” replied Regis Fisbon. “We’ve
already resolved ourselves to be here for the rest of our lives.
Just save yourselves and your father if you can.”
Ignoring Regis’ statement Joseph responded, “That’s a
great idea Denise,”
Then turning to the prisoners Joseph continued. “We will
do everything we can to help you, but first I must save my
father.”
“We’ll just get in your way. We’re weak and
undernourished. Anyway we’re due to go back on shift in less
than four hours,” Regis seemed to be begging them to leave
them alone hoping to avoid an unnecessary conflict with the
guards.
“That’s crazy! If we can get you out, we will,” Joseph
replied defiantly. “If you’ll help us get to where my father is,
we’ll help you escape.”
Joseph took out the C-Tablet from his backpack, unfolded
it, and showed the map to Conrad and Regis.
“Our map is incomplete about the inside of the compound.
Several of the areas are just question marks. Maybe you can
look at this and tell us where we are and what some of these
rooms might be?” Joseph began to get excited.
“Let me see that,” said Conrad with Mark looking over his
shoulder. “Let’s see..... We’re right here,” he pointed to the
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long corridor on the map. “We’ve got to go down the entire
length of the hallway here to these doors. I think this is the
guard’s dining hall. We will have to hurry because it’s getting
close to feeding time,” Conrad continued. “Beyond that is the
auditorium where all of the special functions are held. I’m not
sure what’s past that.”
The group began putting together a plan to distract the
Reidforcian guards when suddenly; there was the loud clank
of a key slamming against metal.
“Quick! Get behind us!” Ambassador Fisbon ordered in a
whispered voice, “If the guards find you here, they’ll kill us
for sure!”
Joseph and Denise scampered to the back of the cell and
lay down in the slimy goo that spread across the floor. The
others spread themselves over the two attempting to hide
them.
The giant door swung open and standing in the doorway
were two of the fiercest looking Reidforcian warriors Joseph
or Denise had ever seen. Actually this was the first time either
of them had seen a Reidforcian in person. Each had a large
belt draped over their right shoulder with different weapons
attached, and on the shoulder strap was a long muzzled
Knoxthian trazer (they have a longer range, but aren’t as
powerful as a CIG trazer). On their shoulders were large pads
with different emblems on them; perhaps rank insignias.
Large helmets extended down over their necks to their
shoulders. Metallic gloves covered their six fingered paws
and chains draped from their waists. Black metallic boots
with pointed toes and spur like wheels off the back adorned
their monstrous feet. Hanging from their sides, they carried a
samitar in a sheath. (The samitar is a long curved blade with
notched teeth along its edge. When activated the samitar turns
bright red and can cut through almost anything like a hot
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knife through butter.) They carried a transparent shield made
of chronthium. These shields can withstand the blows of a
samitar and deflect an attack from a trazer. All in all the
Reidforcian guards were menacing at the very least.
“Earthlings, Lord Froth requires your presence
immediately,” The larger of the two blurted out.
Without warning or forethought, Joseph leapt up from
behind the people who were hiding him and, turned on the
hood lamp on his atmosphere suit. He pointed it directly at the
first guard’s helmet.
Coming out of the dark interior of the cell, the light
blinded the guard, and left him confused. He grabbed the
sides of his helmet and gave out a frightful yell. As he fell to
the ground, Denise jumped up and did the same thing to the
second guard with the same results.
The others, taking the lead from Joseph, pounced on the
guards, knocking them to the ground. Mark Cooter pulled the
helmet off of one of the guards and when the light from the
atmosphere suit shone in his face, his eyes bugged out, and a
greenish yellow substance like pudding began to flow out of
his eye sockets. The oozing mass flowed faster and faster
until his skull collapsed.
The Earthlings looked at each other in disbelief. Conrad
ripped the helmet off of the second guard, and when Denise
pointed her beam into his face, the same thing happened.
“I don’t believe it!” said Regis Fisbon with a look of
amazement on his face. “I think we’ve finally found a
weakness in the Reidforcians! Can you believe it! Who
would’ve thought these monsters had a weakness as simple as
this,” he continued.
“All this time we thought the helmets were for military
purposes,” inserted Mark, “We never dreamed that light
would have such an effect on them.”
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“Do you think that with this discovery we might be able to
defeat them?” Denise questioned.
“It would appear that we’ve stumbled onto something that
could change the direction of the war,” Regis replied. “I just
hope we are able to share this with someone outside of this
prison.”
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DECEPTION
Chapter IV
“You’re right,” Regis agreed, “Get the weapons, and
then we’ll put our plan together.”
“I think I’ve got it! I’ve got an idea,” Joseph quipped, “If I
put on this helmet...,” he paused as he put the massive piece
of armor on his head.
Joseph’s voice was muffled as he adjusted the helmet onto
his shoulders. Once he got it set on his head he said, “CAN
YOU HEAR ME?” Joseph’s voice came out clear as a bell.
“Yes we can, can you hear us?” Regis replied.
“Perfectly, this is strange because I can hear, see, and
breathe beautifully in here.” Joseph said with a surprise, “I
thought that I would be hearing Reidforcian when you talked
to me.” Joseph continued.
Denise picked up the other helmet and examined it. She
looked inside of it with her headlamp and inspected the
circuits and the design.
“I think I understand it now,” jumped in Denise. “Using
these connectors here,” she pointed at some of the wires
inside of the helmet. “The interpreter locks onto the brain
waves, and converts the speech patterns to sub-nervonic
impulses that only the brain can decipher. That means no
matter what language is used, the interpreter in the helmet can
convert it into perceptible speech; no matter who has the
helmet on! And when they speak it does the reverse. Why
didn’t we ever think of that? It’s so rudimentary. If we use
these helmets we just might be able to understand what the
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Reidforcians are saying when they talk to each other, and then
we can anticipate their next move.”
“Denise, put on the other helmet,” directed Joseph. “Test it
out and see if it works for you.”
Denise put on the other helmet with the same results.
“Joseph, do you notice how clearly we can see in here.
Everything is so clear. I can even see the cracks in the wall
over there by the window.” Denise burst out.
“WOW, you’re right! These things are great.” responded
Joseph with an excitement in his voice like a child on
Christmas morning seeing all of the presents under the tree.
“We had better come up with a plan quickly before the
other guards come this way looking for these two,” Mark
inserted. “Let’s get all of the armor off of these guards. Let’s
take their weapons so we can have a fighting chance,” he
continued.
They dragged the two guards to the back of the cell and
began to undress them. Much to everyone’s surprise the
Reidforcians are much smaller than they appear. Actually,
their heads are better than fifty percent of the total body size.
They have short stocky bodies with stumpy little legs. The
armor is actually a mechanized robotic suit used to make
them seem more menacing than they actually are.
“Another weakness!” Fisbon said extremely surprised, but
elated over the discovery, “These guys are nothing at all
without these armored suits on. How could we have been so
afraid?”
“Because they use these suits so effectively,” replied
Mark.
“I guess you’re right,” Regis said apologetically, “It’s just
that they seem so helpless like this.”
“Yeah, but they sure are mean mongrels when they have
them on,” Conrad added.
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Once they emptied the uniforms of the disgusting remains
of the Reidforcians, Joseph and Denise got into the suits,
mostly because they were the smallest.
“Boy, this sure is a tight fit,” Joseph said.
“I’ll agree with that, but it’s easier than I thought to get
around in one of these.” Denise commented.
“Speak for yourself,” Joseph responded, as he wobbled
around the room trying to get the feel of the armor.
“Enough of that, we’ve got to make a plan on how to get
out of here,” Mark said with urgency to his voice.
“You’re right,” Regis agreed, “Get the weapons, and then
we’ll put our plan together.”
Mark and Conrad donned the atmosphere suits that Joseph
and Denise had been wearing.
“These things sure fit tighter than I remembered. I thought
these were supposed to be one size fits all,” Conrad said as he
squeezed into the skin tight uniform.
“They feel better once you’ve had them on for a while,”
Denise chuckled as Conrad squirmed into the suit she had
been wearing.
“Yeah, laugh all you want, but that outfit you’re wearing
looks pretty ridiculous on you, you Reidforcian traitor!”
Conrad quipped back.
“Settle down you two, we have more important things we
need to be doing right now,” calmed Regis. “We’ve got a plan
to put together.”
As Joseph and Denise adjusted the armor suits, the others
began to plan the escape. The door to the cell was still open
from when the guards had entered making the initial escape
simple. Once out into the hallway things would be
considerably different.
“Denise, do you think that we can fool the Reidforcians
with these uniforms?” Joseph questioned.
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“If we can understand each other, then the Reidforcians
will hear us in their language as well. They won’t have any
idea who we are. However, they may recognize our voices
and find us out that way, so only talk when absolutely
necessary,” Denise commented.
“What? You think I’m stupid or something? Of course I
won’t talk,” replied Joseph.
“I’m sorry, but you haven’t exactly been the quietest
person, you know,” Denise snipped back.
“You’re one to talk,” Joseph retorted.
“Knock it off you two, we’ve got enough troubles here
without you arguing,” jumped in Regis.
Mark and Conrad walked out of the door ahead of Joseph
and Denise. Regis and the others remained behind, without
much hope that the four who were leaving would ever return.
They said goodbye and good luck.
Conrad told them that he knew the way to the Processing
Room, so with him in the lead, they began the journey down
the dimly lit corridor.
It was determined that the guards knew that there were
intruders in the prison. The guards who went to the cell
apparently were sent to bring them to the Processing Room. It
Their entrance into the prison had been discovered. So the
other guards would be expecting the prisoners to be under the
control of the guards. Little did they know that it was a
deception.
Joseph and Denise were beginning to get used to the suits
and began to move fluidly. Both of them had their weapons
drawn on their ‘prisoners’ so the other guards, and any other
beings they might encounter, wouldn’t suspect them.
Unbelievably the hallway stretched farther than they could
see. Every few cordons there were doorways with the same
triangular shape with the symbols on them. Denise wanted to
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tell Joseph all of the planets represented, but knew if she
began to speak she might give them away.
As they moved down the hallway they approached two
guards on either side of the corridor standing perfectly still.
As the four passed them, the guards raised their right hand
into the air and then pulled their fist to their chests in a salute.
Joseph mimicked the salute with his free hand. When his fist
got to his chest, the guards dropped their hands to their sides
and resumed standing at attention while the four marched
past, undiscovered.
Down the long corridor they encountered other guards
with the same results.
When they finally reached the end of the hallway, they
came to a giant door which must have stretched eight or nine
cordons tall and six or seven cordons wide. On the door was a
larger version of the triangles seen on all of the other doors
down the corridor.
Denise stood looking at the door and read the inscription.
She then moved towards the door. She pushed a large handle
on the left side of the door, turned it to the right, and then
pulled back. The giant doors swung open exposing a room
that rivaled the knight’s table in King Arthur’s court. A
triangular table, capable of sitting an entire regiment, filled
the room. Colorful banners hung from the ceiling. The stench
from the food that covered the floor burned their eyes until
tears began to blur their vision. Conrad led them towards the
opposite end of the room. Moving between a break in the
table they were now in the inner circle of the vast expanse.
Suddenly a loud thud followed by another and yet another
could be heard. Just as quickly the room began to fill with the
grotesque figures of the guards.
The lights in the room went suddenly dark. Only a dim ray
of light streamed down from the pinnacle of the ceiling
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above. As the enemy filed in they sat down at the tables. A
loud noise began to fill the room as more and more soldiers
entered. They saw the creatures ugly before them had
removed their helmets so they could eat. Food came out to
them. The smell was disgusting.
Still moving they decided it would be better to continue
going forward than to confront the enemy at this time. It was
very tempting to take out all of the soldiers in the room at one
time using the headlamps, but the goal was to free Dr. Xelco.
The rest of the soldiers removed their helmets exposing
their ugly faces. Slobbering noises emitted from the creatures
as they gobbled down the raw food in front of them. They
were eating froggles (slimy green seaweed) and corponcles
(rare water creatures found only on Reidforcia). Not one of
the four dared to speak a word.
They walked to the other side of the room where they
found another doorway at the back of the room. This door
was open. They went through the doorway and proceeded
down a staircase which ended at an arched hallway leading in
a zigzag fashion away from the dining hall.
They reached the end of the hallway only to find another
obstacle. This time a chain link barrier stood in their way. On
the wall to the left of the fence was another of the medallions.
Denise read the insignia on the door. This time she turned and
looked at Joseph in disbelief.
“What is it, Denise,” Joseph whispered.
Denise stood dazed.
“Come on Denise, what is it?” Joseph urged again in a
whisper.
“It says ‘All who walk through these doors beware, for
only those possessing the knowledge of the Kroleg will
survive,’” Denise said softly while her voice quivered with
fear. “What do you think that means?” she continued.
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“The Kroleg is the book used in religious ceremonies,”
Mark offered. “I haven’t seen a copy of the book, but we’ve
heard quotes used from it, while we were being interrogated.”
Silence fell over the four while they pondered the meaning
of this oracle.
“How do we open these doors?” Joseph asked.
“The symbols say the only way in is with the Key of
Rashtad,” Denise responded.
“If you check your harness you will find a triangular
shaped trinket. That should fit into the slot on the left side of
the door. The guards use that key all the time,” Conrad
interrupted. “This is the only way to the Processing Room, so
we have to risk it.” he continued.
Joseph found the trinket on his belt and placed it in the
slot. The large linked fence began to rise revealing a room
that resembled an old cathedral. High ceilings with ornaments
dangling from them, chairs scattered across the floor, and a
large window with the design of a blossoming flower on it
rose from the floor to the ceiling at the far end of the room.
Although dimly lit there was more light here than in the
dining hall. There appeared to be an altar upon a platform that
stood in front of the glass sculpture. Suddenly the wall to the
left of the platform started to move and then disappeared
behind some curtains. From the darkness behind the wall an
imposing figure walked forward. It was a Reidforcian. He
was wearing a purple cape draped over his shoulder that
reached to the floor. Across his breast was a shield with the
triangular shape that had become so familiar during their
search of the prison camp. In his hand he held a staff with a
glowing blue orb on top of it.
A deep voice carrying authority came out of the helmet
said, “I am Lord Froth, You are now my prisoners. You will
be taken the Processing Room where you will reveal to me
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your purpose here,”
Joseph moved forward, gave the salute he had learned
from the guards and said, “We are at your command Lord
Froth,” as he bowed at the waist. “Behold the prisoners before
you. What is your pleasure?”
“You have done well my sentinel friend, bring them
forth,” said Lord Froth.
“As you command,” replied Joseph.
Joseph pushed Mark and Conrad forward towards Lord
Froth. Just as they got to him they both turned on the lamps in
the atmosphere suits.
Lord Froth yelled as he grasped his helmet. Mark and
Conrad jumped towards him to pull off his helmet and to
shine their lights into his eyes, but to their surprise he had
completely disappeared.
“What the .... It just can’t be!” exclaimed Mark. “Where
did he go?”
“What are you talking about?” questioned Joseph.
“He’s gone, he just disappeared. It’s as if he was never
there,” Mark continued with disbelief.
“No way, he couldn’t have just disappeared,” Joseph
responded.
“Go ahead and look for yourself,” Conrad demanded.
Joseph moved forward and sure enough, nothing was
there.
“Is it possible that the Reidforcians have developed some
sort of transporting device and when Lord Froth was in
trouble he’s able to disappear?” Denise interjected.
“Yeah right,” Joseph began sarcastically, “Come on, have
a clue, there is no way that the Reidforcians could have
developed a transporting device without the CIG high
command knowing about it,” Joseph continued in the same
sarcastic tone.
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“Wait a minute Joseph,” Conrad interrupted, “We’ve heard
talk of such a device down in the ronadium mines.”
“Come on you guys that sort of thing is just sciencefiction,” Joseph responded in defense of himself.
“It was only a few years ago that the McMarian HyperWarp drive was science-fiction and now it’s a reality, why not
a transporting device? And, what about the translators in these
helmets? The CIG high command didn’t know about these
did they?” Denise added pointing to her head.
“What-ev-er. We’ve got to get moving because they’re
probably coming for us by now,” Joseph said trying not to
sound too stupid.
They decided they should go through the door where Lord
Froth had made his entrance, since Conrad believed it to be
the way to the Processing Room. As they walked across the
platform, the floor began to quiver, then shook, and then it
rocked back and forth so violently that none of them could
remain standing. Too scared to move they clung tightly to
whatever they could grasp onto as the ground heaved and
rocked blow them.
“Is this an earthquake?” Denise screamed above the roar of
the room.
“No, I think it’s a Reidforcian quake,” Joseph yelled back.
“Hold on!” he bellowed as he clung on to the legs of a chair
that had slid across the floor.
Just as suddenly as it had begun, the room went silent, and
the floor returned to its normal stillness.
“Is that what the oracle at the door meant?” questioned
Joseph in a panicked voice.
“I’m not waiting around to find out; I’m outta here!”
exclaimed Conrad as he jumped up and made a beeline for the
opening in the wall.
“STOP!” yelled Mark, but Conrad, who was running
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towards the exit, disappeared into thin air.
“Where’d he go?” Joseph responded to this turn of events.
“I have an idea,” chipped in Denise, “He probably went to
the same place as Lord Froth! So, what do you think we
should do now?” she continued.
“Well, we can go back the way we came, and become
dinner for those Reidforcian animals out there, or we can go
forward and take our chances,” Joseph responded.
“Mark, didn’t Conrad say that this was the way to the
Processing Room?” asked Joseph as he turned to Mark.
“Yeah, but I don’t want to disappear into nothingness like
Conrad,” Mark answered cowardly.
“Would you rather be invited as the main course to a
Reidforcian meal?” Joseph asked. “I would personally rather
face the unknown.”
“OK big man, lead the way,” Mark quipped.
“Sure, follow me,” Joseph responded defiantly as he
moved forward.
Joseph headed for the opening where Conrad had vanished
with Denise and Mark close behind shuffling their feet slowly
across the floor expecting the floor to move again. As they
headed for the opening the floor began to heave as it had
before. Scared that this would be worse than the first time the
three dove for the opening and.....
“OOOOOH BBBOOOOYYEEEEEE!” echoed throughout
the expanse as they suddenly flew through the air. Down and
down and down they fell until they landed with a thud on an
oversized mattress, all in a heap.
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Chapter V
“Hold on son, you’re going way too fast. Did you say
something about the ZX/2? How about hitting the high
points and we’ll go on from there,” Matthew interrupted.
Dazed for a few seconds they lay back on the soft cushion
until things began to come back into focus. As they sat up to
get their bearings, they gazed about their new environment.
They could see that they were in a room unlike any other they
had been in before. In utter silence they inspected the room
from where they sat. The ceiling of this room had the eerie
iridescence of greenish-blue light. The ceilings were quite
low which allowed the light to stretch out in long spooky
lines and cast dark shadows about the room. Grotesque
looking statues, inset in the walls, surrounded this circular
shaped room. They appeared to be shrines or holy statues. In
front of each of the statues were lit candles and a bowl of a
red substance that oozed upwards towards the ceiling and out
of sight. Bright amber light came from an opening at the far
side of the room.
“Where are we,” Denise asked as she looked around the
room in disbelief as she tried to adjust herself in the awkward
uniform. “Are we dead?”
“I have no idea,” a familiar voice from behind them. There
sat Conrad with a big grin on his face. “I’ve been expecting
you to drop in,” Conrad joked with them.
“Do you have any idea how we got in here,” Joseph asked
as he looked up at the ceiling only to find that there was no
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opening for them to have fallen through.
“From up there,” Conrad responded pointing to the ceiling.
“That’s impossible,” Joseph retorted. “There’s no way. Do
you see an entrance up there?” Joseph demanded.
“No, I don’t, but that’s where you came from. Perhaps you
should ask him,” Conrad said as he pointed to a withered
figure of a man with his head drooped between his legs across
the room; just barely visible within the dim light streaming in
from the opening behind him.
“Who is he?” Denise asked.
“Why don’t you ask him?” Conrad responded.
Joseph maneuvered the bulky Reidforcian uniform out of
the mattress onto which they had fallen and moved towards
the feeble looking person across the room.
“Who are you and where do you come from?” Joseph
questioned the man.
The man in the corner slowly lifted his head and when he
saw Joseph coming at him he screamed, “Stop, don’t hurt me
anymore! I can’t take it anymore,” as he curled up into a tight
little ball, obviously terrified of the monster he saw hovering
over him.
“Don’t be afraid of us, we are here to help you,” The
bellowing voice came out of the Reidforcian armor as Joseph
tried to calm the frail little man. “Look at me so I can help
you,” Joseph pleaded with the man.
“Just leave me alone, PLEASE!” was the response that
came back.
The tattered man in the corner raised his head one more
time to see if the creature was still there. Why was this
monster approaching, and what did it want of him?
“FATHER! It’s you. I can’t believe it. Look, it’s me,
Joseph,” Joseph exclaimed as he moved closer to the timid
man sitting on the floor.
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“No, don’t hurt me,” the frail man screamed as the beast
came closer to him. He put his head back between his legs
and curled up into a ball.
Joseph realized that in the suit he looked like a Reidforcian
guard, so he took off the helmet and repeated his plea.
“Father, look it really is me. Look, I’ve taken off the
helmet,” Joseph pleaded with his father.
Matthew Xelco lifted his head to peek at the monstrosity
descending upon him. The look of fear washed away to utter
surprise.
“How .... When.... Who....” was all that Dr. Xelco could
muster.
“Calm down dad, we’ll explain it all to you later, but first
we need to give you some food so you can regain your
strength.” Joseph interrupted his father.
Conrad and Mark opened the survival kits attached to their
atmosphere suits and took out the manstaka jelly and dihydroxide water, sharing it with Dr. Xelco, as they all ate.
“Manstaka jelly and di-hydroxide water, how did you get
this?” Matthew Xelco questioned as he began to stuff the food
into his mouth and then wash it down with the refreshing taste
of the di-hydroxide water.
Joseph answered, “You probably won’t believe me, but we
found it on the ZX/2 experimental attack ship. We stole it
from the Burmi. We were headed for the Sigmata colony after
the attack on Lambdata when you were...”
“Hold on son, you’re going way too fast. Did you say
something about the ZX/2? How about hitting the high points
and we’ll go on from there,” Matthew interrupted.
Joseph introduced his friends. “This is Denise Wantis,” as
she took off her helmet, “Do you remember her from my
classes at school? I shanghaied her when I left the Burmi. She
has been a big help in getting us this far. Believe it or not she
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was able to read the Reidforcian symbols on the cell doors,
and then we were able to open them.”
“Did you say she can read Reidforcian?” Dr. Xelco said
disbelieving.
“Yep, and it helped us get here to help you.” Denise
smiled as Joseph replied.
Joseph continued to introduce the others, “This is Mark
Cooter, we found him in the prison cell along with Conrad
Darnoc…..”
“I know these men.” Matthew interrupted him. “I’ve
shared the same cell with them since the day I got here. How
did you get them out?” questioned Dr. Xelco.
Joseph then shared their story of how the others had
helped. He told of how they had entered the prison yard and
how they had encountered the security forces outside of the
prison. He told his dad how they had found the prison cell,
and how they had overcome the guards in the cell. He told all
about their weakness to bright light, and best of all how they
had discovered the language interpreters in the Reidforcian
helmets. Dr. Xelco could hardly believe what he was hearing.
As Joseph told his tale he could see from the sunken eyes
and withered features of his father that he had been through a
terrible ordeal while on Reidforcia.
Joseph hesitated and then informed him of his mother’s
demise at the hands of the Reidforcians. Dr. Xelco’s
complexion went totally white. He walked away from the
others to be by himself. After a few moments he returned,
more determined than ever to help them defeat the enemy
who had perpetrated this terrible thing upon his family.
What was left of his uniform was now tattered and
discolored from dirt and blood. His hair was greyer than
Joseph had remembered and he had a scuzzy beard. Even so
Joseph was able to recognize his father.
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“I can’t believe that we, of the CIG, didn’t know about the
technology behind those translators,” Dr. Xelco questioned.
“If they have that type of technology then I believe they know
of your existence and where you are now,” Dr. Xelco
continued.
“Where are we?” Joseph changed the subject to matters
more at hand.
Dr. Xelco explained. “We are currently in the Moulton
Chapel where I was left to starve until I release the secrets of
the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system; which I have vowed
never to reveal to these animals. The light you see coming
through that portal is the Processing Room, and beyond that is
where Lord Froth awaits my decision,” Dr. Xelco continued.
“We’ve already met the great Lord Froth,” responded
Denise.
“You have!?” Dr. Xelco exclaimed with surprise. “Where
did you meet him?”
“Just before we mysteriously appeared here, we saw him
in the auditorium. He acknowledged that we were sentinals
and he said that he wanted to interrogate the ‘invaders’, but
when Mark and Conrad tried to shine their lights at him and
jump him, he just disappeared,” answered Joseph.
“He disappeared? Where did he go?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“We have no idea,” was the response.
“It’s possible that he thinks since you were in the
Reidforcian uniforms that you are still loyal to him. You said
when you met with Lord Froth and he didn’t recognize you,
right?” Dr. Xelco asked the question.
Joseph nodded in reply.
“Perhaps you fooled him and your presence here is an
accident, or maybe you were brought here on purpose,” Dr.
Xelco conjectured. He was trying to figure out the best way to
proceed.
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“What you’re saying then, dad, is that if we keep up the
deception that we are Reidforcian guards, we might be able to
continue to fool him. Is that right?” Joseph replied trying to
understand his father’s plan.
“That’s right,” Dr. Xelco responded to Joseph’s question.
“We’ve got to continue the deception that you are loyal
guards and that you are still trying to bring the captors to him.
If that doesn’t work, at least we gave it a try. I don’t have a
better plan. You better put the helmets back on after you eat.
Then we can put our plan to work,” Dr. Xelco said with
renewed energy and determination.
The path they took to get to the Molten Chapel hindered
their attempts to figure out where they were located on the
map. Conrad and Mark wandered around the room looking
for another possible way of escape, but they just kept coming
back to the door at the far side of the room...where they
thought that Lord Froth would be waiting. They were still
outnumbered at least one thousand to one.
“If we can get past the guards we could get to the ZX/2 and
make our escape,” thought Joseph out loud.
“Let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves, we have to get
out of this jam first,” Dr. Xelco slowed his son down.
After eating their fill of the manstaka jelly and dihydroxide water, Conrad spoke up saying “I think that it
would be best if I traded my atmosphere suit with Dr. Xelco
so he can accompany the rest of you on your escape.”
“No way, Conrad, you have to finish with us,” Denise
argued.
“Maybe Conrad has a point,” interjected Mark, “He can
follow behind us and let us know if there is a problem coming
from the rear.”
“I..I...I... wasn’t exactly thinking about that,” Conrad
stuttered, “I was thinking more about staying here and waiting
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for you to come back for me.”
“Well...I guess that could work as well,” responded Mark,
“But, if you have any problems just catch up with us, OK?”
Dr. Xelco and Conrad exchanged the atmosphere suit with
Conrad.
At the same time Joseph and Denise put the Reidforcian
the helmets back on and assumed a position behind Mark and
now Dr. Xelco, putting them under guard. Conrad moved
about the room inspecting each nook and cranny to see if he
could find another way out of the room. It soon became
apparent that the only way out was through the portal at the
far end of the room where the light was beaming in; and
where the great Lord Froth was bound to be waiting.
Joseph and Denise showed Dr. Xelco and Mark all of the
tools that they had at their disposal in the atmosphere suits.
The Phaluvian knives were hidden in the belt straps of the
suits so that they could be reached easily. They took the
trazers and put them in their palm so they could easily fire
them. The di-hydroxide water and manstaka jelly were
securely stowed back in the packs attached to the suits.
The four moved slowly and methodically towards the
light. Mark and Dr. Xelco in front and Joseph and Denise
following behind, weapons in hand. The hole in the wall
didn’t look big enough for even a Reidforcian out of his
armor to get through, but when they were within two cordons
of the wall the portal suddenly opened like the lens of a
camera. The amber light filled the Moulton chapel and the
gruesome figures on the walls seemed to jump out of their
resting places; like a puppet in a 3-D movie leaping off of a
screen to attack an audience in a horror show.
Dr. Xelco whispered back to his ‘captors’, “This is the
Processing Room where I was tortured for so long. Lord
Froth may be inside, so be prepared for anything.”
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As they moved into this new room the odor that swept past
overcame them. In front of them stood large stone pillars
scattered throughout the room. Each one had metal bands
nailed to their surfaces designed to fit over the head, wrists,
and ankles of its victims. Attached to these were long thick
wires dangling from the ceiling. Around the chamber small
cubicles carved into the rock, covered with opaque glass, had
a foggy mist seeping out of the seams.
Barely visible in the corner of the room lay the remains of
beings that had not survived the Processing Room; possibly
for future study. Long shiny steel tables cluttered the floor.
Each one extended and retracted from the center and had
bonds at the head and foot of them. Above each table were
suction cups attached to coiled springs dangling above where
one’s head would normally lie.
A large pit in the middle of the room oozed an orange
molten rock that bubbled and gurgled as steam rose above.
Hanging from the ceiling was a platform from which drooped
ropes seared at the ends from contact with the bubbling brew
below. Small lights inset in the roof sent rays of light through
the mist and through the darkness. The stench of death
emanated from the very walls and the screams of terror
echoed as though the tools of terror were in use at that very
moment.
“Do you see Lord Froth anywhere?” whispered Joseph.
“No, but that doesn’t mean he might not show up at any
moment though,” responded Dr. Xelco.
As they moved through this dungeon of pain they couldn’t
get it out of their minds that someone was watching them.
Suddenly out of the darkness, from the corner behind
them, jumped out a creature so quickly that no one could tell
what it was. It was hissing and showing its razor sharp teeth.
It wasn’t very big, but it was ferocious in its appearance.
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Panicked by this surprise, Denise began to scream out, but
caught herself, realizing that she could give them away if she
screamed. Joseph aimed his weapon at the creature, but when
it stopped in front of him, Joseph recognized it right away.
“It’s a whitther!” Joseph said as much startled as relieved,
“I haven’t seen one of those since I was a little boy.
Remember when you took me to the biological exhibit on
Bignol when I was six years old, Dad?”
“I remember that,” responded Dr. Xelco. “They are
extremely friendly if they know that they are in no danger, but
can be terribly mean and even dangerous when they sense that
they may be harmed.” Dr. Xelco continued.
“I studied these creatures in medical training,” Denise
jumped in. “They can become remarkably small when they
need to and they have an unbelievable sense of smell. Their
night vision is rivaled only by the reasty on Farodia,” she
added showing off her knowledge of the animal kingdoms of
the galaxy.
“Here whitther, here little whitther,” Mark called for the
fuzzy little animal that spat and hissed in front of them.
Suddenly the little beast stopped its ferocious outburst and
jumped into Mark’s arms as if it was his long lost friend.
(The whitther is a small ferret-like creature that is
normally orange in color and may have black markings;
particularly on males. The rear legs are larger and much
stronger than the front ones which gives it remarkable leaping
ability. Its long tail is used like another appendage much like
a monkey’s. The whitther’s head is small with round ears on
the sides. The mouth is small until it’s angered or it needs to
eat, then it can open large enough to swallow a chicken
whole. Its teeth are extremely sharp and can pierce through
most metals; aluminum being part of its staple diet. They are
trained throughout the universe as protection animals. They
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are extremely sedate when unprovoked and can make
excellent house pets, once litter trained.)
“You know, this little critter could become very useful for
us later on,” Mark said with a smile on his face. “He’s kinda
cute, as far as whitthers go.” He put him back on the ground,
and the whitther disappeared into the corner where he had
come from.
“Knock it off or we’ll never get out of here. Keep moving.
The exit is over there behind the curtain,” Dr. Xelco chided
the others. We need to be quiet or we might be discovered
here,” he continued.
The curtains were red and thick. Just as our friends
reached the drapes they suddenly flew open before them
exposing the last thing that they wanted to see.
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Chapter VI
“No, let me do it,” said Denise, “I have medical training
and I should be able to do it in a jiffy.”
In the room beyond, fifteen Reidforcians sat around a large
triangular table. Some of them were disassembling
something. In the far corner of the room sat Lord Froth.
Standing in the doorway stood two gigantic Reidforcian
officers with their weapons drawn directly at them.
“I have been expecting you,” stated Lord Froth, motioning
for them to move closer to the table.
To their surprise, on the table was the main CPU unit from
the ZX/2. Behind Lord Froth stood Conrad Darnoc; who had a
menacing grin on his face.
Joseph panicked. “How did the ZX/2 CPU get here?” he
thought to himself. He wanted to say something to his father
but he didn’t dare speak or he would give himself away. “And
what was Conrad doing behind Lord Froth?!”
From his father’s reaction, he was sure that his father also
recognized the CPU. The hoods on the atmosphere suits hid
the identity of the prisoners.
“You are right on time. I hope you enjoyed your tour of
our facility,” Lord Froth stated with a hint of a snicker in his
voice. “After our little meeting in the cathedral I wasn’t sure
just whether or not you would be able to figure out how to get
here, but thanks to my friend,” Lord Froth motioned toward
Conrad, “and my guards behind you, we were able to direct
you right where we want you. You have seen the Processing
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Room and the results of a visit there. I hope you are prepared
to meet your fate.”
He continued, “The good Dr. Xelco has resisted all of our
attempts to break him, but you are more expendable than he.
It is apparent that the doctor chose to stay by himself in the
chapel. That is fine, for I will deal with him later. Gesturing
towards his guards he ordered, “Sentinel, bring your prisoners
forward.”
No one moved. “Sentinel, bring your prisoners forward!”
Lord Froth repeated his command as he directed Joseph and
Denise, who he thought were loyal to him, to move closer.
Denise and Joseph glanced at each other and pushed Mark
and Dr. Xelco forward toward the regal looking leader.
Lord Froth was now dressed in blue Reidforcian armor and
had a red and purple sash draped over his left shoulder He had
the staff with the blue orb on it staff in his right hand.
“You have done well my children,” Lord Froth said to
Denise and Joseph. “I hope the journey from the auditorium
to the Moulton Chapel wasn’t too strenuous. Your prisoners
are a welcome sight. They have valuable information that we
need in our quest to discover the secrets of the McMarian
Hyper-Warp drive system, that will provide us with the tools
of for the final annihilation of the Confederation of
Intergalactic Governments. Take your places at the table of
honor.” he motioned for them to sit down.
Turning to the guards that had met them at the door he
ordered, “Sentinels, remove the headlamps from the
prisoners!” Lord Froth ordered.
As Denise and Joseph moved to the empty seats at the
table, the gigantic guards who had met them at the doorway
moved towards the prisoners and removed the headlamps
from the atmosphere suits. Then they forced Mark and Dr.
Xelco to their knees. The guards then placed the headlamps
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on the table. Since the visors were still down over their eyes
they weren’t recognized.
“You are now prisoners of the Potentate of Reidforcian
and as such you are required to reveal all and any information
you have on the McMarian Hyper-Warp system,” Lord Froth
said as he stood up towering above his two prisoners. “We
know this device is on the craft that brought you here. We
want this information and we are willing to do whatever is
necessary to get it. Stand, raise your visors and tell us what
we require of you or you will die.”
As Mark and Dr. Xelco raised their hands to lift the visors
from their faces they turned on the palm trazers and directed
them at the helmet of Lord Froth. Just as before, he vanished.
Quickly spinning, they flashed their trazers around the
room, surprising the fifteen armored enemies. Joseph and
Denise picked up the headlamps from the table and turned
them on. They flashed them at the guards seated at the table.
Screams of terror rang out from their translators. The element
of surprise had given them the upper hand in this battle.
Leaping to the opportunity, Mark began to tear the helmets
off of the soldiers, and Joseph used the lights to destroy the
Reidforcians just as before. Once again their eyes bugged out
of their sockets, and then the thick green slime oozed out.
Their heads collapsed from the void left inside. Dr. Xelco saw
what Mark was doing and began to do the same. Conrad
jumped out from behind the throne and began to help pull the
helmets off of the Reidforcians, much to the surprise of the
others, who had thought him to be a traitor.
When the battle was over Joseph confronted Conrad,
“What’s going on here, first you are on our side, then you are
against us, then you help us; what gives?”
“Lord Froth knew you were coming to the planet long
before you got here. He wants the technology of the
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McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system, but needed the craft
intact,” Conrad began to unfold his tale.
“When you landed, one of the guards pulled me out of the
cell and threatened me if I didn’t cooperate. They weren’t
sure how far you would get, but they weren’t taking any
chances. I was to keep them informed by the use of a small
transmitter, implanted behind my ear, of all of the movements
that you were making. The reason I went ahead of you to the
chapel was I needed time to report to Lord Froth without
making him or you suspicious. It appears that the device only
tracked where we were. As far as I know, nothing else about
what we did or said was transmitted to Lord Froth. I think the
device may have malfunctioned, because from what I have
heard about these things they can control the mind. Since I
was not under the control of the device in my head, I was able
to protect you. I just made some things up to tell Lord Froth
so that he would believe me.”
“I never let Lord Froth know who was in the atmosphere
suits or in the Reidforcian uniforms. As far as he knew the
passengers on the ZX/2 were in the atmosphere suits and his
loyal guards were bringing them to him.”
“He must have believed what I told him so he assumed
that he was under no threat from you,” Conrad told the group.
“I told him that his guards had subdued the intruders after
they shone the lights on him. I told him that I had led you
here.”
“The most surprising, to him, is how you were able to
penetrate the compound and get into the prison. I take my hat
off to you for that. The problem we have now is that Lord
Froth knows that you are of immense danger to him, and the
next time we meet he will not be as surprised by your
capabilities. He probably suspects that his trusted guards are
now disloyal to him, as well as me. So, the Reidforcian armor
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is probably not needed anymore.”
“I think he may be playing with you and allowing you to
think that you have succeeded, where actually you have
failed,” Conrad concluded.
“Failed? What do you mean we failed?” Joseph asked
Conrad.
“You are trapped here and he knows it. He is just waiting
for the right time to capture you and get the information he
wants,” Conrad shared the intentions of Lord Froth.
“We’ll see about that!” Joseph said defiantly.
As they stood in the large room assessing their
circumstances it became evident that they were in great
danger. How were they going to get out of this predicament,
now that Lord Froth was aware that they were able to take
advantage of the Reidforcian’s weakness? They no longer had
the element of surprise on their side.
“The first thing we need to do is get the CPU reassembled
so we can get it back to CIG territory”, stated Dr. Xelco.
“Good idea”, responded Conrad. “But don’t you think
we’re putting the horse before the cart. We’ve got to get out
of here first.”
“Mark and dad, can you take charge of the reassembly
project while the rest of us devise a plan of escape?” Joseph
interrupted. “We need to keep our spirits up. We’ve made it
this far haven’t we?”
The others looked at Joseph nodding their heads, but
thinking, “Just how far have we gotten?”
Mark and Dr. Xelco moved over to the table where the
CPU lay disassembled. They asked Conrad to assist them in
the repairs. Meanwhile, Joseph and Denise began to formulate
a scheme to make their escape. They referred to the C-Tablet
for assistance.
“We still have one tool at our disposal that the
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Reidforcians don’t know about,” volunteered Denise. “We
still have the concealment system that Mark built into our
atmosphere suits.”
“A what?” Dr. Xelco asked as he turned to look at Denise.
Mark jumped in, “A concealment device. You see I cross
wired the x-tone circuits with the modulated disrupter system
to create a simulated...”
“You don’t have to get technical with us Mark,” Dr. Xelco
cut him off, “Just tell us how it works.”
“OK, I’m sorry. If you take the blue harness and connect it
to the red connector like this,” Mark demonstrated being
careful not to actually connect the two. “It will create a shift
in the fourth dimensional field making the person unseen by
most detection devices, and be invisible to the eye. The
problem is that the batteries are already low and the amount
of power required to make the system work will not last very
long; perhaps 20 to 30 seconds. It’s only useable once, so we
will have to be careful how and when we use it. Anything that
is within two cordons will be under its effect. We’ll have the
advantage that when we can attack, and we can do it without
being seen.”
“You mean that if we stay close together we will all be
invisible?” asked Joseph.
“That’s correct,” responded Mark.
“How will we know where each of us is while we are
concealed?” asked Dr. Xelco.
“As long as we stay within the range of the device, we will
be able to see each another,” Mark answered.
“How is that?” questioned Dr. Xelco who wanted to know
more about how the equipment worked.
“That’s not important, just trust me, it works,” was Mark’s
response.
Meanwhile, Conrad and Dr. Xelco were making headway
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on getting the CPU components back together.
“How’s it coming?” asked Mark as he moved back to the
table to assist Conrad.
“Almost done, let’s give it a test,” Conrad replied. “Go
ahead ask it a question.”
“OK, Computer what is the meaning of life?” asked
Joseph.
“I... do... not... know... that... is... a... question... I... am...
not... pro... grammed... to... an... swer...” the CPU laboriously
replied.
“Just a few more adjustments and we’ll be on our way,”
Dr. Xelco volunteered.
“How did the CPU respond without any power?”
questioned Joseph.
“You should know that every CPU has latent power
residing in its circuitry. Haven’t you ever read the warnings
on the back panel? ‘Do not open back, no user serviceable
parts, danger of electrical shock’,” queried Conrad. “We’ve
got to be careful though because we only have about thirty
minutes of useable power available. I will set the power
consumption to lowest levels. I think that way we can double
the life. It won’t be as efficient though.” he continued.
“Conrad, you mentioned that you have an implant that was
installed by the Reidforcians to track your movement around
the compound. If you move around they will know exactly
where we are, won’t they?” Joseph surmised.
Conrad shook his head in agreement assuming the same
thing.
“Shouldn’t we remove it and find a way to distract Lord
Froth?” Mark interjected.
“We could remove it with one of the Phaluvian Army
knives. We have a first-aid-kit with a mild anesthetic so it
shouldn’t hurt too much.” Then examining Conrad she asked,
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“Where is it located?”
“Behind my left ear, I think.” Conrad said with a worried
look on his face.
“You aren’t sure?” asked Dr. Xelco.
“Well, I didn’t exactly see where they put it,” Conrad said
as he checked out the spot he told them about.
“All right let’s get started,” Denise directed. “I have
medical training and I should be able to do it in a jiffy.”
Dr. Xelco and Joseph helped Conrad onto the table.
Denise picked up the Phaluvian army knife and poured a
small bottle of antiseptic over the blade.
Conrad’s eyes bulged out of their sockets as he saw the
large knife approaching him.
“You DO KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING.... Don’t
you?” Conrad asked Denise.
“Trust me,” Denise replied concentrating on the job before
her.
“WAIT!” exclaimed Joseph, “What if the device is booby
trapped?”
“Oh my God I never thought of that,” screeched Conrad.
“It’s a chance we’ll have to take,” responded Denise as she
closed in on her project.
The rest of the crew backed off as Denise slowly and
meticulously maneuvered the knife to the spot that Conrad
had indicated. Sweat dripped off of both Denise and Conrad
as the delicate surgery began. A small incision was all that
was needed to find the small sensor, but when she saw it she
noticed that it was wired to the bone just behind the ear, and
the wires looked as if they might be attached to a small
detonator.
“What should I do now,” asked Denise, “I think that these
wires are set to explode the sensor if I cut them.”
Dr. Xelco moved in closer........ “Hmmm, I think you’re
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right. But if we bypass the red wire and connect it to the base
of the firing mechanism it just might keep it from going off.
That’s if the Reidforcians use the same technology as we do.
What do you think Conrad?”
“How the heck am I supposed to know? Perhaps I could
just go the opposite direction and act as a decoy for you. Yeah
that’s it I’ll just act as decoy,” a desperate Conrad concluded
as he started to get off the table
Pushing him back down, Denise said to him, “No, it’s all
of us or none of us,” She then did exactly as Dr. Xelco
suggested.
Poof, a small cloud of smoke lifted out of Conrad’s head
as Denise gave out a sigh of relief.
“I’m on fire!” screamed Conrad.
“No you’re not; it’s just a little smoke..... Nothing to worry
about,” reassured Denise.
“NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT?! I’m the one on fire,”
responded Conrad.
“Quit being such a baby!” Denise yelled at Conrad.
“Now that we have the device out what should we do with
it,” asked Joseph.
“I have an idea,” responded Mark. “If it’s still functional I
propose we use it to throw off the Reidforcians.”
“What about me?” questioned Conrad. “Are you going to
sew me back up?”
“Oh, I’m sorry I almost forgot,” responded Denise as she
took out the needle and thread from the first-aid kit. “I’m
sorry I have to do this the old fashioned way because we
don’t have any plastio paste.”
“I have a great idea!” Joseph burst out. “I know how we
can throw off the Reidforcians,”
Joseph recounted his plan, as Denise finished sewing up
Conrad. “If we take the transmitter and implant it into the
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whitther we can mislead the Reidforcians into thinking we are
one place when we’ll actually be somewhere else, assuming
that the whitther doesn’t follow us,” Joseph explained.
“We don’t have to implant the transmitter in the whitther,
all we have to do is put it into some food and he’ll ingest it,
giving the same results,” Denise interjected.
“Great idea,” exclaimed Joseph.
Mark went into the Processing Room to find the Whitther.
A minute later he reappeared with the little critter. He took
out a small amount of manstaka jelly, put the transmitter in
the goo, and fed it to the whitther. The whitther gobbled it up
and they were ready. Mark released it and closed the door
trapping the poor creature in the Processing room once again..
“I’m finished with the CPU,” Dr. Xelco exclaimed loud
enough for the others to easily take notice. All of a sudden a
soft beeping sound began.
“What’s that noise?” asked Conrad.
“I programmed the CPU to keep track of the whitther.
When it’s within fifty cordons or so we will get a signal. That
way we can know where he is, thereby we can avoid being
too close it. Then the Reidforcians will be chasing a wild
goose, or whitther.... so to speak,” Dr. Xelco said with one of
those ‘I’m proud of myself’ expressions.
“That’s a great idea, when did you think of that?” Conrad
inquired.
“It just came to me,” Matthew retorted.
“You don’t have to be so smug about it, you know,”
Joseph joked with his dad.
As Denise and Joseph quickly repacked the equipment and
prepared to leave, Dr. Xelco, Conrad, and Mark sought a way
to escape. Nothing was found.
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Chapter VII
“Matthew!” exclaimed Regis in a loud whisper, “We
thought that you were dead!”
They decided that the Reidforcians, who were probably
monitoring the transmitter, thought that they were in the
Processing Room; and that they were right where he wanted
them, there would be no rush on their part to act.
To their right they saw long drapes hanging from one end
of the room to the other and from the ceiling to the floor.
They were dark blue with thick pleats. Upon exploring the
drapes they found them to be impenetrable; there were no
seams or separations.
A glossy green board covered the wall to the left. No exit
there.
In front of them was the throne of Lord Froth. Behind the
throne were loosely hung drapes purple in color with gold
trim. The drapes hung from a golden rod with figurines on
each end duplicating the helmets of the Reidforcian guard.
Behind the drapes was a blank wall.
In the center of the room was a triangular shaped table
with massive armchairs. This was the table where sat the
greatest and bravest of the Reidforcian army. Strewn all about
the room were the decomposing bodies of these great warriors
who had fallen at the hands of our small force.
“Hmmm, it looks as though we are stuck.” Turning to
Conrad, Joseph said, “Hey Conrad, you’ve been in here
before. Do you have any ideas how we can get out of here?”
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“Come to think of it, I do know a way to get out of here,”
Conrad began to remember. “There are buttons on the
underside of each arms on the throne. I think what we need to
do is push both buttons as the same time, and then a staircase
will appear under the throne.
Joseph took the right side and Mark took the left. On
Conrad’s command they needed to push the buttons at the
same time. “
OK ... NOW!” Conrad ordered.
They pushed the buttons under the arms of the chair and
then a deep groan began to shake the throne room and the
royal chair began to move backwards exposing a stairway
leading down into a dark abyss. They gathered up their tools
and equipment. Joseph and Denise put on the atmosphere
suits and shouldered the now repacked backpacks. Mark and
Dr. Xelco picked up the CPU, and loaded it onto Mark’s
back. They tied it with some ropes that they had taken from
the decorations on the drapes. The CPU continued to give off
the faint signal from the transmitter now in the belly of the
whitther showing that the whitther was still in the Processing
Room.
Conrad picked up one of the helmets. He wanted the
translator thinking they could use it for study later on. He
made sure he had as many Reidforcian weapons as he could
carry. They debated on whether to bring a complete uniform,
but dismissed the idea because of its weight; and because they
no longer needed it as a disguise.
Denise noticed a larger triangular key hanging from the
belt of one of the slain guards who looked like he was a high
ranking officer. She took it off and attached it to her own belt.
Around her neck she put the Key of Rashtad.
Conrad led the way down the dark dingy stairway.
“Be careful, the way is dangerous and there are small
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interrupters on the walls. If you touch one you will notify
them immediately of our location, and you also might get
fried,” Conrad directed the group. “Just stay in the middle and
you’ll be fine.”
The darkness swelled over them like a giant wave. The
same mist they had encountered outside the gates filled the
corridor and made it impossible to see, even with the helmet
lights turned on.
As they crept forward the groan of the throne moving back
into position rattled the walls around them. When they
reached the bottom of the stairs Conrad warned them to stop
and wait. Just then a rushing noise rose up from in front of
them and blew past. When the noise died down, the mist that
had surrounded them disappeared. The way was now clear.
An yellow light coming from a continuous light bar in the
ceiling now lighted their way. Down the hallway they walked.
Silence pervaded the air. It seemed like an eternity when
before them rose a massive door. The surface looked like
wood, but when they touched it had the cold feel of steel.
Massive hinges extended from the sides into the center where
the now familiar inscriptions on the triangular shaped
medallion left them wondering what to do now.
“Denise why don’t you read the inscriptions on this door,”
Joseph said with expectation.
“Yeah, write down what it says so you can tell us. In the
mean time we’ll check out the hallway to the right and see
what we can find,” Conrad said in an authoritative voice.
“Wait, did you say that Denise could translate the symbols
on the door?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Yes I can,” she replied. “It just takes a little while.”
“That’s amazing!” Dr. Xelco said in astonishment. “How
did you learn how to do that?”
“I don’t know, it just came to me,” Denise replied.
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“Don’t you remember I told you that when we were in the
Moulton Chapel?” Joseph jumped in.
“You told me so many things, I guess I just forgot. It’s still
pretty amazing though,” Dr. Xelco responded.
Denise began to study the inscriptions while the others
checked out the hall to the right. She took out her C-Tablet
and wrote down what she was translating.
At the end of the hall was a door smaller than the first but
made of the same material. The door was propped open
slightly and a light shone through.
“I think I can make this out.” Denise referred to the notes
she was taking. “It says ‘To enter you must know the secrets
of Reidforcia for within these walls reside the spirits of the
emperors of the past. To fail is to suffer a most heinous death,
but to succeed is to know the future of things to be.’“ Denise
finished reading her translation.
“Are you sure?” questioned Dr. Xelco.
“She’s gotten us this far, hasn’t she?” responded Joseph
Next to the large inscription were two smaller triangles
that appeared and then disappeared every twenty seconds.
“What do you think that was all about?” a startled Mark
spoke up.
“There’s more information on the bottom of the door,”
commented Denise. “Let me see what it says.”
As Denise inspected the rest of the door, Conrad suggested
that they check out the doorway that lay to their right.
“Stay here we’ll be right back,” Conrad said softly.
Joseph went with him, still not totally sure about Conrad’s
loyalties.
Just as they approached the door they heard the now too
familiar sound of the clamoring footsteps of the Reidforcian
guards marching down the hallway.
Everybody froze at the sound of the marching feet first as
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they got louder and then grew softer as the guards moved past
the other side of the door; then absolute silence. They looked
at each other and waited until they were sure the hallway was
dead silent.
“Do you think they know we are here,” whispered Conrad.
“I hope not,” responded Joseph. “I think the hallway is
clear now. Let’s see where we are,” Joseph continued as he
stepped out into the hallway.
“What do you think you are doing Joseph,” Conrad
exclaimed in a shallow voice.
“Just seeing where we are. Come on let’s check this out,”
Joseph replied glancing back for a second.
Out in the hallway he realized that this looked very
familiar.
“Get Denise, I think she can help me out here,” Joseph
said leaning back through the doorway.
“WHY?” questioned Conrad.
“Just get her, OK?” Joseph seemed a little irritated as he
reacted to Conrad’s reluctance.
Conrad motioned for Denise to come over to the door. She
came over to where Joseph was and looked out into the hall.
“Joseph, this is the hall where the prisoners are kept. I
think that door over there is the cell where we found
everybody,” Denise said with a smile on her face.
“I thought this was the same hallway. I just wanted to
make sure I was right. Thanks Denise,” Joseph smiled at her
to show his gratitude to her. “Would you help me make sure
that this is the cell with the other humans, OK?”
“Sure, is it clear?” Denise asked as she moved past Joseph
towards the slightly opened door
“Clear.” Joseph replied.
They moved slowly and quietly down the hall to the door
with the Terra emblem on it. She took the Key of Rashtad,
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and inserted it into the slot on the door. The door swung open
and inside, to their delight, sat Regis Fisbon and the others
with a look of astonishment on their faces.
“How.... Ah.... I....,” is all Regis could muster.
“Come on let’s get out of here. Quickly!” ordered Joseph.
Regis and four others, Regis Fisbon, Thomas Reikof,
Yendor Remlap, Maxwell Linden, and Somat Donley crept
out of the cell, and followed Joseph and Denise down the
hallway to the open door. As they left the confines of the cell,
they realized that they were now free, and began to celebrate
and hug each other.
“Settle down, the guards aren’t that far away,” Joseph
cajoled them.
When they reached the relative safety of the second
hallway, Regis immediately recognized Dr. Xelco.
“Matthew!” exclaimed Regis in a loud whisper, “We
thought that you were dead!”
“Well, it appears that you were wrong, and that’s good for
me,” responded Dr. Xelco. “By the way Regis, how have they
been treating you?”
“About as bad as ever,” Regis laughed as he approached
Dr. Xelco and embraced him.
Denise returned to the inscription and reviewed her notes
on the C-Tablet.
“I think I’ve got this figured out,” Denise interrupted the
reunion. “The next time the two smaller triangles appear we
should push on them at exactly the same time. This will
activate the time lock sequence. After a period of three
seconds I have to put the Key of Rashtad into the slot that will
appear in the center of the emblem. That should open the
door. After that I don’t know for sure what is next,” Denise
concluded her evaluations.
The group slowly and quietly crept back to the large door.
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Denise, Dr. Xelco, Regis Fisbon, and the other newly freed
prisoners waited for the triangles to appear again. Meanwhile
Mark, Joseph, and Conrad studied the map on the C-Tablet
trying to figure out where they were and how to complete
their plan of escape.
“According to your map, we could easily go through the
prisoner’s hallway, then across the courtyard and out the side
exit putting us very near to where you left the ZX/2,” Mark
pointed out apparently trying to make Joseph feel dumb for
not having noticed this earlier.
“That’s true, however that was the way that Denise and I
entered the compound so they will probably be waiting for us
at the gates, and possibly at the ZX/2,” Joseph stated with a
grin of satisfaction for having logically answered Mark’s
inquiry.
“Actually, since they had the CPU, I would have to guess
that the ZX/2 is inside of the compound, most likely in the
courtyard. It’s a big enough area for them to work on it
there.” Joseph offered.
Conrad studied the map, and concluded, “Since beyond the
hall to our right is the guards’ living quarters that way won’t
help us much. Why don’t we see what’s behind the large door
in front of us? It may be another way for us to escape.”
Just then the small triangles appeared again and Denise
pressed them. “Look,” she said quietly, with excitement. “I
was right, there’s the indention I told you about!”
She slowly and carefully inserted the Key of Rashtad and
gave it a little jiggle. The door moved back slightly and then
slowly slid behind the left hand wall revealing a large room
with a blue transparent dome in the center. Inside the dome
was a large chair; made of the same material as the throne of
Lord Froth, covered in purple with gold trim. On the front of
the dome was a small golden triangle that had one of largest
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diamonds any of them had ever seen.
Seeing the size of the diamond, one of the newly freed
prisoners, Thomas Reikof, ran toward it, attempting to take it.
As soon as Thomas touched the medallion on the dome he
froze in his tracks while blue streaks of lightening engulfed
his body and then he disappeared into thin air with a loud
scream of terror. Then silence.
The door shut behind them with the thud of a solid door.
“Where did he go?” was all Regis could muster.
“I don’t know,” Joseph said quietly as he moved slowly
towards the dome.
“Don’t get too close or you may disappear as well,”
warned Denise.
A dim blue light came from somewhere in the walls and lit
the room. Upon inspection, the room appeared to be an
ancient burial ground. It was round with a domed shaped
ceiling. Starting at the side of the door and continuing on
around were glass bubbles containing the dehydrated remains
of what they ascertained to be the carcasses of the rulers
mentioned on the door. Above each of them was an emblem
and below an inscription. The room was very large and the
ceiling very high.
“What significance do you put on the statement on the
door and the triangles on these orbs?” asked Yendor Remlap,
one of the prisoners, as he walked slowly around the room
examining the grotesque creatures floating in the slime.
“I think there is a relationship between the triangle on the
door and these emblems here. For instance, the first
inscription says, ‘To follow Zorak to his final home is easier
than one would think’,” Denise translated the inscription in
front of the first creature.
“He must have been known as Zorak,” Mark interjected.
Denise just looked at him, “I would say that’s obvious.”
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Denise continued as she moved to the next orb, “Durab is
the king who fought for his kingdom and he will conquer you
as well.”
She read the third inscription which read, “Death will
follow those who would defy the great Sema Lah.”
On the fourth these ominous words were inscribed, “Yug
has decreed that the Potentate of Reidforcia will never fall, to
challenge him is to die.”
And on the fifth and last, the most threatening of all,
“These are the word of Kellbora, ‘Those who would seek to
find the truth in the words of the Kroleg, will have only
themselves to blame, for within understanding can only come
self-destruction, for at your own hand will you die’.”
“I wonder if that has anything to do with what happened to
Thomas. He went for the dome and vanished. So, what
connection do you think there is between the words and what
happened to him,” Regis asked no one in particular as he
himself was examining the green bubbles on the wall.
“Perhaps there is something on the dome itself that could
give us a clue?” he continued.
Denise moved slowly and cautiously towards the dome in
the middle of the room careful not to come into contact with
it. The surface of the dome was translucent and it waved with
the movements in the room. Inside the dome and next to the
throne, in a case, were several of the blue orbs similar to the
one that Lord Froth was holding.
“Do you think it’s some type of energy field?” Denise
asked anyone.
The blue translucent dome looked as though one could
pass their hand through it, yet what had happened to Thomas,
made Denise very leery about getting too close to it. She
gazed at the lettering on the emblem and her eyes began to
enlarge as she read on.
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“What does it say?” asked Yendor.
“I think we’ve met our greatest test of all,” Denise said
quietly and slowly. “I have no idea how we are going to solve
this latest puzzle.”
Suddenly the room went dark and then a blaze of light shot
up from the middle of the dome; within was Lord Froth!
Just as quickly as Lord Froth appeared in the dome, he
vanished. The room returned to the way it was before Lord
Froth made his entrance and then swift exit.
“What was that all about?” questioned Yendor.
“I think the dome is a conduit through which Lord Froth
moves from one place to another,” surmised Dr. Xelco. “I
think maybe the staff he carries allows him to move from one
place to another, using the dome as the focal point. It would
then stand to reason that if we could get access to the dome
we might be able to transport ourselves anywhere we want,
assuming we can control it.”
“That’s the problem,” Denise added, “According to the
emblem on the dome a special key is needed to access the
dome. Without it anyone who tries to use it will die, probably
the way Thomas did. It also needs some kind of code to
control where the dome can take us.”
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Chapter VIII
“Your dad sure would be proud of you right now,”
Yendor said patting Joseph on the back, “You’ve really got
a good head on those shoulders of yours.”
“That large triangle you have attached to your belt is only
authorized for certain high ranking officers. Do you think that
it might have some clues on how to operate the transporter?”
Conrad said pointing to the large key in Denise’s belt.
Regis agreed, “That’s right. There are only a few dozen of
those and only the highest ranking officers have them.
Perhaps Conrad is right. Why don’t you read the characters
on the triangle, it may give us an indication of what it is.”
Denise pulled the larger trinket from her belt and began to
read the inscriptions on it. She got a puzzled but positive look
on her face. She jotted some notes on her C-Tablet.
“I think we can make this work,” Denise said under her
breath. “All I need is a little help from each of you and from
the CPU. Then we should be able to transport.”
Then she spoke out loud. “First of all, I need all of my
notes on the C-Tablet for the translations from the inscription
under the orbs around the room. Next, I will need the large
key, the map, and finally I need the CPU.”
Everyone jumped in to help. Mark pulled the CPU from
his backpack and set it on the floor in front of him. The others
organized the notes on the C-Tablet so that Denise could
retrieve the information easily.
“What I need to do is name each of the kings in the order
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of their reign, next I have to read the inscription on the larger
triangle, at that point the blue org on the dome will open.
After that all I have to do is insert this larger key.
From that point we will need the CPU to help us determine
the place we want to transport by inputting the coordinates,”
Denise recounted her instructions.
She began to read off the names of the kings in a strong
voice: “Zorak....Durab.... Sema Lah....Yug....Kellbora!”.
Nothing happened.
“Try again maybe you didn’t say it correctly,” Mark
stated.
“No I don’t think that’s it, Hmmmm.........” Denise
contemplated her next move.
“I think I’ve got it!” Joseph jumped in. “If we use the
helmet’s universal translator it will change the words into
Reidforcian so the dome will be able to understand you.”
“Oh my word, Joseph, I should have thought of that
myself,” responded Denise as she smiled up at him.
She donned the Reidforcian helmet Conrad had brought
with him, and then repeated the order of the kings “Zorak
....Durab ....Sema Lah ....Yug ....Kellbora!”
A deep bellowing voice from within responded, “Yorkabo,
Regarb, Decidi Fondugal, Gro, Benumbi.”
“What does that mean?” The group asked in unison.
“Never mind let me finish,” Denise said irritated. “The key
before me is from the lineage of kings and by its power I
command the dome to allow access from without,” she read
from the key before her.
As soon as she finished reading, the diamond moved away
from the emblem and a slot opened into which Denise
inserted the special key she took from the officer. At that
moment the dome lifted exposing the throne and allowing
entrance. As they moved into the dome it became apparent
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that only six or seven would be able to travel together along
with the equipment they had with them.
“Now what do we do?” Conrad questioned nobody in
particular. “If only half of us can go who will be left behind?”
“Hopefully no one,” replied Dr. Xelco. “We just have to
figure this out. By the way, Denise, how long do we have
before the dome returns to its normal state?”
“I don’t have a clue. There is nothing in the writings to
indicate how long we can keep the door open. I just know that
once we are gone the next group will have to repeat the entire
process in order for them to follow us.”
“However, in order for us to use the transporter the
Reidforcian helmet and the CPU have to go with the first
party. The helmet is needed to give the instructions to the
dome and the CPU is needed to compute the location of the
ZX/2,” Denise continued.
“How are we going to decide who goes and who stays?”
asked Yendor.
“We’ll need Denise to operate the dome, Conrad and Mark
to reinstall the CPU, Regis, why don’t you go, and Dad, you
have been through the worst of it. You go along too.” Joseph
instructed. “I’ll take the rest through the hall. We’ll contact
you using the communicators in the atmosphere suits when
we are in view of the ZX/2 so you can cause enough of a
distraction for us to safely get aboard. I just hope that they
haven’t completely disassembled the craft by now.”
“Go ahead and get out of here before one of us changes
their minds,” Joseph ordered. “But first give us your
backpack Denise so we can have the extra supplies to help us
out. Oh yeah, and how about the C-Tablet too, we wouldn’t
want to get lost now, would we?”
“If they take all that other stuff the next group won’t be
able to use the dome to leave,” pointed out Maxwell Linden,
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one of the prisoners.
“Couldn’t the second group go back through the prisoner’s
hall?” Mark suggested trying to be helpful.
“That just might work,” agreed Dr. Xelco calmly. “Once
outside we can create a diversion so the others can follow.”
They agreed that this would be the best plan. The only
obstacle was how to get the large door open again now that
they were inside.
Just then Yendor reminded them, “I think you have
forgotten that the Reidforcians have found the ZX/2. We’ve
got no idea where it’s being kept,”
“My guess is that it’s somewhere in the courtyard. They
obviously have the ZX/2 since they had the CPU the courtyard
would give them enough space to work on the craft. If the
ZX/2 is in the courtyard, then when we exit the door at the end
of the hallway, we should be able to see it,” Joseph suggested.
“And it’s going to be well protected,” added Conrad.
As Joseph, Yendor, Maxwell, and Somat, watched, Denise
asked the CPU to give her coordinates.
“CPU, please give us the coordinated to where the ZX/2
was left,” Denise requested.
The CPU responded, “Fourteen... degrees... six...
minutes... and... two... seconds... north... by... twenty...
seven... degrees... two... minutes... zero... seconds... west,”
laboring as the backup power drained from the CPU.
“Don’t forget to use the concealment device when you get
there,” yelled Joseph.
Denise waved as she began to recite the coordinates to the
dome.
Meanwhile Mark took the connectors on the harness of the
atmosphere suit and checked them just in case it was going to
be needed.
Suddenly the room glowed with the light from the charged
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lightning bolts as they flashed about the room, and then, just
as quickly, the room returned to normal, except that the dome
was now empty and the power field surrounded it one again.
“What do we do now?” asked Somat. “How do we get
out of here?”
“Good question,” responded Joseph, “Hopefully I’ll have
an answer for you in a minute or two.”
Joseph began exploring the surface of the door looking for
a clue. The others joined in not sure what they were looking
for.
“Am I mistaken or did Denise take the Key of Rashtad
with her?” Regis asked hoping the answer was no.
“Oh my word, I think you’re right!” responded Joseph, “I
never thought about that. Now what?”
The remaining prisoners sat against the wall. There had to
be a solution to this problem, it just wasn’t coming to them.
Just then the massive door began to open. The amber light
from the outside streamed into the room changing the colors
of everything in it, then in strutted a Reidforcian officer. The
five remaining humans slid slowly behind the door and glued
themselves against the walls hoping that he would not
discover them.
The Reidforcian guard moved into the room and
approached the transporter. The door closed tightly behind
him. He bent down on one knee and began to recite the order
of the dead rulers of the Reidforcian kings, “Yorkabo, Regarb
Decidi……..”
Joseph leaped out of the dim light and flashed on his
headlamp, directing it into the face of the officer. The guard
grabbed the sides of his helmet and let out a horrifying yell.
Yendor remembering how they had succumbed the guards
earlier, jumped on top of the fallen warrior and pulled the
helmet off of his head and Joseph finished him off. With the
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yell of terror filling the room the Reidforcian slowly died.
“What a lucky turn of events,” Joseph blurted out, “We
now have the tools we need to get out of here.”
“One problem pal, we can’t read the symbols on this key,”
responded Yendor.
“Perhaps I can be of some service,” a meek Maxwell
chimed in. “I have a photographic memory, and I can
remember exactly what Denise said and did to get out of here,
including the coordinates to the ship,” he continued.
“You mean we can activate the transporter ourselves?”
Joseph said excitedly.
“That’s right,” Maxwell answered back.
“The problem with that plan is that we would end up
exactly where the other group is at. If they have encountered a
problem we would be right in the middle of it,” Joseph said
trying to make sure that what they were about to do would
give them the best possible result.
“For one thing we aren’t sure if the ZX/2 is at the location
the CPU calculated. Also, if they are on the ZX/2, they may
have maneuvered it closer to the prison door to assist us in
our escape, or perhaps worse, they may have been caught. We
need to stick to the original plan. By approaching the craft
from two different directions, if one of the teams has a
problem, then other team can help. We now have the tools we
need to get back to the hallway. Let’s follow the plan. We
will need to be very cautious,” Joseph said taking command
of the situation.
“Your dad sure would be proud of you right now,” Yendor
said patting Joseph on the back, “You’ve really got a good
head on those shoulders of yours.”
“We’re not out of this yet, Yendor,” Joseph said while still
contemplating the direction they should take.
“I think I should put on the Reidforcian armor,” Joseph
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directed. “Yendor put on this atmosphere suit and Maxwell
pick up the transporter key from the floor over there.”
Everyone scurried about preparing for the next step.
“We now have the Key of Rashtad. That will make it
easier to get through the doors. Joseph if you take a position
behind us we might deceive the other guards into thinking
that you have captured us again,” Maxwell commented.
“That was my plan exactly,” Joseph responded, “What two
great brains we must have.”
After a few seconds the smaller triangles popped out of the
door. Joseph pushed on them simultaneously. He took the
Key of Rashtad, waited three seconds, and put it into the slot.
Immediately the door responded, first by moving back and
then sliding sideways into the wall allowing access to the
hallway once again.
They slipped quietly out of the transporter room into the
hallway. To the right they would return to the Processing
Room and the other way to the hallway where the prisoners
are kept. They moved to the door to the left and cautiously
looked out into the hall. So far it was quiet.
“If we go to the left we’ll go to the dining hall. So we need
to go right and move down to the exit. First, in order to
protect ourselves, take some of the manstaka jelly and smear
it on the floor over there,” Joseph pointed to the hallway
leading to the dining hall.”
“That way if any of the guards should come out of their
quarters they won’t be able to follow us,” Joseph conjectured.
Maxwell took the manstaka jelly out of the pack. He and
Somat began to smear the goo across the floor. The jelly,
being clear, was barely visible, but it represented a real threat
to anyone trying to cross it.
The door to the hallway closed behind them, but presented
no problem as the Key of Rashtad could re-open it easily.
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Joseph took a position behind the others and marched them
down the long corridor. As they approached the door at the
end of the hall, two Reidforcian guards stepped out and
turned to confront the group.
“Congratulations Constine Morg, you have captured part
of the escape group, but why are you taking them to the
courtyard?” questioned one of the sentries.
Joseph gave them the arm salute then responded, “Lord
Froth wants to set an example of these low lifes. He wants to
have them executed in plain view of the other prisoners. For
to defy Lord Froth is to die.”
“I beg your indulgence Constine (a Reidforcian rank equal
to commander) but Lord Froth demanded that all prisoners be
brought to the Processing Room for interrogation,” the sentry
replied.
Yendor, realizing that they were in trouble, switched on
his headlamp. The two guards fell to the ground in apparent
pain while Maxwell and Somat prepared them for death. They
pulled off the helmets while Yendor shone the light on their
ugliness. The guards screamed in agony as their skulls
collapsed.
“We need to take these guards and hide them!” Joseph
ordered.
Joseph took the Key of Rashtad and opened the first door
he came to so they could toss the guards into the cell. When
he opened the door he didn’t consider that he had found
another cell filled with prisoners; this time Bignols.
When they saw that it wasn’t a guard opening the door, but
humans, they got very excited and began to ask all kinds of
questions. When Joseph came around the corner in the
Reidforcian armor, the Bignols crowded together and
slumped to the floor, and began to whimper in obvious fear of
the brute in the doorway. Only Joseph could understand their
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cries of panic because of the universal translator built into his
helmet.
He talked to them trying to console them, “I’m not a
Reidforcian. I’m a human. I only have this suit on so we they
won’t discover us. This is the only way I can communicate
with you. Please trust me,” Joseph pleaded with them as he
took off his helmet to reveal that he was indeed an Earthling.
“What are you doing here, hu-mans. Why have you
invaded our cell?” questioned one of the voices in the crowd
in clear language.
One of the larger Bignols, which isn’t saying much
considering they are a small race to begin with, stepped
forward and identified himself.
(Bignols are a unique race in the galaxy. They have
pointed heads with a small amount of hair encircling the
brow. Pointed ears stand almost to the tops of their pointed
heads. They have bushy eyebrows above tiny little squinty
eyes, and almost no nose at all. They use their mouths
exclusively for talking as they ingest their food through a
small pouch at the waist. They waddle when they walk
because their legs are so stiff. The upper portion of their
bodies is five times stronger than humans.)
“I am Fragon. I am the leader of the Bignols here on
Reidforcia. I am formerly a government official. What is your
purpose here?” he questioned.
“We accidentally chose to put the bodies of these two
sentries in here. We just killed them and we needed a place
hide them,” Joseph answered.
“You killed Reidforcians?” Fragon exclaimed. “How did
you do that?”
“I can’t answer that right now. We’ve got to leave,”
responded Joseph somewhat irritated at the delay.
Yendor and Maxwell tossed the dead bodies into the cell.
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When the Bignols saw the bodies they couldn’t believe what
had happened. All they could see was the slime inside the
helmets and the crushed of the dead sentries.
“You can’t just leave us here now!” demanded Fragon. “If
you leave those dead soldiers here they will blame us and
then we will visit the Processing Room. You have to take us
with you!” Fragon ordered Joseph as the six little creatures
bolted for the door behind Fragon.
“Now what do we do?” asked Joseph the others.
“I guess we take them along,” replied Somat, “It’s the least
we can do for them.”
Now there were eleven of them. Joseph knew that it was
going to be tougher for them to fool the guards anymore, but
the door to the outside was just ahead.
“OK, come along,” Joseph agreed. “Yendor and Somat,
get the weapons off of the dead Reidfocians. We can also use
the chronthium shields,” he continued.
After the Bignols put the soldiers at the back of their cell,
Joseph opened the cell door and stepped out into the hallway.
He walked up to the massive door to the courtyard and
tried to remember the code that Denise used to open it the
first time. He turned the key in the center of the door two
times to the left and three times to the right. Nothing
happened. Then Joseph thought, “Maybe from this side it’s
the opposite,” so he turned the key two times to the left and
three times to the right. The exterior door opened.
Cautiously Joseph stepped into the doorway to the
courtyard. He told the others to stay behind by motioning
with his hand. To his surprise, there sat the ZX/2, in the
middle of the compound, surrounded by an ominous group of
guards.
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MISCALCULATIONS
Chapter IX
“Quick give me the larger triangle off your belt. I can
wedge it in here so we can slip through.” Conrad gasped
under the pressure of the door.
With a flash of light the transported travelers suddenly
found themselves floating through darkness, and then, just as
quickly, they were engulfed in a murky fog; standing
somewhere outside the walls of the Reidforcian labor camp.
“Where are we?” questioned Mark, “And where is the
ZX/2?”
“It should be right here!” exclaimed Denise.
“Computer, give us our current location,” requested Dr.
Xelco of the CPU.
“You... are... at... fourteen... degrees... six... minutes...
and... two... seconds... north... by... twenty... seven...
degrees... two... minutes... zero... seconds... west,” responded
the CPU.
“Computer, where is the ZX/2 at this time?” questioned
Denise.
The CPU responded, Fifteen...degrees...seven...minutes...”
“Computer, wait, where is that in relation to where we are
now and where we were before?” Denise cut off the CPU
panicking over the fact that they might be lost.
The CPU paused for a second and then responded, That...
would... be... just... in... side.. .the.. .pris… on.. .walls.”
“ARE YOU KIDDING!? That’s in the courtyard. We’re
supposed to be on the ship not out here in the middle of
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nowhere?” Conrad blurted out, “How did we make this
mistake.”
“I must have asked the CPU the wrong question before we
left. I should have asked the CPU where the ZX/2 was now
instead of where it was left. We must be where Joseph and I
landed originally,” Denise said rather sheepishly, “What are
we going to do now? Where is Joseph when we need him?”
she continued frustrated at her mistake.
“We’re just going to have to figure this one out for
ourselves,” commented Dr. Xelco. “First we should break out
the canister of compressed air you have in the backpack so we
can survive this fog,” Dr. Xelco suggested, “Then we need to
try and find our way back to the prison camp,” he continued.
“Why don’t we try the communicators? We could let the
others know of our situation and then they could try and help
us,” Conrad was only stating what the others were probably
already thinking.
“I don’t think so,” said Dr. Xelco, “If we use the
communicators we will give away our position and probably
the positions of the others as well,” Dr. Xelco said putting a
damper on the idea.
Denise pulled off the Reidforcian helmet, took the hood of
the atmosphere suit back from Mark, and put it over her head.
Conrad, being curious, picked up the helmet and slid it over
his head.
“Hey, I can see pretty well in here. If Denise would turn on
her headlamp I know I could help us find our way back to the
prison,” Conrad said with excitement.
“What good would that do?” Mark asked.
“At least we’ll be closer to the ZX/2, and if we do happen
to run into the others, we’ll have a better chance of escape
then if we remain out here,” Mark said making light of the
situation.
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“Whatever happens, staying out here won’t accomplish
anything, especially if we die. At least if we are closer to the
prison we will have a ray of hope,” responded Dr. Xelco in a
fatherly manner hoping to reassure the others.
“Which direction is the prison?” Denise asked. The others
shrugged their shoulders.
“Computer, which direction should we go to find the
prison?” Denise queried the CPU. There was no response.
“I think the CPU just died.” Dr. Xelco observed.
The four bewildered and dejected escapees tried to put a
positive face on a very desperate situation. There was a glow
in the distance; they guessed it might be from the prison.
They headed that direction.
As they began the journey back to the camp Denise turned
on the headlamp so they could see better and farther than
before. The surface of the planet was soft and spongy under
foot and the blue mist made it hard to see what was ahead.
It seemed a bit of a paradox to be looking for a haven in
the place from where they had just escaped.
“Why was I so stupid not to have asked the CPU where the
ZX/2 was at that time,” Denise went on and on mentally
kicking herself.
“Denise you can go on and on abusing and blaming
yourself for what happened, but you know you weren’t the
only one there. Any one of us should have realized the
mistake, and we didn’t. Anyway, we might have been in
bigger trouble had we gone directly to the ship. With the
guards around it we might be sitting in a cell right now or,
worse yet, dead. Now knock it off and let’s get going,” Dr.
Xelco did his best to console Denise.
The Reidforcian helmet helped them find their way. The
helmet also adjusted for the atmosphere outside so Conrad
wasn’t feeling the effects of the thin oxygen. They stopped
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every few cordons and shared the helmet.
Mark, who was leading the group suddenly said, “UHG, I
think I just ran into something hard.”
Looming in front of them were the steep walls of the
prison.
Denise turned off the light on her headlamp. They stopped
and took a break leaning against the wall of the prison.
Once they had rested, they began to shimmy along the wall
to their left, looking for a way into the camp. Several cordons
later they came across the entrance.
“How are we going to get in there?” Mark asked as he saw
that the door was solid.
“We can use the Phaluvian knife the way Joseph and I did
when we first got here. Boy, that seems like such a long time
ago,” Denise said with a sigh. She was exhausted and realized
that they hadn’t gotten any rest since arriving.
“Conrad took the knife and pushed it into the crack in the
door, prying the doors apart. The doors began to move slowly
allowing the amber light from inside to escape.
“Quick give me the larger triangle off your belt. I can
wedge it in here so we can slip through.” Conrad gasped
under the pressure of the door.
Denise obliged and after inserting the triangle into the
space between the doors, all of them were able to slip inside.
After Conrad himself slipped through the doors, he
removed the key that had activated the dome, and gave it back
to Denise.
“Here keep this, we might need it later,” Conrad said as he
handed her the key.
Once again they were within the walls of the chamber of
horrors. No one in their right mind would return to such a
place, but their current circumstances dictated otherwise.
Now that they were inside, the first thing they needed to do
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was find a place to hide. They spotted the empty containers in
the corner where Joseph and Denise had hidden earlier.
Conrad motioned for them to follow.
Once behind the first stack of crates Conrad looked up and
motioned, “Look over there,” as he pointed across the yard.
Between them and the entrance to the prison was the ZX/2
surrounded by Reidforcian troops.
“At least I know where we are,” stated Denise. “I can
always get back inside, if I need to. If we could just get past
the guards then we could reenter the transporter and start all
over,” she continued.
“I don’t think we have that option right now, especially
since the CPU is dead,” Dr. Xelco reminded her. “I don’t
think that’s such a good idea any way.”
Suddenly, out of the nowhere an orange blur flashed in
front of them and then pounced on Denise. Hissing and
growling, the ball of fuzz latched onto Denise and wouldn’t
let go. It was all she could not to scream.
“WHAT IS IT?” Denise gasped trying to see what had
attacked her.
“Hold on, I think it’s the whitther,” Mark responded.
“Yeah, it’s the whitther. Where did he come from?”
“I don’t know, but get it off of me,” Denise panicked.
“Don’t worry, he likes you,” responded Dr. Xelco.
“What about the transmitter we gave him,” Conrad
interjected.
“I think it’s may be gone by now,” Dr. Xelco surmised.
“I wonder how he could have lost it,” Mark asked
quizzically.
“Think about it Bozo,” Conrad said sarcastically.
Turning their attention back to the task at hand, there in the
middle of the courtyard in plain view of the entire compound
was the ZX/2. It appeared to still be intact, but there were
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guards mulling about the yard making it impossible to gain
access without being seen. What was worse was that the ship
lay directly in the path to the prison door.
“Now what do we do?” Mark asked not really sure he
wanted to know the answer.
“We’ll just have to sit tight and wait,” Dr. Xelco
responded.
“Wait for what?” Mark questioned.
“I don’t know just yet. Joseph and the others are supposed
to come out of that door and try to meet us at the landing site.
If we can get their attention we might be able come up with
an alternative plan.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Joseph just gazed in amazement at the ZX/2 craft sitting
out in the middle of the courtyard. He couldn’t believe what
he was seeing. Across the courtyard thought he saw the others
hiding behind some crates.
Joseph went back inside the door and when he took off the
helmet the others noticed immediately the look of confusion
and disbelief on his face.
“Well, what did you see?” questioned Yendor.
“Right in the middle of the courtyard, in plain view of the
entire complex, is the ZX/2, right where I expected it to be,”
exclaimed Joseph. “But I saw the others on the other side.
They didn’t end up on the ZX/2.”
“Oh my, what about Denise and the others, are they OK?”
Somat blurted out.
“So what does all this mean?” jumped in Fragon,
surprising Joseph. “Do we get out of here or what?”
“Let me think for a minute,” Joseph said as he motioned
for the others to leave him alone while he tried to think of a
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plan. “I have to come up with a plan to save Denise and my
father. I got Denise into this mess, now I have to get her out.”
“We’re going back to our cell where we will be safe, at
least for the time being,” Fragon said starting back for the cell
door.
“Hold on a dog gone minute,” Joseph spoke up. “Don’t
jump ship on us just yet. We’ve been in worse situations.
We’ll come up with something.” Joseph implored them.
Joseph leaned against the wall as he tried to figure out the
next thing to do.
“I’ve got an idea. Yendor, if you use the communicator in
the suit, we can try and contact the others. Be brief and just
ask them to give a simple yes or no to the questions like ‘Are
you OK?’ got it?” Joseph said as he showed Yendor how to
work the communicator. “We can’t use it for too long or else
they will figure out where we are. Set the power to minimum
and then increase until we have contact. The lower the power
settings the harder it will be for them to find us. It will also
help us conserve the batteries.”
Yendor turned on the transmitter and did exactly as Joseph
told him. A few anxious seconds passed, but then, Yendor got
the biggest smile on his face.
“They responded and said, they’re OK! I think it was
Conrad. Hold on a minute....” Yendor paused as he listened
closely to the next transmission. “They’re on the other side of
the compound, beyond the ZX/2. They want to know our
position. Should I tell them?” Yendor passed on the question.
“No, if we do we might be falling into a trap. Keep silent.
If Conrad is working the controls anything could be going
on.” Joseph grumbled. “Let me think for a minute.” Joseph
once again wandered off in thought.
“Yendor tell them to blink their headlamp twice when I
give you the signal, all right?” Joseph directed Yendor.
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Joseph replaced the Reidforcian helmet on his head, and
then opened the door. He signaled to Yendor who relayed the
message to Conrad. To Joseph’s amazement, across the
courtyard he saw the others. He then saw Denise flash the
headlamp as she had been told to do.
He walked back into the hallway and said, “I can’t believe
it, it really is them. Now all we’ve got to do is figure out a
way to get to the craft and get out of here without being
caught.”
“Why don’t we coordinate a dash for the ship from both
directions? We have the chronthium shields and the
Knoxthian trazers so we aren’t completely helpless,” Maxwell
spoke up.
“And we’ve got the concealment devices that are still
intact,” Yendor added.
“OH YEAH! That’s a great idea! I forgot about the
concealment devices,” Joseph jumped.
“Yendor, ask them if they still had full use of their
concealment devise,” Maxwell suggested.
Yendor relayed the message and they responded with a
simple ‘yes’.
“Great, we’re going to have to move fast because the
longer we use the communicators the sooner they are going to
be able to zero in on our location, and the less power we will
have for the concealment devices to work,” Joseph warned.
“If I go first I think I can get close enough to the craft to
open the door. After that, have the others move under their
concealment devices to the ship. I will attempt to distract the
guards. Once Denise and the others are inside have them
signal you to come across the yard under the cover of your
concealment device,” Joseph schemed. “Ask them if that will
work for them,” he gave directions to Yendor.
Yendor passed on the plan and the reply was in the
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affirmative.
Joseph once again donned the helmet of the Reidforcian
Constine and proceeded to walk out the door, leaving the
others behind. He walked towards the craft in a manner that
would attract the least amount of attention. Not knowing what
Reidforcians talked about when they were involved in idle
chit chat; he just kept his mouth shut deciding to speak only
when spoken to. As he passed by the guards they snapped to
attention and saluted him. He returned the salutes.
When he got to the craft he circled it as if he were giving
the craft an inspection (which is exactly what he was doing)
so the other guards wouldn’t suspect him.
“Constine, what would you have us to do?” one of the
guards assigned to the craft asked.
“Be more specific sentinel,” Joseph responded.
“Haven’t you heard? Lord Froth has reported that there
have been radio signals from the invaders and they think that
there may be an attempt to retrieve the craft in order to
escape,” replied the guard. “The signal is too weak to
pinpoint, but he feels that it’s originating from somewhere
close to here.”
“That is why I am here,” responded Joseph. “I am here to
relieve you. The intruders have been spotted just beyond the
Crystal gate and are thought to be headed out of the
compound.”
The guards laughed, “That is unfortunate for them. They
are walking right into the land of the goloti. (The biggest
meanest animals on Reidforcia.) If they’re going that
direction we won’t have to follow them. The goloti will take
care of them for us!”
“Go and retrieve them, for Lord Froth wants them for his
pleasure, not the goloti’s,” Joseph ordered the guards.
The guards moved off quickly taking the others to chase
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down the fugitives leaving Joseph and the ZX/2 alone, at least
for the moment.
He motioned towards the crates beyond the ZX/2 as he
opened the main hatch on the underside of the craft. He then
stood guarding the craft to fool the guards on the walls
surrounding the courtyard. It seemed like several minutes had
passed when he noticed the door from the cell block open and
close by itself.
“They must be on their way. That means that the others are
already on the ship. I didn’t even see them. That concealment
device worked!” Joseph thought to himself.
All of a sudden about thirty cordons from the ship Joseph
began to see figures approaching. The concealing device was
fading because the batteries were failing, and they didn’t
know it. They were all huddled together behind the
chronthium shield.
In a moment of panic Joseph yelled out, “I CAN SEE
YOU, HURRY!”
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ESCAPE
Chapter X
“It seems as though they are slowing down. Perhaps they
realize that we’ve given them the slip,” Joseph turned to talk
to Mark. “How much longer do we have the concealment
device?”
At that moment trazer fire began to rain down on the group
from all directions. Maxwell gave out a shriek as he took a
direct hit in the chest. Blood splattered out of the wound as he
fell in a heap. He didn’t move.
The others zigzagged their way towards the ship. One of
the Bignols took a hit in the leg and fell to the ground. As
Somat went to help him, he was hit in the arm. Even so, he
managed to help the Bignol to the ship. Joseph began
returning fire with his Knoxthian trazer when suddenly the
Krolon Power canons on the ZX/2 went into action. The
powerful trazers blew holes through the guard tower to the
right and then the one to the left.
“Great shooting,” Joseph thought to himself wondering
who had taken control of the guns on board the ship.
Just as the last of the Bignols got on board, Joseph climbed
in behind. Conrad was sitting in the pilot’s seat and engaged
the thrusters. The ship began to lift off of the ground. Regis
pulled up the door and secured the latch making the escape
complete.
There was trazer fire all around and the ship took some
direct hits, but the shields were holding; nothing was
seriously damaged.
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Denise looked over at Joseph and smiled. Joseph smiled
back as he worked to get the armor suit off.
“We’re on our way. Mark and your father reinstalled the
CPU and the ZX/2 is working like a dream. The CPU needs a
little more time to become fully charged, but we have enough
processing power to get out of here. In a few seconds we’ll be
able to engage the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive systems,”
Conrad said with a giant grin on his face.
Sitting next to Conrad, in the co-pilot’s seat, was Mark. He
was firing the Krolon Power canons with great accuracy
while Dr. Xelco was checking out all of the operational
systems.
The ZX/2 lifted off of the ground and Conrad directed the
craft out of the courtyard, into the sky and then off of the
planet. The ride was a little bumpy as the CPU because the
CPU was still regaining strength. As soon as the lift-off
thrusters had done their job, the Greco-Light system kicked in
sending the little craft out into space.
“Computer, ready to engage the McMarian Hyper-Warp
drives on my mark,” Conrad said as he pushed the craft out of
the atmosphere, “NOW!”
Nothing happened. “What’s wrong?” queried Mark, “We
should be in hyper-warp and we’re not! Dr. Xelco please
check this out.”
Just then Conrad spoke up, “Either I’m seeing spots before
my eyes or we are being chased by an entire squadron of
Reidforcian fighter ships, and they’re headed right for us!”
Everyone began to panic.
“Where did that panel go?!” exclaimed Mark. He was
frantically looking in and around the console.
“What panel?” Joseph asked Mark.
“The one that should be right here,” Mark answered. “It is
the one that engages the McMarian Hyper-Warp system, and
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it’s gone.”
Poking his head up from the lower compartment Dr. Xelco
replied, “It wasn’t there to begin with, as far as I know. We
were working on that part of the McMarian Hyper-Warp
drive system when we were interrupted by the Reidforcian
attack.”
“Then how did you get here Joseph?” Conrad turned
around and questioned Joseph.
“Well, we just used the Greco-Light drive system. I didn’t
even think to use the McMarian Hyper-Warp system, mostly
because I didn’t know how to engage it.” replied Joseph with
a sheepish look on his face.
“We had better do something quick or we’re going to be
overrun by those ships coming up behind us!” Mark panicked.
“I’ll go below to see if I can put something together so we
can disguise ourselves,” Mark said as he ducked down the
hatch to the control section. With that, Mark disappeared and
Joseph moved into the co-pilot’s seat.
Mark stuck his head up out of the lower cabin and asked,
“Joseph, what did you do down here? It looks like you rigged
up some type of jamming device.”
“I did that when we were on our way here so the
Reidforcians wouldn’t be able to track us,’ Joseph replied.
“No wonder they knew you were coming. You switched
polarities on the converter and you actually created a pulsing
beacon that made you an easy target. I’ll reverse the polarity
so it will work as you originally planned.”
“Wait a minute,” Denise chimed in, “Why can’t we take
the concealment devises we used on our atmosphere suits and
connect them to the ship so they can’t see us or track us?”
“That’s a great idea!” Mark burst out. “Give me one of the
suits and I’ll hook it up. With the added power of the batteries
on the ship, we should be able to stay under cover long
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enough to evade them.”
Mark once again slipped down into the control section.
“Computer, by using the concealment device on the main
power supply, how long will we remain under cover?” Joseph
asked the CPU.
“Twenty-four minutes eighteen point seven seconds,” the
CPU responded sounding like its normal self.
“How far are the Reidforcians from us now?” Dr. Xelco
asked with a sense of urgency in his voice.
“They are still out of visual range but they have locked
onto us with their trackers. We should be within firing range
in about five minutes,” Joseph monitored the data on the
console in front of him.
“Four minutes twenty-seven point nine minutes,” the CPU
corrected Joseph.
“I think that CPU is a wise guy,” Mark retorted from
below as he popped his head up out of the hatch. He let
everyone know that the needed systems were now in place.
Conrad looked at the oncoming ships on the console and
couldn’t count the number of ships trailing them.
“Here is what we’re going to do. On my signal we’re
going to increase our speed to maximum using the GrecoLight drive system. Then when I give the second signal I want
Joseph to turn off all nonessential systems. Next we will
engage the concealment device and finally on my third signal
will put the drives into full reverse,” Conrad relayed his
orders.
The others looked at each other in amazement and
disbelief. “Are you sure about this Conrad?” Joseph asked the
obvious question.
Conrad just nodded. Each took a seat and buckled
themselves in for the ride of their lives.
“NOW!” Came the command from Conrad. He pushed the
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throttle forward and the little ship lurched forward. They
gained a little distance from the squadron following behind.
Then the pursuers engaged their light speed thrusters and
began to gain on the ZX/2 once again.
“OK, turn off all of the nonessential systems!” Conrad
gave the second command. “Mark, engage the concealment
device!”
Mark obeyed the order and then Conrad yelled out,
“HOLD on, here we go!” as he began to throw switches.
The cockpit went dark except for the dim lights from the
console panel. Conrad pulled all the way back on the throttle
and the craft immediately reversed its path. For a few seconds
a deafening sound filled the cabin as the ship jerked and
shimmied, and then there was absolute silence. The force of
the reversal left every one of them deafened and
dumbfounded
Just then, the entire squadron came into view through the
forward windows sweeping past them as if they were standing
still, while in actuality the ZX/2 was going as fast backwards
as the Reidforcians were going forward.
“I don’t think that has ever been done before, especially at
light speed,” a shaken Dr. Xelco said as he recovered from
being thrown forward so violently.
“Can you believe that?” Mark gasped. “They went right
past us, and they never knew it. That’s got to be one for
C.I.G.A. (Confederation of Interplanetary Governments’
Academy). They’ll teach that maneuver to every graduating
cadet from now on!” Mark congratulated Conrad.
“Hey, it worked, now what do we do?” Joseph asked.
Conrad had a large bump on his forehead. “Boy that was
some ride, whew!” he said as he held his forehead checking
out the size of his bump.
Denise came over to give medical aid to Conrad, but he
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just pushed her aside.
“I think we’ve given them the slip for now, but we don’t
have that much reserve power to stay here for long,” Conrad
said as he checked the control panel to get a bearing on their
location.
Conrad left the craft on minimal internal power, slowed
the ship’s backward progress, turned the craft around, and
laid in a new course.
“Where are we going?” questioned Dr. Xelco.
“I thought it wouldn’t be wise to set a course for Earth, so
I have set a course for the Sigmata colony. We can get
reinforcements, and reunite Denise with her parents,” Conrad
replied while he carefully set the coordinates for the Sigmata
outpost.
Meanwhile, Denise, working with the aid of the light from
an atmosphere suit, began to repair the damage to Somat’s
arm and the Bignol’s leg. Although the first aid kits were
limited, she was able to make them comfortable. Joseph came
back to help, but Denise, being as efficient as always, needed
none.
“Hey where did the whitther come from?” Joseph asked as
he noticed the furry beast sitting on the floor looking up at
him begging for a morsel of food. “Isn’t he going to give us
away with the transmitter we planted in him?” Joseph asked.
Denise just looked at him with a ‘have a clue’ expressions.
“Do you think we would risk that?” she responded. “We
checked him out and he has lost the transmitter.
“How did he do that?” Joseph asked.
Denise just rolled her eyes and went back to work
Avoiding the risk of seeming stupid, Joseph just nodded.
The whitther leapt from the floor onto Joseph’s shoulder and
it began to search through his pockets looking for food.
Joseph went to the cupboard and took out a small ball of
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aluminum foil, and fed it to the little creature that gobbled it
up.
Dr. Xelco began rummaging around the storage
compartments; every once in a while he tossed something out
onto the counter.
“What are you looking for?” asked a puzzled Fragon.
“We were working on a special project when we had to
abandon the ZX/2.” Looking around Dr. Xelco continued,
“You know, I never thought I would see this again. She sure
is a beauty.”
Returning to the search he said, “What I’m looking for are
some components needed to activate the McMarian system.
I’m not sure I can find everything I need, but it will help to
pass the time.”
“Can I help?” asked Fragon.
“Sure, take the parts I have already found and place them
over on the workstation at the back of the craft so I can sort
them,” Dr. Xelco agreed.
Fragon and the other Bignols carefully picked the
components off of the floor and the counter moving them to
the desk.
Denise took a cold compress to Conrad and gently pressed
it on the large bump on Conrad’s forehead.
“Boy, that looks nasty,” Denise said wincing her eyes.
“I’ll live. Here let me hold that while you check on the
others. Thanks Denise,” Conrad looked up at Denise with a
smile.
Mark continued to monitor the direction and speed of the
Reidforcian ships as well as the speed and direction of the
ZX/2.
“It seems as though they are slowing down. Perhaps they
realize that we’ve given them the slip,” Joseph turned to talk
to Mark. “How much longer do we have the concealment
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device?”
“I don’t have any idea, why don’t we ask the CPU,” Mark
responded irritated. “Computer, how much longer do we have
the cover of the concealment device?” Mark asked.
“The concealment device is no longer functional. A failure
in the cross sectional diaphragm has rendered the device
ineffective,” the CPU responded.
“How long has the device been nonfunctional?” queried
Mark.
“Approximately twenty minutes sixteen point seven
seconds,” replied the CPU.
“CPU, how long did it work?” Mark began to get
distressed.
“Two minutes two seconds,” responded the CPU.
“The impact of the power reversal probably caused the
failure. That means they probably saw us as they went by!”
Mark said with a surprised look on his face. “Nothing we can
do about that now, we’ll just have to try and out run them,”
Mark said as he checked and rechecked the control panel.
“Computer, how long before the Reidforcians have us in
visual range?” Conrad asked the CPU.
“If they continue at their same course and speed, in
approximately fourteen hours fifteen minutes twenty-seven
point eight seconds,” The CPU’s monotone voice answered.
“What do we do now?” Mark questioned. “We can’t
outrun them.”
“Keep your pants on Mark, we aren’t finished yet, you
know,” Joseph responded that he had a plan up his sleeve.
“We’ve got a lot of time to get things ready.
A schedule was set up for the passengers to use the
showers and freshen up. For many of them it had been a very
long time since they were able to bathe. It would also help to
make the air fresher in the small ship.
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Denise checked on Conrad again. His bump was bigger
now so she convinced him to go to the galley and get some
ice. She also wanted to make sure he didn’t have a
concussion.
Yendor moved over to the pilot’s seat and took control.
The rest of the crew settled in for some much needed rest.
Joseph helped his father for a little while and then decided
to join the others. He sat up looking around the ship. The little
whitther found a comfortable place in Joseph’s lap.
The Bignol’s were asleep, bunched up in a heap. This is
the normal sleeping arrangement for Bignols. They looked
like a litter of puppies cuddling up against their mother.
Denise came to sit next to Joseph. As she began to fall
asleep, her head drooped to the left onto Joseph’s shoulder
and she fell sound asleep. Joseph looked at her and caressed
her hair. She looked so peaceful. Denise cuddled closer and
sighed.
Conrad had taken a seat and was catching up on some
much needed sleep as well. Fragon and Dr. Xelco were at the
workstation sorting through the miscellaneous parts they had
found on the ship. Yendor was still in the pilot’s seat and was
going over a checklist. He seemed to be tireless.
Joseph drifted off to sleep again happy to have the warmth
of the whitther cuddled up in his lap, and Denise on his
shoulder.
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Chapter XI
“Computer, is there a tracking device on this ship that
could be sending a signal to the ships following us?” Denise
questioned the CPU.
When Joseph got up, the little whitther who had been
sleeping in his lap scampered over to Denise and jumped into
her lap, momentarily arousing her. When the whitther curled
up in her lap she fell back asleep.
Joseph stretched his arms as he wandered over to the main
control panel and sat down in the co-pilot’s seat. Yendor was
so involved in his checklist he didn’t notice Joseph’s
presence. Joseph began to look over the instruments to get a
bearing on where they were.
“This doesn’t make sense,” Joseph blurted out startling
Yendor.
“What do you mean?” responded Yendor.
“We’re not headed for Sigmata; we’re headed for the
Blithonian system....WE’RE HEADED BACK TO
REIDFORCIA!” Joseph exclaimed getting everyone’s
attention and awakening those who were asleep. “What do
you think you’re doing?” he directed the next question
directly at Yendor. “Are you nuts?”
“You must be seeing things, we’re right on course for
Sigmata,” Yendor insisted, trying to hide the anxiety in his
voice.
“OK, let’s see. Computer, please give me the destination
of the coordinates as they are currently set on the console?”
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Joseph asked the CPU.
“Current settings will take us to the Blithonian system in
approximately fifteen minutes four point six seconds,” the
CPU replied.
“Computer, how long have we been on these headings?”
Joseph continued.
“We were going in a circular pattern for eight hours
eighteen minutes seven point two seconds. Twenty-one
minutes forty-five point seven seconds ago the coordinates for
the Blithonian system were locked in,” The CPU responded.
“Computer, who input those coordinates?” Joseph asked.
“The pilot,” the CPU answered matter-of-factly.
Fragon grabbed a trazer and pointed it at Yendor.
“You traitor!” Fragon blurted out. “I should blow your
head off right now.”
“DONT, if you do you’ll blow a hole right through the side
of the craft and then we’ll all be dead for sure!” Dr. Xelco
turned and yelled at Fragon.
“We’ll take care of him later. Mark please go below and
check on the equipment. If my guess is right, the failure of the
concealment device was not an accident. I would bet my last
corona that he has set a homing device down there as well.”
Dr. Xelco began ordering people into action.
Mark climbed down the hatch while Fragon directed
Yendor to the back of the craft where they tied him to one of
the console chairs.
Conrad took over the controls and questioned the CPU on
how to evade the Reidforcian force that had been tracking
them.
“Computer, has the enemy closed in on us since I last
inquired?” Conrad inquired...
“No, their relative distance from the craft has remained the
same,” the CPU answered.
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“Computer, is there any way to repair the jamming device
or the concealment device?” Conrad continued.
“Yes, the diaphragm is not ruptured. If the diagonal buss is
attached to the main consport of the concealment device, it
will give approximately twenty minutes six point seven
seconds of use. To make the jamming device operational it
will only require the flipping of the input switch,” the CPU
described how to repair the equipment.
“Computer, is the jamming device in its current
configuration the same as prior to lift off?” Conrad asked
further.
“No,” was the simple response from the CPU.
Conrad stuck his head down the hatch and relayed the
information to Mark.
Dr. Xelco began to question Yendor. “Why have you done
this?”
He did not answer.
“I thought that you were with us and that you were helping
us. Now it turns out that this was a plan you had set up all
along. Well, have I got a surprise for you. I have found
enough parts to construct the main igniter so we can use the
McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system. If we can get this thing
working, we’ll leave those friends of yours in the dust,” Dr.
Xelco chided Yendor.
Yendor did not respond. He just gazed forward; probably
surprised that he had been caught so close to returning to
Reidforcia.
“Conrad, hold our present course until we can get this
equipment installed,” Dr. Xelco ordered as the doctor took the
co-pilot’s seat and began attaching the device he brought with
him to the console.
“Computer, is there a tracking device on this ship that
could be sending a signal to the ships following us?” Denise
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questioned the CPU.
“Yes,” the CPU responded.
“Computer, where is the tracking device?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
“It’s located in the head of the one you call Yendor
Remlap,” the CPU replied.
Denise immediately went back to the medical supplies,
took out the Quad Radial Emanator scanner (QRE) and set the
dials to determine where the transmitter might be. Yendor
fought her, but two of the Bignols grabbed him and held him
still while Denise scanned his head.
“Here it is. It’s located behind his left ear. It’s the same as
the one we removed from Conrad earlier. I think I can
deactivate it with my QRE,” Denise said anxiously.
She took the QRE and set the frequency to match the one
the transmitter was giving off. She increased the level until
Yendor began to wince and then screamed from the intense
pain the high frequency caused. Two seconds of pain and then
Yendor slumped forward, unconscious. Denise then took the
laser knife and made a small incision behind his ear and
removed the small transmitter remembering to deactivate the
implosion module.
“Computer, is the transmitting device deactivated?”
Denise asked the computer.
“Yes,” was the simple response.
“We’ll question him later. Denise, keep the QRE on the
same signal and reduce the intensity. Maybe we can fool them
into thinking that the device is still functioning. That way
they won’t know what is going on,” Dr. Xelco yelled back to
Denise as he kept working on connecting the makeshift panel.
Fragon took a cool cloth and began to wipe Yendor’s brow
with it.
Denise checked on Somat and the injured Bignol, and she
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found them a little upset over the current turn of events, but
resting quietly.
Mark poked his head up out of the hole and gave the high
sign that he had completed the repairs to the equipment.
“Computer, are the jamming and concealment devices
operational?” Dr. Xelco questioned the CPU once more.
“Yes,” That was all they needed to hear from the CPU.
“Give me a few seconds to finish the installation of this
panel and then we’ll be able to put our escape plan into
effect,” Dr. Xelco said while concentrating on the job in front
of him. “Fragon, bring me the metal integrating tool from the
workstation, please.” Dr. Xelco requested.
Fragon went to the workstation, retrieved the tool for the
doctor, and handed it to him. Dr. Xelco, using the tool,
worked feverishly to get the panel connected to the harness of
the McMarian Hyper-Warp controller so they could begin to
put an end to the plan Yendor had been setting in motion.
“Mark, is everything in order down there?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
“Yes sir,” Mark answered.
“Computer, lay in a new course for the Sigmata colony
and engage upon my command,” Dr. Xelco ordered the CPU.
“Everyone, take a secure seat because when this thing locks
in it will give us quite a jolt.” He continued.
Mark crawled out of the lower compartment, secured the
door, and took a seat behind Conrad.
“Computer, turn on the jamming device and the concealer,
then set our course to Sigmata, NOW!” Dr. Xelco relayed to
the CPU and as he did so he threw the switch on his
makeshift panel. The ship bolted forward so fast that just
about anything that wasn’t attached moved towards the back
wall. The skies around the ship became a blur as it swept in a
graceful arc and then blasted out of the range of the
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Reidforcian force that had been tracking them.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“DON’T, STOP, I CAN’T TAKE IT ANY LONGER.
I’LL DO ANYTHING YOU WANT. JUST LEAVE ME
ALONE!” Yendor screamed out as he fought the ties that held
him down.
Yendor had just come to after being unconscious from the
removal of the tracking device in his head. Immediately Dr.
Xelco moved over to him and tried to get his attention.
“Yendor, it’s me, Matthew Xelco. Come out of it man,
you’re safe,” Dr. Xelco consoled him.
Yendor just looked at him with a panicked face and his
eyes wide open.
“IT’S A TRICK I DON’T BELIEVE YOU. JUST LEAVE
ME ALONE. DON’T HURT ME ANY MORE!” Yendor
continued to rant.
“Yendor! It’s Matthew Xelco, and over there is Regis
Fisbon, and there is Conrad Darnoc, and Mark Cooter, don’t
you recognize us?” Dr. Xelco said in a calm and reassuring
manner.
“I...I...don’t know whether to believe you or not. I was in
the Processing Room, the last I remember. Where am I now?”
Yendor insisted.
“We are on the the Confederation ship ZX/2. My son and
his friend Denise Wantis rescued us from the planet
Reidforcia. It would appear that the implant in your skull took
control of your actions and you didn’t know what you were
doing or even where you were,” Dr. Xelco explained to
Yendor.
Joseph motioned towards Denise to come over to him, and
whispered softly to Denise as she bent down to listen,
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“Denise do you think that my father might have one of those
implants as well? When we found him he had just been
released from the Processing Room himself.”
“It’s a possibility, perhaps I should check him with the
QRE,” Denise responded.
“Go ahead, but don’t let on what you are doing,” Joseph
warned.
While Dr. Xelco continued to brief Yendor on where he
was and what had transpired, Denise walked slowly behind
Dr. Xelco, turned on the QRE, and passed the device over the
head of the doctor. She turned towards Joseph and shook her
head no. Joseph gave off a sigh of relief knowing that all
possible stones had to be turned. She then wandered around
the cabin checking to see if anyone else might be a threat.
None was found.
“Do you know the plan? Do you know why we were
allowed to escape from Reidforcia? Do you know what was in
store for us when we got back?” Dr. Xelco questioned
Yendor.
“The last thing I remember for sure is that I was in the
Processing Room on one of the stretch tables. Lord Froth was
trying to get me to betray you, but I wouldn’t. I was stretched
until I thought that every bone in my body was about to snap.
Then they put a hood over my head and sent shocks of
electricity through my body. The pain was so intense I think I
must have blacked out,” Yendor told his story.
“Here is what I remember after that,” Yendor explained. “I
seem to recall that Lord Froth was disappointed when he
found the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system wasn’t
functional after they discovered the ship outside of the prison
gates.”
“He allowed you to escape from the planet. He has been
aware of your movements from the time the ZX/2 came into
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range of the prison. The beacon signal alerted him.”
“He thought that he could get the information he needed
from you Dr. Xelco, but you proved to be a worthy opponent.
He allowed you to go free. He assumed that you would make
the McMarian Hyper-Warp system operational on this ship. I
think his plan was for me to take control of the ZX/2 until you
had the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive operational. He
assumed you would get it working, and then I was to bring
the ship back to Reidforcia. It’s all a little fuzzy.”
Then when I brought the ship back to him he would have
everything he needed to equip his ships with the new
technology,” Yendor struggled to remember. “He is
impressed with the ingenuity of the ones who saved you.
“That all makes sense to me. I will let the others know.
Just relax for now,” Dr. Xelco reassured Yendor.
Continuing to update Yendor, Dr. Xelco explained, “We
are free from the Reidforcian threat for now. We are on our
way towards the Sigmata outpost where we can get
reinforcements. We have many secrets about the Reidforcians
we can use against them, particularly the way they react to
light,” Dr. Xelco continued to explain to Yendor.
While Yendor was recuperating from the effects of his
torture in the Processing Room, Conrad and Joseph began to
plan their arrival on Sigmata.
“Computer, are we being tracked by the tower at
Sigmata?” Conrad asked the CPU.
“Yes, they are aware of our speed and course.” The CPU
replied.
“Computer, Is there any other traffic in the vicinity that we
should be cautious of?” Conrad inquired.
“No, there is no activity in or around the Sigmata station,”
the CPU gave its answer
“That’s a little strange, usually Sigmata is one of the
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busiest outposts in this sector,” Conrad said to Mark.
“Computer, do you know of a reason why there is no
traffic at Sigmata,” Conrad asked the CPU.
“No, I do not have an answer to that question,” the CPU
replied
“I think we need to proceed with caution,” Mark
suggested.
The journey to Sigmata allowed the passengers to eat and
get some much needed rest. Denise not only worked to make
Regis and the Bignol comfortable, but she also prepared
meals in the dispensary for all of the crew. She was the
perfect flight attendant.
After his rest, Joseph moved into the pilot’s and giving
Conrad a break. Conrad moved over to the co-pilot’s seat.
“Computer, how long before we are in radio range of
Sigmata,” Joseph asked the CPU.
“At this speed in approximately twenty-two point two
seconds,” the CPU responded.
“Computer, how long before we arrive at Sigmata colony,”
Joseph continued to probe the CPU.
“We should arrive at Sigmata colony in approximately
thirty-five minutes two point five seconds,” The CPU replied.
“We must really be moving,” Conrad said very surprised.
“One hour fifty-five minutes fifty-five point seven
seconds,” the CPU jumped in.
“What a comic,” Conrad responded.
“Mark, open a frequency in the ultra-space range and hail
the base,” Joseph said asked Mark who was not at the
communications desk. He reexamined the control panel
before him to make sure that all systems were operational.
“Computer, what is the frequency for the Sigmata base?”
asked Mark.
“One hundred forty-five point seven macro hertz,” The
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CPU answered.
Mark set the frequency into the communicator on the
console in front of him, and then Mark hailed the colony.
“Calling Sigmata colony, this is the Confederation ship
ZX/2 returning from Reidforcia, please respond,” Mark called
out over the head set he had placed over his head earlier so
could monitor the radio for any friendly transmissions.
No response.
“Try again maybe we aren’t in range yet,” Joseph pleaded.
“We’ve been in radio range for the last eight point nine
seconds,” responded the CPU.
“Is there any way we can keep that CPU from being so
obnoxious?” Conrad asked.
“Forget the CPU. I’m not getting a response here,” Mark
said confused at the lack of response. “Calling Sigmata
colony, this is the ZX/2 returning from Reidforcia, please
respond,” Mark continued.
Again there was no response.
“Why aren’t they responding?” questioned Conrad.
“I don’t have any idea. Maybe I should try the CIG
universal frequency,” Mark thought out loud. He changed the
frequency to the universal channel. “Calling Sigmata colony,
this is the Confederation ship ZX/2 returning from Reidforcia,
please respond!” Mark almost begged the microphone.
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SIGMATA
Chapter XII
“Joseph, come over here and help me a minute,” Dr.
Xelco motioned to his son. “I think I can assemble a
disrupter out of the components I have here.”
“This is Sigmata colony. Please re-identify yourself,” a
voice came over the headset.
“I’ve got them!” Mark yelled out in excitement. “I’ll put it
over the ships sound system,” Mark said as he set the
speakers, so the rest could hear.
Taking control of the transmission to the colony, Joseph
reported, “Sigmata this is the Confederation ship ZX/2. We
left the Rescue ship Burmi to release prisoners on Reidforcia.
Our mission was successful, and we wish to land on Sigmata.
We are asking for clearance.”
“Is this Joseph Xelco?” the voice questioned.
“Yes, it is,” responded Joseph.
“How did they know that?” asked Conrad quietly to Dr.
Xelco who was seated behind him.
Joseph heard him and turned and whispered, “The Burmi
was on its way to Sigmata. They probably reported that I stole
the craft off of the ship.”
Joseph went back to the radio, “We’re approaching
Sigmata. Please advise us as to where we should land.”
“You are to proceed to the northeast corner of the complex
and enter through gate B-5. From there you are to surrender to
the authorities. All other occupants are to exit the craft with
you. You will then turn over your ship to the observation
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crews in the hanger. Maintain radio silence until you arrive.
Additional orders will be given to you at that time,” The voice
explained without any emotion.
Joseph turned off the microphone, so they could talk
without being overheard.
“Something’s wrong here. I don’t like what I’m hearing,”
Fragon said as he waddled forward towards the control panel.
“It doesn’t make any sense. They would normally request
more information about our crew, and probably more details
of your mission.” Fragon surmised. “They would also
normally give you more detailed instruction on your landing.
Something is not quite right. I just feel it.”
Turning to the control panel he asked, “Computer, can you
recognize the voice from Sigmata?”
“Negative, there are no voice patterns on record that match
the voice received,” the CPU replied.
“Computer, is there anything you can tell us about the
voice from Sigmata?” Fragon continued to question the CPU.
“Yes, the tone of the voice most closely resembles the
transmission from a Reidforcian universal translator,” The
CPU answered to their shock.
“Now, all of this all makes sense,” Conrad commented.
“WHAT!? Computer, are you sure?” Joseph blurted out
after hearing the CPU’s assessment of the voice from
Sigmata.
“The voice patterns most closely resemble those of the
voice translators found on Reidforcia,” the CPU repeated
itself.
“Now what? We’re closing in on Sigmata pretty fast. We
better have a plan or get the heck out of here,” Conrad
commented.
“Slow the drives to light speed so we can decide what to
do next. We don’t want them to know just how fast the
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McMarian Hyper-Warp system is,” suggested Dr. Xelco.
“No dad, I think we should continue on course and speed.
They should already have received word of our escape from
the squadron over their own ultra-frequency radios. If they
have tracked our progress, which I think they have, they will
already know what this thing is capable of doing,” responded
Joseph.
“Anyway, we don’t want give away that we are aware of
who they are. That will put the element of surprise in our
corner instead of theirs,” Joseph said smiling.
Denise stepped in. “Joseph Xelco, if I didn’t know you
better I would say you are planning to go to Sigmata anyway,
aren’t you?”
“Well the idea had crossed my mind,” Joseph said
sheepishly expecting the rest of the crew to come down on
him for even suggesting such a stupid idea.
“If that’s the plan then we had better get some ideas on
how we intend to proceed,” Dr. Xelco interjected. The others
agreed with the idea.
“We really don’t have much of a choice anyway. We are
almost out of everything,” Denise added.
Joseph was surprised at this reaction. He had no idea that
the others would agree with him on this scheme.
“Computer, has the Sigmata colony been able to track our
progress?” Conrad asked the CPU, curious as to whether or
not the Reidforcians were aware of exactly what course they
were taking.
“Yes, they were able to lock onto our position upon our
last transmission. However, since the jamming device is still
operational they won’t be able to track the ship if it were to be
engaged,” the CPU began to editorialize the situation.
“I don’t think we will need to use that just yet. Computer,
how long before we arrive at the Sigmata colony?” Joseph
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asked the CPU.
“Twenty-one minutes precisely,” the monotone voice
replied.
“That should give us enough time to put a plan together,”
Joseph said in anticipation of another contact with the enemy.
Joseph and Conrad turned off all the unnecessary
equipment and put the auto-navigation system into operation
so they could join in on the discussion.
Fragon and the Bignols huddled together trying to
understand what the humans were planning to do.
“Why don’t we just go to Bignol and get some help from
there,” one of the Bignols offered.
“That wouldn’t be such a bad idea except we don’t have
enough fuel to get there. Unfortunately the prisoners on the
Sigmata colony would probably already have been
transported to Reidforcia before we could get back,” Yendor
inserted, feeling better and willing to participate.
“What do we have available to us that the Reidforcians
aren’t expecting?” asked Regis. “What could we surprise
them with?”
“They probably aren’t aware that we found the device in
Yendor’s head. That means they most likely think that he is
still friendly to them, and that he will be helping them. If we
used the QRE to reproduce the signal given off by the
transmitter, they just might believe that Yendor is still under
their control, at least for a little while,” Dr. Xelco offered.
“We also have the Reidforcian uniform that Joseph brought
on board.”
“I don’t think they know about the Bignols we freed
either,” Regis inserted.
“We will help in any way we can,” Fragon volunteered.
Somat, who was feeling much better, but with a sling on
his arm, and Conrad began rummaging through the ship
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looking for useful tools and instruments. Mark went below to
check on the equipment to make sure that everything was in
good working order. Meanwhile the others began to formulate
a plan for when they reached the colony.
Joseph made notes on the C-Tablet while Dr. Xelco went
back to his workstation and fumbled around with the spare
parts he had found when looking for a way to get the
McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system operational.
Denise got out the manstaka jelly and di-hydroxide waterm
and passed it around so they would be refreshed before this
next adventure.
The Bignol’s were unaware of these delicious delicacies,
and when offered, they gorged themselves. In the cooling
compartment she found a small container of ragine. Ragine is
a sweet butter-like spread that is high in protein and very
nutritious; as well as delicious. She also found some hard
brakken to spread it on. Brakken is a cracker. It’s very hard
until something like ragine is spread on it. Then it swells and
becomes more like a roll that melts in the mouth, a nice
change from the manstaka jelly. Brakken and ragine are
special treats introduced to the members of the CIG by the
Molteri. She fed some aluminum foil to the whitther who
gobbled it up.
Somat and Conrad found additional atmosphere suits in a
compartment near the back of the ship. This brought the total
to five suits that were at their disposal, along with the
headlamps attached to them.
“Joseph, come over here and help me a minute,” Dr. Xelco
motioned to his son. “I think I can assemble a disrupter out of
the components I have here.”
“A what?” Joseph asked with a quizzical look on his face.
“A disrupter. It will disrupt all communications within a
ten to fifteen cordon radius. It’s something I have been
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working on for some time now. I think, if my theory is
correct, it will disrupt the universal communicators the
Reidforcians have in their helmets so they won’t be able talk
to one another. They will have to take off their helmets to talk
and then whamo, we’ve got them!” Dr. Xelco explained his
theory to Joseph.
Joseph picked up the helmet and put it on to test the
device. After zeroing in on the correct frequency Dr. Xelco
was successful at blocking the helmet’s ability to
communicate. Joseph talked, but nothing came out.
“Hey, I think I can get this concealment equipment to
work again,” Mark said after popping his head out of the
hatch.
The others just looked at each other and shrugged their
shoulders. Regis brought over some more components to Dr.
Xelco he had discovered around the ship.
“I sure am glad I don’t throw anything away,” Dr. Xelco
said to Regis. “My dad was always telling me to get rid of
things when I was a boy, but I always found places to hide
them. I knew I would find a use for them one day. I guess I
just carried it over when I began working on the ZX/2, and the
McMarian Hyper-Warp system. You never know when some
of these things will come in handy,” he continued.
“I’m gonna find out about our current status, I’ll be right
back,” Joseph informed his father as he proceeded back to the
pilot’s recliner.
“Computer, what is the status of our equipment?” Joseph
questioned the CPU.
“Fuel thirty-seven point six percent for light and sub light
speed, fuel seventy-two point eight percent for hyper-warp,
ninety-eight point one percent external shields, sixty-eight
percent battery life, ninety-two point two percent thrust
burners, seventy-eight point four percent trazer power, one~ 124 ~
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hundred percent Ralston torpedoes, one-hundred percent
trailer energy,” the CPU relayed back it’s information.
Turning around in his seat, Joseph asked, “What are
Ralston torpedoes, and what is trailer energy?”
“The Ralston torpedoes are short range missiles that have
anti-detection devices built into the warheads, so defensive
weapons can’t stop them. They have a sixty mega-thron
power capability. I think we armed this craft with five or six
of those little hummers. They are purely experimental and
have never been tested in actual combat, but we’ve had
excellent test results.”
“The trailer energy allows the ZX/2 to pull along a craft
many times its size. When used it drains the power supplies
pretty quickly, but can be used to help out stranded ships,”
Dr. Xelco explained.
“Both of those could come in handy,” Joseph thought to
himself.
“Entering Sigmata sensor range,” The CPU broke the
silence that had invaded the interior of the ZX/2.
“Make sure you don’t turn on the jamming device!”
Conrad yelled down to Mark who was still below altering the
equipment.
“We don’t want them to know any of our secrets. It could
come in handy later when we make our escape,” Joseph
added.
“You sure are optimistic, aren’t you Joseph?” Conrad
commented as he looked over at Joseph.
Joseph shrugged his shoulders and smiled.
“All of the anti-detection devices are currently deactivated,
but we can activate them again at any time,” Mark said as he
crawled out of the hatch. “They’ll be able to track us right
into the hanger. I’ve rerouted the controls so I can work them
from up here from now on. It’s awfully crowded down there,
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you know,” Mark continued as he stretched his arms and
wiped the sweat from his brow.
“Is everything secured for our arrival on Sigmata?” Joseph
asked the crew.
An affirmative response came from all on board.
“Computer, set a course for hanger B-5 on the far side of
the complex. Set all systems to automatic, release the
McMarian Hyper-Warp drive, and reduce speed to half-light,”
Conrad ordered the CPU.
“Joseph, I’ve been here before. Perhaps I should bring the
craft into the hanger and then you can work with your father
on what to do next,” Mark offered.
“No, I can handle it. We need you to reconfigure the
atmosphere suits so that the concealment devices work on all
of them. Also make sure that the batteries are fully charged,”
Joseph responded as he checked over all of the data
registering on the console panel.
Conrad and Joseph read off the console information and
verified the course the CPU had brought up on the main
console.
Mark moved back to the workstation, and checked out the
equipment on each of the suits and rechecked the battery
charges. He also made sure that all of the hand trazers were
charged and ready to go.
Denise and Yendor, who was feeling much better,
organized the cabin so movement throughout the ship would
be as efficient as possible. Dr. Xelco put the finishing touches
on his disrupters and then showed the others how to operate
them.
“We should wait until the last second before we activate
this device. The longer we wait the better chance we’ve got of
making full use of its potential,” Dr. Xelco instructed.
Joseph maneuvered the craft as it came into visual range of
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the colony. Nothing was moving on the exterior of the
rotating observation deck. Flashing lights gave a point of
reference for which direction they should go to reach the
hanger. Usually, activity around the colony would have been
as busy as a bee hive with crafts from many different parts of
the galaxy, moving in and out of the complex, loading and
unloading goods for transport to and from the far corners of
the CIG’s territory.
The Sigmata station was a transfer point for goods moving
to and from the far corners of the Confederation. It usually
had a small contingent of Forodian class attack ships (which
were conspicuously missing), but otherwise it was a civilian
outpost. The lack of activity around the station only added to
the suspicions that were already aroused by the CPU’s
assessment of the voice over the radio.
“It sure is quiet around here,” Mark commented as he
gazed out of the forward observation glass. “I don’t think I’ve
ever seen it this deserted.”
“That would tend to confirm our suspicions,” Dr. Xelco
commented as he also looked at the empty space around the
colony.
“Computer, continue operations and take us to gate B-5;
standard landing procedures,” Joseph said to the CPU as the
sub-light engines kicked in and began to slow the craft.
The small ship began to circle around the landing hangers
and closed in on its designated landing pod. As they neared
the building, the ship’s thrusters blew off a burst of energy,
bringing the ship to a stop in front of two sliding doors with
“B-5” in large blue letters painted on the outside. As the craft
neared the doors, the massive doors began to slide apart
exposing the landing bay. The lights above the landing port
flashed on and off, and the spotlights within glared down on
them. Slowly the craft moved through the entrance and came
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to a rest on the pod.
The last burst of energy blew off and then the thrusters
went dead. Behind them the bay doors slid closed and the
atmosphere in the landing area was returned to normal.
Beside them sat the Burmi. The CIG’ registration number and
the ship’s name emblazoned on its fore deck “Burmi ~ CIG2798”. She had slight damage to her exterior. The ZX/2
looked like a fly standing next to an elephant.
“Joseph isn’t that the ship we were on when we left
Lambdata?” Denise asked with a desperate ring to her voice.
Joseph nodded as he observed the Burmi and its condition.
“That means they have my parents!” she cried out.
“Calm down Denise. One of the reasons for coming here
was to free the people who were headed for those mines back
on Reidforcia. I’m glad we can help your parents, if they
happen to be here,” Joseph attempted to settle Denise down.
Fragon and the other Bignols had taken refuge under the
workstation, in the storage closets, and in the cupboards.
Regis prepared himself for the trip. Joseph, Conrad, Somat,
Yendor, and Dr. Xelco put on the atmosphere suits, while
Denise put on the Reidforcian armor, picked up the
chronthium shield, checked the samitar for operation, and
adjusted the trazer setting to kill. Mark slipped down into the
cramped quarters of the equipment bay with a hand trazer.
On Joseph’s signal the hatch was released by Dr. Xelco
and Joseph dropped to the ground with the others following
behind. Denise and Mark stayed behind and watched for an
opportunity to move off the ship in order to gain an advantage
over the guards.
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LORD FROTH’S
REVENGE
Chapter XIII
Suddenly a shot from a Knoxthian trazer went blazing
past the group, and then a scream as the older man was
pulverized in the chest by the blast.
As soon as they dropped to the ground, the entrance to the
main facility opened, and sure enough an escort of
Reidforcians marched in. Following behind, much to their
surprise was Lord Froth!
The soldiers approached the ZX/2. Lord Froth looked up at
the craft and inspected it.
“You have done well to get this far. I compliment you on
your creativity. It is only by my pleasure that you have
survived this long, but now I will have my ultimate goal. You
have brought me a fully operational ZX/2 with the McMarian
Hyper-Warp drive system. I couldn’t have ordered you to do
any better,” Lord Froth chuckled. “Yendor, join your Lord
and master.” Lord Froth commanded.
Yendor walked over and stood behind the Reidforcian
leader. Under his atmosphere suit he had the QRE which must
have fooled them. He winked at Joseph to let him know that
everything was OK.
“Sentinels, bring the prisoners,” Lord Froth ordered his
troops, “Station a guard at the Burmi just in case they have
any surprises. Are all prisoners accounted for?” he continued.
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“No your highness, we haven’t been able to account for
three of the former prisoners,” the ranking member of the
team responded.
“Tell me where the other three are or you will be forced to
talk, and you know we can,” Lord Froth ordered Joseph.
“Thomas Reikof was lost in the transporter room, Maxwell
Linden was killed when we escaped from the prison, and
Mark Cooter died en route from injuries he incurred when we
were escaping. We ejected his body into space on our way
here,” Joseph explained the circumstances that Lord Froth
had demanded of him.
Surprisingly, this explanation seemed to satisfy Lord Froth
because when he had finished his story, Lord Froth turned
towards the exit and motioned for the others to follow.
Joseph wondered why they hadn’t asked anything about
Denise.
Lord Froth had a regal looking suit of armor on. The color
of purple glistened on top of the overlaid gold. He had a sash
draped over his left shoulder with several of the triangular
shaped emblems on it, and had a large billowing purple drape
hanging from the rear of his helmet. In his right hand he held
the staff with the strange blue orb on top of it.
Joseph conjectured that Lord Froth had used this device to
allow him to arrive ahead of the ZX/2 to Sigmata. He couldn’t
think of any other way that he could have gotten there first,
unless it was because they had lost so much time going in
circles.
The prisoners marched between the guards into the heart
of the complex that had once bustled with the activity of ships
from the CIG. Now the entire building was deserted, with the
exception of a few posted Reidforcian guards. The hallway
that surrounds the complex has windows that look out over
the empty expanses of the colony that had once been hectic
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with commotion. The stark reality of just how thorough these
monsters were began to sink in. If the Reidforcians were able
to take this colony and do this to it, just how many other
outposts did they occupy, this was a question on the minds of
the six prisoners as they moved deeper into the enemy camp.
The guards took them to a reception area. They told them
to sit down and wait to be processed. After processing, they
were to be taken back to the prison camp on Reidforcia. They
were under strict security and told not to talk or they would be
killed on the spot.
Individually they were taken through a doorway behind a
long desk that was originally used to check passengers and
guests in and out when the outpost was under the control of
the CIG.
Joseph was the last to go through the processing
procedure. They led him down a passageway to a locker room
where he was forced to remove the atmosphere suit. They
hosed him down with a white milky chemical spray that had a
hideous odor to it in order to decontaminate him. (The
Reidforcians are susceptible to many human diseases, but
don’t have the immune systems to fight off the illnesses.)
Then two guards took him to another holding area where he
was given back the atmosphere suit, but the batteries, trazer,
and disrupter were missing. He was to find out later, the
others were treated exactly the same.
After regrouping in the holding area they were taken down
a long hallway to another larger room. This was the recreation
center for the station, a large gymnasium normally used by
the guests and residents of Sigmata. Along the walls, the
prisoners taken during the raid on this facility, were sitting, as
well as the crew members and passengers from the Burmi.
Different races from throughout the galaxy were represented
here.
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The men were on one side, while the women were on the
other. Joseph glanced down the rows of people and saw the
look of despair on their faces.
Suddenly he noticed Mrs. Wantis on the other side of the
room. He finally made eye contact with her. The look of
surprise on Mrs. Wantis’ face was quickly replaced with
tears. She thought that if Joseph was captured, then so had
Denise, but she wasn’t there.
Joseph finally found Mr. Wantis who was sitting next to
Admiral Vernondi. There was a no talking order given. The
room only echoed with an occasional cough or the scuffing of
shoes against the hard floor. Joseph used sign language to see
if Mr. Wantis understood. (Sign language is a standard lesson
plan in all schools throughout the CIG as it’s the only truly
intergalactic form of communication.) Mr. Wantis nodded
that he understood.
Joseph slowly and cautiously began to unfold the plan they
had for the release of all of the prisoners.
Dr. Xelco and the others, who had arrived on the ZX2,
passed along as much information as they could without
arousing the suspicions of the guards.
Joseph and his father looked at each other, with a glance
and a nod, and then continued to communicate the plans they
had made. Many of the people in the room began to snicker at
the ideas, but others watched intensely as the plan began to
unfold.
The men seemed to take an interest in the plans for escape,
but the women, across the room, couldn’t make out much of
what was going on. A low roar began to be heard as the
message was being passed along. One of the men began to
sob. Several of the women followed his lead and an air of
desperation and futility filled the room.
Suddenly one of the Kryomian men in the crowd burst
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away from the group and began screaming, “They are
planning an escape; stop them or we will all be killed, right
here where we stand!”
A young Earth boy in the crowd jumped out and tackled
the Kryomian and decked him.
Suddenly a shot from a Knoxthian trazer went blazing past
the group, and then a scream as the older man was pulverized
in the chest by the blast.
“No talking is allowed. The next time one of you talks,
another one of you will be given the same fate!” the
Reidforcian guard bellowed out over the screams of panic in
the room.
Just then the doors at the far end of the room opened and
in walked Lord Froth with his security team around him. He
walked into the room bearing his scepter and royal garb as if
he were the king of the universe, which wasn’t far from the
truth. His guards spread out and took various positions around
the room.
A disturbing crashing noise startled the prisoners. A large
pedestal was pushed out onto the floor, and a red carpet rolled
out from its base towards the doors at the far end of the room.
Lord Froth walked slowly past his prisoners as he approached
the stage and turned his head from side to side looking into
the eyes of his captors He mounted the stairs while his guards
took positions of security around the stage. Yendor followed
Lord Froth up the stairs and took a position behind the now
bigger than life figure. Lord Froth unrolled a manuscript, then
handed it to an aide who began to announce to the bewildered
audience, Lord Froth’s plans.
“I hereby order and decree that you are all prisoners of the
Potentate of Reidforcian. As such you come directly under
my control and will. If it be my will for you to live, so be it. If
it be my will that you should die, then so be it. You are at my
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mercy and I, and only I, can change your fate.
“There are those among you who have chosen to defy me.
Those attempts have not been successful, and any others who
try will meet the same result. Those involved in this last
attempt are to be severely punished. It is only by my will that
you have survived this long, and it will be by my decree that
you will die.
“From herewith you will follow my orders and only my
orders. If you are to make the journey from this place then
prepare yourselves. Those of you who are able to work in the
ronadium mines will be taken to Reidforcia. The rest of you
will die here. The trip to Reidforcia will begin soon,” Lord
Froth’s aid finished.
A gasp went up from the audience. What was going to
happen to them? Some of the women began to weep and the
men stood in shock.
Lord Froth continued to stand in front of his new laborers
and seemed to be grinning at the prospect of having such a
large infusion of workers to work in his Ronadium mines.
The royal troupe then stepped down from the podium,
walked along the red carpet, and returned through the doors
from where they had entered, Yendor following behind.
While Lord Froth was speaking, Yendor had used sign
language to communicate to the prisoners the Reidforcian
plans he had overheard while with Lord Froth.
The translation is this: “The plan is for the Burmi to be
used to transport the prisoners to Reidforcia. A repair ship is
due to arrive within two hours to bring equipment to repair
the damage done to the lift off and sub-light systems damaged
during its capture. Until then, the prisoners are to remain in
the gymnasium and under close guard,” Yendor signaled
slowly and deliberately. “Only sixteen armored troops are
stationed here and most of those are within close proximity of
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the gymnasium.”
“The ZX/2 will be loaded onto the Burmi and transported
to Reidforcia as well where it will be dismantled and the
secrets of the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system will be
copied and installed on all Reidforcian war craft.”
He had been behind Lord Froth and his guards so it was
the perfect platform to be seen by all without Lord Froth’s
knowledge.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
On the ZX/2, Denise watched as Lord Froth and his
guards confronted the others in the hanger. The one-way
glass provided excellent cover for observation. As soon as
Lord Froth’s new prisoners left, the doors closed behind
them.
Denise, in the Reidforcian uniform, dropped down quietly
from the hatch and began to wander around the ZX/2 as if she
were inspecting it. She then wandered over to the Burmi.
When the guard outside the Burmi noticed Denise, he
immediately saluted her by raising his right arm, bringing it
down to his chest and then to his side.
Denise repeated the salute and then in the deepest voice
she could muster asked, “What have you found on this CIG
ship?”
“Constine, we have found nothing of value to us. It is Lord
Froth’s pleasure that we repair the ship so we can transport
the prisoners back to Reidforcia where they can work in the
mines. He has ordered a repair ship to come here to bring the
necessary tools and equipment to repair it. The work crew
should be here within two hours,” the guard answered.
“Have you checked the other side of the craft to make sure
there no intruders that have entered from that direction?”
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Denise continued to question the sentry.
“No, Constine, I have not checked that. Is it your pleasure
that I do so?” he asked.
“Yes, I will take your watch here,” Denise responded.
As the guard moved away Denise motioned to the ZX/2
and out of the hatch the Bignols came tumbling out. They
waddled as quickly as they could across the hanger deck and
ran up the stairs into the Burmi. The plan was for the Bignols
to repair the Burmi and make it functional. The Burmi was
originally a Bignol craft that had been pressed into service by
the CIG high command for the transport of troops and
civilians. The Bignols had a complete understanding of the
systems and controls on the craft and were well equipped to
get her into the best operational status possible, especially
under these conditions.
Mark stayed on the ZX/2 to protect it in case the
Reidforcians attempted to dismantle her.
The guard returned unaware that the Bignols were now on
the Burmi. He reported that all was clear.
“Lord Froth has ordered that supplies be made available
for the trip to the home planet. Make sure that the supplies are
ready to be loaded as soon as possible,” Denise came up with
an idea on the spot and ordered the sentinel to make it
happen.
“As you wish Constine,” The guard replied as he saluted.
Denise returned the salute and said, “Well done, keep up
the good work.”
Then she turned and walked towards the doors of the
complex. She walked very carefully trying not to seem
nervous or over anxious. When she got to the door to exit the
landing bay it opened as it had for the others, and she entered
the hallway.
She made a mental note that there were only three guards
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in the hanger area.
As she passed through the entrance to the main complex,
she remembered the others had gone to the right so she went
that direction. She looked out the windows on her right and
was startled by the lack of activity around the base. She had
visited several of these stations in the past and was familiar
with the activity that usually surrounded them.
She passed only two guards along the way and each
saluted her as she passed by. She returned the salutes. Denise
came to a large interior window that looked out over the
gymnasium. Inside she saw Joseph and the others sitting on
the floor.
She continued to walk around the building. As she came to
the other side of the reception area she saw the women seated
on the floor. She looked for her mother in the crowd. Her
heart jumped when she finally saw her leaning against the
wall. She was looking intently at something on the other side
of the gym.
As she moved about the building it was her intent to look
like she was on patrol, but her purpose was take an inventory
of the weapons and the number of guards..
Inside the first doorway she saw the guards searching the
equipment taken from the atmosphere suits. She approached
the desk and saluted the guards who were checking the items
and sorting them.
Denise ordered the guards, again in a deep tone, “Lord
Froth has asked me to take possession of these devices and I
am to bring them to him immediately so he can study them.”
“By your command, Constine,” The two responded, as
they put the equipment into a box and then handed Denise the
items from the prisoners.
“Thank you; you are doing an excellent job. I will put that
in my report,” Denise complemented the two guards for
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helping her, unknown to them what her plans were.
Taking the box with her, she went down the stairs and
circled the gymnasium. When she got to the other side of the
building, she entered the gymnasium and took a position just
inside of the door. She surveyed the prisoners and stood at
attention as if she were one of the guards on duty. She set the
box on the ground. She managed to kick it softly under the
seating along the wall without being noticed.
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CAPTURE
Chapter XIV
Denise and her Reidforcian uniform flew back into the
hallway where she fell in a heap against the wall. Denise lay
motionless. She had taken a direct hit from the trazer inside
the hanger.
She left the gymnasium and resumed her duties walking
around the facility evaluating the next step. As she was
nearing the check-in area she saw Lord Froth and Yendor
walking together and conversing quietly. Denise couldn’t hear
what was being said, but could tell by the way they were
talking that Lord Froth had to be asking Yendor details about
the journey to the outpost. She was certain that he was also
trying to get more information about the capabilities of the
ZX/2.
“I sure hope that Yendor is on our side,” thought Denise to
herself.
If Yendor was truly released from the control of Lord
Froth this would provide an excellent advantage for the
escape.
Denise had to figure out a way to return to the holding area
so she could help implement the plot.
Yendor noticed her and motioned for her to follow them.
At the end of the hallway, two doors flung opened, and
they entered the dining area. The room smelled and looked
like the dining room back on Reidforcia. Food was all over
the floor and the tables were arranged in a triangle. Lord
Froth took the prominent seat at the head of the table and
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motioned for his troops to be seated. There were about a
dozen soldiers at the tables. Hoping that they weren’t about to
have dinner, Denise took a seat close to the doorway. Denise
knew that if they were to be fed, her disguise would be
discovered; since she would have to take off her helmet.
All of the rooms had just enough light to get around. The
Reidforcian helmet provided additional visual aid so it wasn’t
a major factor for Denise, but she noticed that Yendor was
having difficulty seeing things.
Lord Froth began to speak from his throne at the front of
the room, “My fellow Reidforcians, today is a great day for
our Potentate. We have successfully captured the equipment
that will make us the greatest force ever assembled in the
galaxy. With this new technology we will be able to defeat
the Confederation once and for all! Our good friend Yendor
Remlap has told me about the CIG’s advancements in
technology. We now have acquired this technology and we
can utilize it on our own armada.”
A great cheer went up in the room.
“With your help we will be successful in this mission and
you will return to the mother planet as heroes. Join me as we
feast on the fruits of Reidforcia!” Lord Froth stood to his feet
and raised his scepter towards the ceiling.
A loud cheer went up from the monsters around him, and
the food began to come out of the kitchen.
One of the soldiers yelled, “Fresh goloti meat. I haven’t
had this in ages,” then pulled off his helmet exposing his ugly
face. The grotesque figure then began slobbering over the raw
meat and the red blood dribbled down his jowls onto the front
of his uniform. He took his glove and flung the juices across
the floor while laughing at his good fortune.
Denise panicked because she knew as soon as she pulled
off her helmet her deception would be given away.
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Just then the sound of a Knoxthian trazer blast came from
the gymnasium. It startled everyone in the room. The soldiers
jumped to their feet and headed down the hallway. Denise
followed taking full advantage of the situation. Lord Froth led
the way, and when the doors in front of them opened to the
gymnasium screams were heard.
When Denise entered the room she saw the bloody mess
the trazer fire had caused when it had blown one of the
prisoners to pieces on impact, and she felt her legs go weak
wondering if it was her father. Joseph looked up and
recognized the uniform. He knew that Denise had succeeded
in at least one phase of the plan. He gave her a nod so she
knew that everything was OK.
She took the position where she had stood before. She was
close to the equipment box she had stashed. She stood
motionless while Lord Froth climbed the steps of the pedestal.
Silence pervaded the room as Lord Froth stood quietly in
front of the crowd.
Denise could barely see Yendor, and thought that he was
doing something behind the regal soldier, but she wasn’t quite
sure. It looked like sign language.
After his aid read the decree to those in the holding area,
Lord Froth continued to stand before his new servants to stare
out over the crowd, looking for anyone who might defy his
orders. Just as suddenly as he entered, he stepped down from
the stage and turned to return to the dining hall.
Denise making a bold move approached the self-acclaimed
emperor and made a request.
Saluting and then bowing at the waist, she asked, “Lord
Froth, your highness. May I have the honor of watching over
these lowly creatures while you and our faithful loyal troops,
enjoy the feast you have set out. I would be honored if you
would accept my offer.”
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“You are truly an inspiration to our race. Yes, you may
take guard over these wretched excuses for life forms. If they
are disruptive, show them the Reidforcians punishment,”
Lord Froth answered. He then turned, with Yendor by his
side, to return to the festivities in the other room. The other
guards followed leaving Denise to watch over the entire
group.
As soon as Denise was alone she motioned towards Joseph
who quickly ran over to where Denise had stashed the
weapons and equipment. The others in the room gasped as
Joseph made this mad dash across the room. They were even
more surprised when the guard did nothing to stop him. A
murmur began to rise from the crowd making Denise nervous.
She didn’t want to expose herself just yet, because if she did,
the crowd would probably get louder. Joseph and the others in
their group began waving their hands up and down to try and
silence the swelling of noise that had begun.
Fearing that the other guards would come, she fired off a
shot at the wall. The prisoners immediately fell silent.
Joseph quickly passed out the weapons to the crew that
had come in the room with him. They reattached the lights on
the hoods, connected the batteries, checked the status of the
hand trazers, realigned the concealment devices and adjusted
the frequencies on the disrupters.
As soon as they were ready the five rescuers spread out
across the room and forcing the other prisoners to lay flat on
the floor. Denise then took a position at the far end of the
room with a direct bead with her trazer, on the doors through
which Lord Froth had left only minutes before.
A louder din rose from the prisoners as they watched the
preciseness of the plan as it began to unfold, and then rose to
a crescendo.
Denise shot off another trazer round at the wall which
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brought all of the prisoners down on the floor and once again
silenced the room.
Joseph and the others took positions around the room so
that all of the doors were covered. They expected the guards
to re-enter the room the same way they did when the
Kryomian was hit by the Knoxthian trazer blast.
It wasn’t very long before suddenly, the doors burst open
and through the doors the guards, led by Lord Froth and
followed by Yendor, entered.
Joseph motioned to the others to turn on all of the
disrupters. Yendor, who had followed behind Lord Froth,
grabbed the scepter and pushed him through the doors onto
the floor.
Caught totally by surprise, and not able to communicate
with each other, the guards didn’t have a chance to respond.
The guards ended up in a pile of armor. The crew from the
ZX/2 jumped on them and pulled off their helmets. They
flashed their lights into the eyes of the helpless creatures on
the ground exposing the weakness to the entire crowd.
The ex-prisoners were amazed at how quickly the plan
unfolded and at the weaknesses they saw in the Reidforcians.
Joseph jumped onto Lord Froth, and pulled off his helmet,
exposing Lord Froth for what he really was. An ugly dwarf of
a creature that, without the use of his armor, was nothing
more than a crawling bug. His eyes were squinting from the
light. This time the regal leader wasn’t going to make an easy
escape. Joseph lifted him up from the ground and displayed
him to the prisoners in the room.
A loud cheer went up from the crowd begging for the
death of Lord Froth. They wanted to put an end to the
sniveling creature who stood before them in a puddle of slime
from his now dead troops.
He just mumbled on and on, but no one could understand
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him because he no longer had the translator. He was just a
pile of alien flesh trying to survive.
Joseph picked him up off of the floor and returned his
helmet. All of his weapons were removed, and his mechanical
arms were deactivated. After putting his helmet back on, the
mumblings became discernible speech.
“You will pay for this. My army will never give up trying
to free me. Now that we have your technology we will chase
you to the outermost parts of the galaxy. You will never sleep
for fear that my troops will be coming to cause havoc
throughout the universe. We will dominate the galaxy and no
one will stop us.”
“What is your name young man, so that I will remember it
for all time.” Lord Froth requested.
“I am Joseph Xelco, at your service Lord Froth. I am the
son of Dr. Matthew Zelco. I am the one who rescued him
from your planet. Remember me, Lord Froth, because I have
become your worst enemy!”
“I will be back and no one can stop me, not even you,
Joseph Xelco,” Lord Froth ranted and raved. “I know things
about your voyage here and we will use those secrets against
you.”
“Are you talking about the information you got from
Yendor Remlap?” Joseph laughed. “All this time he has been
with us. We found the device you implanted in his head and
we deactivated it several hours ago. All of the information he
gave you is false, and won’t do you or your army any good!”
Joseph exclaimed right in Lord Froth’s ugly face.
Joseph removed the helmet, turned off the translator, and
then returned it to his head. Only muffled sounds came from
inside the helmet.
They led him away, a prisoner of the CIG.
Yendor, meanwhile was exploring the scepter he had taken
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from his former leader. He bounced it on the floor, lifted it
over his head, turned it upside down, but couldn’t get it to do
anything.
Denise walked over and explained to Yendor, “There are
special powers needed to operate this thing. First of all, you
have to be able to communicate in Reidforcian. If you don’t
do it right you might end up like Thomas Reikof, you
wouldn’t want that now, would you?”
Yendor quickly gave the staff to Denise, who handed it to
one of the prisoners, a Molteri, who was standing nearby and
said, “Here you take this thing. I have no desire to commit
suicide.”
Dr. Xelco and Somat began distributing the weapons they
took off the Reidforcians, and explained how they worked.
Joseph then addressed the former prisoners.
“Listen, if we are to be successful with our escape plan
you will have to pay close attention. Those of us with the
atmosphere suits will take positions fore and aft of you. We
have a device that will render us invisible to the remaining
guards, but absolute silence is a must or we will be sitting
targets. We also have communication disrupters that will
allow us to confuse the enemy. Please, follow our plans
closely, or we will all perish here,” Joseph took control of the
situation.
Both Denise and Dr. Xelco looked up at Joseph with pride.
The prisoners from throughout the galaxy were placed into
five groups, each with a member of the ZX/2 crew appointed
as a leader. Denise replaced her Reidforcian helmet and left
the gymnasium before the others. Joseph signaled each of the
groups who then responded with a sign that they were ready
to proceed.
Denise walked out into the reception area and encountered
two guards.
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They saluted Denise as she passed.
“What is all the noise about in the holding area?” One of
them asked.
Without answering them, Denise turned and fired her
trazer at them. They were caught completely by surprise and
never had a chance to respond. Denise opened the doors to the
hall, and motioned to the lookout that it was OK to continue.
Joseph and his group were the first to leave the holding area.
Careful not to wear down the batteries too much, he held off
on using the concealment device until it was absolutely
necessary. When his group reached the reception area he
turned and motioned for the next group to follow. As each
team reached the same position they repeated the same
procedure. Down the hallway toward the hanger they crawled,
moving along the floor so they wouldn’t be observed through
the glass that surrounds the colony. Denise was in front, just
within view.
When she got to the doors to the hanger she stopped and
waited for the doors to automatically open as they had before.
Nothing happened. She looked back at Joseph who turned and
looked back at his band and asked if anyone was a technician.
One of the Phaluvians, from the back of the procession,
crawled forward and caught up with Joseph.
“What seems to be the problem,” the technician whispered
to Joseph.
“The doors to the hanger aren’t opening. What’s the matter
with them?” Joseph whispered back.
“Well, they may have set the doors on a time delay or they
have may have switched them off completely,” the technician
surmised.
“Is that a problem?” Joseph whispered looking for an
answer.
“No problem, I just have to get to the panel and change the
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settings,” the Phaluvian muttered.
“Where is it?” Joseph asked getting a little frustrated.
“Just to the right, inside that closet,” was his reply.
Joseph motioned for him to go and fix the problem, but
just as he was moving away Joseph grabbed him by the pant
leg and pulled him back.
“What else is in that closet?” Joseph asked softly.
He answered, “The lighting panels for the hanger, the
atmosphere control unit, and the automatic sensing devices
for incoming and outgoing traffic...”
“Did you say the light controls?” Joseph cut off the
technician.
“Yeah, they’re in there,” he replied.
“Great, get the doors working, and then on my mark, turn
on every light in the house, got it?” Joseph ordered.
“Yeah, yeah, piece of cake,” the tech said as he crawled
towards the doors. He slowly opened the door and
disappeared into the small room. A few long seconds passed
and then he gave the sign that the doors would now work.
Denise walked up to the doors, and this time they
separated, allowing her access to the hanger and the means of
their escape. She looked over at Joseph who nodded at her
and then she walked through the portal to the hanger area.
Suddenly, there was the sound of trazer fire coming from
inside the hanger area. Then another blast was heard just as
she stepped through the doorway. Denise and her Reidforcian
uniform flew back through the door where she fell in a heap
against the wall. Denise lay motionless. She had taken a direct
hit from a trazer inside the hanger.
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Chapter XV
“Those are better odds than we were given of ever getting
off Reidforcia,” Joseph chipped in.
Joseph’s first instinct was to go to Denise, but the plan had
to be implemented. He motioned towards one of the groups to
go to her, and then Joseph and his troops made a dash for the
doors.
“NOW!” exclaimed Joseph as he jumped up and led his
band towards the open doors. He activated the concealment
device and the disrupter. The tech in the closet threw the
switch, and the entire hanger area lit up like a sky full of
fireworks. With trazers set on kill, the group spread out
looking for the enemy. All that they saw were the bodies of
dead Reidforcian guards spread around the floor, and much to
Joseph’s surprise, the Krolon Power trazer canon was still
smoking from the attack made on the soldiers.
Joseph ordered everyone to turn off the disrupters and the
concealment devices.
Seeing all of the rescued prisoners appear around him,
Mark shrieked, “I got ‘em. I got ‘em all!” hyped up from the
adrenaline rush he was feeling.
“You fool, you killed Denise!” Joseph said as he ran
towards Mark. One of the other former hostages caught him
and threw him to the ground before he reached him. Joseph
just lay on the ground and sobbed.
“What’s he talking about?” asked Mark, “What did I do to
make him so angry with me?”
“The Reidforcian you saw walking into the hanger, that
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was Denise inside that uniform,” One of the other prisoners
answered. “You killed her!”
Once the all clear was given, the entire hanger bay was
filled with people, not knowing where to go or what to do;
Somat and Conrad took control, and directed the crowd
towards the Burmi. They organized them and began to get
them settled into place. When all was ready for the former
prisoners to be loaded onto the Burmi, Somat and Conrad
climbed up the loading ramp and proceeded to the control
room to see how the Bignols were coming on the repairs.
Some were assigned to load the supplies that were piled on
the floor, while others refueled the ships.
Dr. Xelco and Regis Fisbon searched for copernicium and
segonium for the drive system on the ZX/2.
Meanwhile, Joseph went to a corner and sat by himself
trying to shake the grief that had overcome him. He thought
that nothing could be worse than losing his mother, but he and
Denise had become so dependent on one another that he just
felt so empty. He looked around for a friendly face, but with
the hustle and bustle of everyone trying to get on board the
Burmi, there was too much confusion.
Joseph decided that sitting alone wasn’t going to help
things so he picked himself up, and went over to the Burmi to
check on her systems to find out what her status was.
When he got on board he found a couple of the Bignols
working on the drive system relay boards. They looked
optimistic. As he entered the eleporter, he commanded the lift
to take him to the control room. The doors closed and he was
on his way.
When the doors opened again he stepped out into the
central control center for the entire craft. Conrad was in the
pilot’s chair being trained by one of the Bignol’s on the
functions. They showed him the different buttons and knobs
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at his disposal. Somat was under the console rewiring some of
the circuits that would allow the craft to once again travel at
light speed. Admiral Vernondi was in command. He nodded
at Joseph when he entered the control room. He was busy
coordinating the repairs on the ship.
“How long before this ship is fully operational?” Joseph
asked through the tears and stuffed up nose.
“We can have her ready to fly in about one hour,”
responded Fragon.
“That’s not good enough. We’ve got to be out of here in
less than twenty minutes or that squadron we left behind will
be all over us,” Joseph replied. “There is also a Reidforcian
repair crew on its way and it could be here even sooner.
“Has anyone taken control of the flight center here on
Sigmata? It won’t be long before the incoming ships will be
in radio contact.” Joseph continued to try and cover all of the
bases.
“We’ve given the radio control center to the Burmi. Artor
over there is monitoring all known Reidforcian and CIG
frequencies so we are ready for anything that might be
approaching. He has also sent out a distress signal in the
hyper band frequencies to any and all Confederation ships,”
Conrad reported.
Joseph walked over to where Artor was setting up the
emergency radio equipment and whispered something into his
ear. Artor nodded and went back to work on his project.
“We’ve got light speed and possibly Greco-Light
capabilities right now, but our problem is we can’t get her off
the ground and up to sub-light without help,” Mark motioned
to Joseph to join him as he explained to Conrad the problem
with the wiring reroute.
“Did you say Greco-Light capability?” Joseph asked
surprised that they would have even mentioned the possibility
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of this new technology on an old a ship like the Burmi.
“Yeah, the Bignols rigged it up. We won’t have it for long,
but a little is better than none, right? Those Bignols sure are
fast learners,” Mark complimented the workers.
“That still doesn’t solve our problem with the initial take
off,” Conrad commented.
“What if we used the trailer energy on the ZX/2?” Joseph
asked.
“The what?” Conrad asked.
“The trailer energy packs my dad put on the ZX/2. They
can move another ship when it can’t operate on its own
power,” Joseph responded.
“You’d have to talk to your dad about that one. I don’t
have any idea how much weight the trailer energy can
support,” Conrad replied. “Why don’t you go ask him. Our
communications are fine; you can just give us a call when you
find out.”
“Meanwhile, we will try to see what we can do from this
end. It’s amazing how much the Bignols have accomplished
in the short time they had to repair the ship. Before we got
here, the ship had no power at all. Every system inside the
ship is fully functional, including the food dispensary. Joseph,
you had better get back to the ZX/2. They need you there,”
Conrad looked up and gave Joseph a nod and a look of
understanding.
Joseph returned to the eleporter and ordered it to take him
back to the entrance. In a flash he was at his destination and
the doors opened.
Joseph stepped out of the transport and retraced his steps
back to the exit. Just as he was leaving the ship, Somat and
one of the rescued hostages were dragging Lord Froth onto
the Burmi as a prisoner. Lord Froth was still mumbling and
resisting. Joseph passed in silence, instead choosing to stare
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into his eyes with all the hate and disgust he could muster.
He walked slowly across the hanger towards the ZX/2
glancing briefly at the spot where Denise had met her end.
Her mother and father were there as well as Yendor.
He nodded his head and gave a brief silent thought towards
heaven, then picked up his pace as he walked back to the
smaller ship. When he got there, Mark was sitting outside the
craft with tears in his eyes.
He looked up at Joseph and said, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know
it was her. I was under attack from the other guards. After all
the noise from inside started, the soldiers stationed in here
went crazy. I was just trying to protect the ZX/2 and keep
myself from getting killed. I had no idea she would walk in
here like that.”
“I know,” said Joseph, “I’m sorry I popped off at you. You
had no way of knowing it was Denise.” Joseph patted him on
the back and climbed onto the ship that had brought him so
far in such a short time. Mark headed over to the Burmi to see
if there was something he could do to help.
Joseph climbed into the pilot’s chair and surveyed the
equipment before him. He picked up the head set and put it
over his ears.
“Burmi this is the ZX/2 do you copy,” Joseph broadcast
into the microphone.
“Loud and clear ZX/2. We have you ten by ten,” Conrad’s
voice came cleanly over the headset.
“I haven’t seen my father yet, but as soon as I do I’ll get
the information you want. How are the repairs progressing?”
Joseph requested.
“About the same as before. Without that trailer capabilities
of the ZX/2 we don’t have a prayer of a chance getting out of
here before the Reidforcians arrive. I’m telling you, I don’t
want to have to fight them here on the ground!” Conrad
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quipped.
Just then Dr. Xelco climbed entered the ZX/2.
“I have good news! We were able to find copernicium and
segonium for the thrusters,” Dr. Xelco reported.
He and Regis headed towards the back of the ship to load
the fuel into the hopper located behind the workstation, but
turned around when Joseph called to him..
“Father, we’ve got a problem. The Burmi doesn’t have any
thrusters or sub-light capability. Can we use the trailer energy
to help them off the base?” Joseph quickly pounced on his
father.
“Theoretically, yes. Let’s ask the CPU.” Dr. Xelco said as
he moved to front of the ship. Somat, who had returned to the
ZX/2 and Regis, went together to load the energy cells.
“Computer, based on the weight and inertia of the Burmi,
can this craft utilize the trailer energy to get it off this place?”
Dr. Xelco almost begged the CPU.
“How many passengers will each ship carry?” the CPU
responded.
“This craft should have sixteen or seventeen, and the
Burmi about two thousand,” Dr. Xelco estimated.
“At what speed will the Burmi become self-sufficient?”
asked the CPU.
“As close to light speed as possible,” replied Dr. Xelco.
“Give me a moment to run calculations,” The CPU then
went silent while the lights flashed on and off. “Based on that
information, the probability of success is approximately
eighty-seven point eight percent,” the CPU finally completed
its computations. “However, the energy required to operate
the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive will be seriously drained.
Light speed capabilities may be hampered as well,” the CPU
continued.
“Those are better odds than we were given of ever getting
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off of Reidforcia,” Joseph chipped in.
“Burmi, this is the ZX/2. The CPU gives us an eightyseven percent chance of making this thing happen. Anything
in the way of power you can give us will be a big help,”
Joseph relayed the CPU’s information to the Burmi.
As he looked out of his window he could see the line of
passengers eager to get on the Burmi.
Dr. Xelco took the co-pilot’s seat, having every confidence
that his son could handle the lift off of both the ZX/2 and the
Burmi.
Still talking to the Burmi Joseph continued, “I’m going to
switch control of the Burmi to our CPU so I can fully control
the lift off. The CPU will also know when to activate your
Greco Light drive systems. I’m hoping the Greco-Light drive
system you guys rigged up over there does some good!”
Joseph cheered on the crew of the Burmi.
“What Greco-Light system?” Dr.Xelco asked Joseph. “It’s
not fitted with that system yet.”
“It is now,” responded Joseph. “Those Bignols learn fast.”
“Computer, assume all navigational functions on the
Burmi and set all thrusters to ready. Plot a course for lift off,
and then put us into trailer energy mode on my command,”
Joseph exhorted the CPU.
Joseph checked all of his systems to verify that all was
ready. Dr. Xelco read off the check list and double checked
each of Joseph’s readings.
“We’ve got everyone aboard,” Conrad reported from the
Burmi. “We should have everyone seated and ready to go in
about five minutes or less.”
“Thanks for the report,” Joseph replied.
Joseph turned around to see his compliment of passengers.
Five more seats were available.
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Joseph looked at the faces of his passengers. They had
mixed expressions, from being delighted to be leaving the
captivity they had suffered, to the long faces of those who felt
the loss of Denise.
Just then, up through the hatch Yendor appeared. “Hey,
can you give us a hand here. We’ve got something important
to bring on board,” Yendor pleaded with the passengers on
the ZX/2.
Joseph unbelted himself and went over to the open hatch to
help bring whatever they had onto the ship. He reached down
through the portal, much to his surprise, up came the
Reidforcian armor with Denise in it. He helped pull her up
onto the floor. Close behind, Yendor and Mr. and Mrs.
Wantis climbed aboard.
“What’s going on here?” Joseph demanded.
“We brought Denise onto the ZX/2 because there is less
stress here, and with her mother’s medical training we should
have her fixed up in no time at all,” Mr. Wantis responded as
he and Yendor pulled Denise gently from the armor and
placed her limp body on the same table where Denise had
worked on Somat and the Bignol.
“Wait a minute, you me…. me.... mean Denise is all
right?” Joseph exclaimed not believing his ears. “How did she
survive the trazer blast?”
“The chronthium shield absorbed the blast, but the impact
of the trazer threw her backwards so hard it knocked her
unconscious. She hasn’t come to yet, but her vital signs are
excellent. She may have a couple of broken bones and a
pretty good headache, but she’ll survive,” Mrs. Wantis stated
as she began to scan Denise with the QRE.
Joseph just stood in amazement as he looked down at
Denise. She looked so helpless laying there. He was both
concerned and happy at the same time. He bent over, gave her
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a gentle kiss on the cheek, and then returned to the console to
prepare for the lift off.
Fragon, the Bignol, returned to the ZX/2 from the Burmi
with a complete medical kit to assist Doris Wantis in helping
Denise recover. He brought a calcium reposatator (used to
fuse broken bones together) and a thermodilometer (used to
control the internal temperature in case of shock). He also
brought along plastio paste in case she had any serious cuts.
Mrs. Wantis and Fragon pulled around a privacy curtain
and began working on Denise.
“All systems are a go, and all occupants are ready for lift
off,” Conrad’s voice echoed from the speakers inside the
small craft, “How are things on your end?”
“We just brought Denise on board and she appears to be
OK,” Joseph responded with a giant grin on his face. “We
will give you the high sign just before we move out,” Joseph
continued.
“Did you say Denise is OK?” Conrad blurted over the
radio.
“That’s correct,” Joseph gleefully replied.
“Wow, that’s the best news we’ve had in a long time,”
Conrad radioed back with a cheerful response and cheers
could be heard in the background.
“All systems checked out. We are ready for our exit from
the hanger,” Dr. Xelco reported, still reviewing all of the
instruments on the console.
“Computer, take over control of the external doors, reduce
atmosphere, and get us out of here,” Joseph exhorted the
CPU.
“All operations are under control. The systems on the
Burmi are now locked in. Ten seconds to lift off,” the CPU
kept them informed. “Five.. four.. three. .two.. one..” the CPU
counted. The thrusters came to life and the little ship began to
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shake and shudder under the load of both crafts.
Mrs. Wantis yelled from the back, “Hey, settle this thing
down, we can’t do anything while this thing is shaking like
this.
“Hold on, we should be past the worst of it in a moment,”
Dr. Xelco attempted to reassure her.
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PLOT THICKENS
Chapter XVI
“Burmi, this is the ZX/2, please change frequency to
hyper range, over,” Joseph radioed the Burmi.
“See you there!” replied Conrad who was now on the
radio.
Once off the ground the ZX/2 then moved gracefully
toward the exit pulling the giant Burmi behind it. As the two
escape vehicles moved beyond the confines of the hanger, a
sense of relief overcame everyone. The directional lights on
the base began to dim as the distance between them grew.
“Computer, what is our status?” Joseph asked the CPU
while monitoring the dials and lights in front of him.
“All systems on both ships check out above nominal
ranges. Power drain to the ZX/2 is at one percent per minute.
Estimated time to light speed five minutes forty-two point
seven seconds,” the CPU rattled off in its monotone voice.
“Computer, what is the status of our defensive systems?”
Joseph continued to draw information from the CPU.
“Concealment device estimated at twenty-four point six
percent, energy levels at ninety-seven point six percent and
falling, Krolon Power canons at ninety-five point one percent
charged, and five Ralston torpedoes fully operational. Light
speed capabilities in tact so long as enough energy reserves
are left after release of the Burmi. Greco-Light drive system,
doubtful,” the CPU finished its analysis of the situation.
“Computer, what do you mean by ‘doubtful’?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
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“The reserve power banks are outside specified limits for
Greco-Light speed on both ships. If the triangulation fields
are reversed, then the systems will be operational, but only for
about eight point two seconds. The inertia of the thrust will
allow the both vehicles to remain at speed for approximately
two hours seventeen point two seconds, assuming estimated
energy levels,” the CPU relayed the request information.
“Joseph, call over to the Burmi and let the Bignols know
about the triangulation fields or else they won’t have GrecoLight speed capability,” Dr. Xelco urged Joseph.
“Burmi, this is the ZX/2. We’ve got information for the
Bignols,” Joseph called to the other craft.
“This is the Burmi, hold on I’ll get one of them for you,”
another voice came over Joseph’s headset.
“This is Szyegis, what do you need?” the Bignol asked.
“Our CPU has told us the triangulation field on the Burmi
is reversed, and it needs to be repaired before the Burmi can
achieve Greco-Light speed. Can you take care of it?” Joseph
asked.
“No problem, we will have it fixed in two seconds flat,”
Szyegis replied.
Meanwhile, Dr. Xelco repaired the triangulation field on
the ZX/2, getting it ready for operation.
The two CIG ships began to increase speed.
“We’ve reached half-light speed and we are continuing to
accelerate,” Joseph read the dials and reported to his father.
“Good, everything is progressing well,” Dr. Xelco
responded while his eyes darted from one side of the console
to the other reading all of the information and recording it as
fast as he could.
“Look at all of the dots on the monitor screen, and look at
how fast they’re moving!” Joseph let out a panicked yell.
“Those are the ships that chased us off of Reidforcia.”
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“Computer, please identify incoming traffic.” Dr. Xelco
quickly asked the CPU.
“Reidforcian attack craft are moving at double light speed.
There are seven Rondus class (small and very maneuverable
two person fighters) and ten Donal class (mid-sized transport
vehicles with heavy armaments). Each has full battle
compliments and they are headed directly for us,” the CPU
answered unemotionally.
“Computer, how long before we engage them?” Joseph
asked.
“Approximately nine minutes fifty-seven point three
seconds,” the CPU replied.
“Computer, how much longer before we reach GrecoLight potential,” Joseph continued with an urgency about
him.
“Light speed will be attained in three minutes seven point
six seconds. The McMarian Hyper-Warp will be available
after disconnection of trailer energy,” the CPU replied.
“Computer, if we lay in a new course of forty-five degrees
from our present course will it affect the time we reach light
speed,” Joseph asked the CPU, obviously reaching for straws.
“Yes, by approximately fifteen point one percent,” the
CPU complied.
“That’s too much variance Joseph. They’ll be on us like
fleas on a dog before we can reach any kind of speed. We
don’t have the armament to fight them. Once we attain GrecoLight speed, we’ll just have to go right down their proverbial
throats, and then just blow right on by them,” Dr. Xelco
explained, not really sure of himself.
“What do you mean by that?” Joseph queried his father.
“Once we attain speed, we can engage the concealment
device. They won’t be able to see us, assuming the device
works,” Dr. Xelco said trying to be optimistic. “The Burmi
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can follow us using their less efficient Greco-Light drives.”
Mr. Wantis had wandered out of the medical area to the
front of the craft to take a break. He was curious about what
was transpiring so he took a seat behind Joseph and looked
over the information on the control panel.
Jesse Wantis was a reserve pilot. His job on the Lambdata
colony was Manager of Acquisitions. His wife Jane was in
the nursing section. Jesse was also a certified traffic controller
and had helped out in the tower on Lamdata. While working
in the tower he monitored the traffic on the screens, and
controlled landings and take-offs. He was very familiar with
handling ships in tight airspace..
As he was leaning forward to survey the panel’s
information he noticed that there was something wrong. He
brought up some important information.
“I don’t want to be a buttinsky, but if we aren’t careful,
and time this thing exactly right, the Burmi could run up our
backside and smash us into little pieces,” Mr. Wantis warned.
“The velocity of the Burmi, based on its size and weight, will
make it a formidable piece of hardware hurtling right at us
when we disconnect.”
“You know, you’re right.” Joseph agreed. “What do you
suggest?”
“Have the CPU delay the engagement of the Greco-Light
drives on the Burmi to allow ample time to accelerate in front
of her,” Mr. Wantis suggested.
Joseph turned to the CPU. “Computer, set light speed and
Greco-Light drives on the Burmi to avoid them overrunning
our position,” Joseph quickly reported to the CPU.
“Running evasive programs now,” the CPU responded.
“Thanks Mr. Wantis. It helps to have another set of eyes
looking out for us,” Joseph continued as he looked back at
Mr. Wantis and smiled.
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The crew sighed a bit of relief that the threat of being run
over was resolved.
Mr. Wantis returned to the galley. Just then a loud scream
came from the back of the small craft.
“What was that!?” Joseph turned and asked nobody in
particular.
Mrs. Wantis pulled back the screen and said, “Denise just
came to. She’s in a lot of pain, but she’s responding to the
treatments. We should have her up and around soon. She’s a
quick healer so we won’t miss her for long.”
Joseph looked to see if he could get a peek at Denise. “I
thought she was dying the way she screamed,” Joseph said
turning to his father.
“Get back to the controls, Joseph!” ordered Dr. Xelco.
“I have an idea,” he continued. “If we arm the Ralston
torpedoes and set a different target for each one of them, we
can create a diversion that may help us get out of here.”
Then speaking to himself, “It would probably be better to
target the larger Donal Class vessels because of their heavier
compliment of attack weapons. We are going to need the
concealment device in order to pull this off.”
Dr. Xelco said to Joseph, “Call over to Mark to find out
how to turn on the concealment device, I can’t figure out what
he has done here. We’re going to have to move fast and in
unison in order for this to work. Also while you have the
Burmi, ask them what kind of defensive equipment they
have.” Dr. Xelco was talking as fast as he could trying to
cover all of the variables he could think of.
“Burmi, this is the ZX/2, please change frequency to hyper
range,” Joseph radioed the Burmi.
“See you there!” replied Conrad who was now on the radio
again.
Joseph changed the setting to the secured channel with the
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scrambler knowing that the Reidforcians would be trying to
monitor the transmissions. Joseph wanted the maximum
security. The reason they had not used the hyper range before
is that the descrambler delays the conversations, and the
transmission range is reduced.
“Burmi, do you read me?” Joseph called the Burmi once
again.
“We’re here, what’s up,” Conrad’s voice came over the
radio after a short pause.
“In case you haven’t seen, there are seventeen Reidforcian
fighters in front of us. They are armed and ready to do battle.
The CPU says we will engage them in less than six minutes.
What kind of defensive systems do you have on your ship?”
Joseph queried.
“Hold on, let me check,” Conrad replied. A pause on the
airwaves passed, and then Conrad returned, “We have four
trazer cannons and two conventional torpedoes. We don’t
have a lot of weapons. The Burmi used them before the
Reidforcians captured it. Our shields are operational, but we
have limited power to them. One or two hits are all we can
stand. What’s your plan?”
Joseph shared his plan with the crew of the Burmi, and
after a short discussion the two ships decided on a strategy
that they felt would give them the best chance of survival.
The plan went like this. The ZX/2 would release the Burmi
and engage the Greco-Light engines. Once at light speed the
McMarian Hyper-Warp thrusters would kick in. Just before
encountering the Reidforcian ships, the Ralston torpedoes
would release. The Burmi, following behind, on a signal from
the ZX/2, would activate their Greco-Light drives and begin
firing all of their weapons at the approaching ships. If the plan
worked right the Burmi would pass the Reidforcian force just
before the Ralston torpedoes detonated.
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Mark got on the line and explained to Dr. Xelco how to
activate the concealment device. He told him that he had
moved all of the controls to the console, so he wouldn’t have
to go into the lower section anymore. Dr. Xelco was relieved
to hear that.
“Everyone put on your safety belts. This is going to get
exciting,” Joseph turned his head towards the passengers.
“We’ve got to do some radical things to get out of this,” he
continued.
After making sure that everything was in order below, Dr.
Xelco emerged from the lower compartment. He scanned the
control panel to make sure all of the readings corresponded
with the information the CPU had given them. He armed the
five Ralston torpedoes and engaged their tracking systems.
He set each one to track a different Donal class ship. Dr.
Xelco also checked the Krolon Power canons to make sure of
their functionality and accuracy. Once he was satisfied that all
of the systems were in operational condition, he nodded over
to Joseph who responded with a grin.
“I have a bit of a surprise for you,” Dr. Xelco smiled at
Joseph.
“What would that be?” Joseph asked.
“Listen to the communications device. You might hear
something unexpected,” Dr. Xelco chided Joseph.
Just then he heard chatter on the radio. It was the
Reidforcians sending messages. He could understand
everything that they were saying.
“How did you do that?” Joseph asked.
“While I was down there it came to me that we might be
able to enhance the CPU’s language interpretation by
connecting the helmet we brought on board. We can now
monitor the communications of the Reidforcians and they
won’t know it,” Dr. Xelco said feeling very proud of himself.
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“That is so cool!” Joseph responded.
“Computer, how long before we reach light speed?”
Joseph asked the CPU.
“Approximately one minute seven point eight seconds,”
the CPU responded.
“It sure takes a long time to get to light speed with us
dragging all this weight behind us,” Joseph commented
“Computer, how long before we are in trazer range?” Dr.
Xelco added.
“Approximately three minutes fifty-six point two
seconds,” the now familiar voice answered.
“Boy, that’s cutting it real close,” Joseph commented.
“A margin of error of one minute forty-nine point eight
seconds,” the CPU offered.
“I’m beginning to see what Mark meant about the CPU,”
Joseph said in a sarcastic manner to himself
“Burmi, be prepared to engage Greco-Light drive on our
signal. We should be at light speed in less than one minute,”
Joseph broadcast over the microphone.
“That would be....”
“Knock it off computer!” Joseph interrupted the CPU.
Turning his attention to the plan he ordered, “Computer
give us a ten second countdown to light speed.”
“As you command,” the CPU replied.
Joseph switched off all but the essential power from the
craft. Life support was put on minimal, and all but the
emergency lights were shut off. Mrs. Wantis and Fragon put
on headlamps from the atmosphere suits so they could
continue working on Denise, who was now conscious and
communicating with her mother.
“Burmi, we will be entering the danger zone soon. Make
sure all of your weapons are in good working order and ready
to fire,” Joseph warned the crew.
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Calling over to the Burmi, Joseph reminded them, “Be
ready to increase the power to your forward shields and
engage your concealment device on our CPU’s command.
“We are all set over here,” Admiral Verondi replied.
“We’ve got your back! I hope this plan of yours works.
We’ve checked everything twice and all systems are a go.”
“Ten.. nine.. eight.. seven.. six.. five.. four.. three.. two..
one..” The CPU counted down.
“HOLD ON! “ Joseph yelled out. “We are about to play
the biggest game of chicken ever! Let’s see who blinks first.”
At that moment the trailer energy released the Burmi and
the little craft lurched forward making everything around it
turn into a blur.
“Concealment device operational, all torpedoes are off,
and the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive is engaged on the
ZX/2,” the CPU relayed. “All systems on the Burmi are
functional as well,” the good news from the CPU rang out.
Joseph reported. “We will be passing the Reidforcian
troops in exactly fifteen seconds, after which the Ralston
torpedoes should detonate.”
“Krolon Power canons are firing on target. Damage
assessment not available at this time,” the CPU continued to
unfold the series of events that were taking place.
“This is great! We’ve hit them with everything we’ve got
and they won’t even know where it came from,” Joseph
blurted out. “I think we caught them totally by surprise.”
Joseph called over to the Burmi. “Burmi, this is the ZX/2.
We will be leaving you shortly. Good luck, and keep the stars
to your backs. See ya at Confederation Central, after we take
care of some urgent business in the Colonus sector. Keep
your concealment device activated as long as you can. You
will soon have full control of your vessel.”
“Colonus sector? What do you have planned now?” Dr.
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Xelco asked Joseph surprised at his change in destinations.
“Not now dad, I will explain later,” Joseph answered, as he
was concentrating on the battle ahead.
Suddenly the Reidforcian ships came into view, and
almost as quickly they blurred past the forward observation
windows while the ZX/2 flashed past.
Dr. Xelco monitored the known Reidforcian frequencies.
He reported over the speakers for everyone to hear, “From the
radio transmissions I’m getting over the headset the
Reidforcians are totally confused. According to what they are
saying, we just disappeared.”
“Out of the five Donal class ships we targeted with our
Ralston torpedoes, four are destroyed, and one of them is
disabled. Our trazer fire had minimal effect. The Burmi’s
Trazer cannons took out two of the Rondus class fighters, and
its torpedoes had direct hits on two of the larger ships.”
“They know we’ve captured Lord Froth,” Dr. Xelco
relayed the information he was receiving. “When we come
out from under the concealment cover they are going to want
revenge,”
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FEVER
Chapter XVII
“Is it possible that the traitor is no longer on the ship?”
Denise volunteered.
“Computer, set our course for the Colonus sector in this
quadrant,” Joseph told the CPU.
Then switching most of the interior systems back to
normal he said, “Computer, give a status report,”
“Reserve fuel thirty percent, life support operational at
minimal levels, light speed can be maintained for
approximately three hours forty-nine minutes twenty-four
point eight seconds, trazer power twenty-two point six
percent, Ralston torpedoes none, defensive shields at sixtyone point five percent,” the CPU reported.
“Why have you reduced our speed? And what’s in the
Colonus sector?” Dr. Xelco questioned. “This isn’t what we
had planned. After pulling the Burmi so long, we barely have
enough fuel to get to Colonus, much less get us to a CIG
outpost.”
“I have an idea. I think we can set a trap and destroy all of
them,” Joseph began to unfold his idea.
“Don’t listen to him. He’ll only get us into deeper trouble.”
Denise Wantis said with a smile on her face.
Joseph spun around to see Denise, using a crutch, standing
behind him with a big smile on her face. “Come on Bigshot
let’s get this plan into action before someone chickens out on
us, OK?” Denise encouraged Joseph.
She turned around and sat in one of the recliners next to
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her dad in the back, obviously still in pain, and exhausted
after her ordeal.
Joseph just stared bug eyed at her, not believing that she
was alive and on the mend.
“Better get your mind on the task at hand or we might run
into something,” Dr. Xelco joked with Joseph.
“OK, son, you had better bring us up to date on this plan of
yours, or we may just mutiny against you!” Dr. Xelco
prodded Joseph.
“Remember when I had the emergency signal sent from
the Sigmata colony?” Joseph asked.
“Yeah, I remember,” Dr. Xelco responded.
“Well, I had Artor give them the coordinates to the
Colonus sector rather than Sigmata. It’s closer to a CIG battle
station and I thought if we could lure the Reidforcians to
follow us, we could set a trap. Hopefully we will have enough
support ships there, because if my guess is right, the
Reidforcians who are following us won’t be the only ones to
try to intercept us at Colonus,” Joseph began to unfold his
plan.
“That’s all great, but we don’t have enough fuel to get
back. We’re gonna be stuck in one of the biggest battles of
the war and no place to go,” Yendor jumped in.
“My vote is that we go with the Burmi to Velos and let the
battle forces handle the Reidforcians,” Yendor jumped in.
“If we do that, then how are they going to be lured into the
trap?” Joseph questioned Yendor.
“I don’t know, maybe we could send a probe or one of the
escape pods off of the Burmi. I don’t care, just why does it
have to be us?” Yendor continued to whine.
“Yendor, sit down. We’ve got things under control.
Besides, with the life support on minimal we don’t have much
air to waste on idle chatter,” Dr. Xelco admonished Yendor.
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Still not satisfied, Yendor returned to his seat muttering
something to himself.
Mrs. Wantis came forward with some treats Fragon had
brought on board with the medical supplies.
“Would you like some dingles?” Mrs. Wantis asked.
“These are especially good.”
Dingles are small pastries filled with various berries from
the planet Molteri which is in the Solari sector. They are very
sweet and have a taste that lingers in the mouth for hours.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco helped themselves and then went back
to the task of monitoring the console.
“They’ve locked onto us again,” Joseph said with
anticipation. “I just hope that our fuel reserves are big enough
to stay out of trazer range.”
“We will stay out of enemy range for approximately ....”
“Knock it off computer,” Joseph repeated to the CPU.
“When I want information I’ll ask for it.”
“As you wish,” the CPU answered back.
“We’d better relax, we have a long trip ahead of us,” Dr.
Xelco suggested.
“I could monitor the console for you so you can get some
rest,” suggested Mr. Wantis.
“That’s a good idea. Joseph, please go back and get some
rest while Mr. Wantis takes over the controls,” Dr. Xelco
urged Joseph.
“That goes for you too, Doctor,” Fragon interjected.
Joseph felt the pressure and knew he was in a no win
situation so he relinquished his seat and moved to the back
taking Mr. Wantis’ old seat next to Denise. Dr. Xelco tried to
go back to his workstation, but the others wouldn’t let him.
They all forced him to take a seat and relax for a while.
“Well hot shot, looks like you got us out of one situation
and into another. Seems to be a habit with you,” Denise
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jabbed at Joseph with a smile on her face.
“It would have been a whole lot easier if you hadn’t gotten
yourself all banged up, you know,” Joseph jumped back.
“ME get all banged up, hey that was your idea!” Denise
responded not giving any ground.
“Knock it off you two,” Mrs. Wantis interrupted. “Joseph
has got to get some rest, and so do you Denise. So knock it
off and get some rest,” Mrs. Wantis admonished the two kids.
“Parents, they never give us a break,” Joseph whispered to
Denise hoping her mother wouldn’t hear.
“I heard that,” Mrs. Wantis responded.
Joseph and Denise looked at each other and giggled.
“I was really upset when I thought you had died. I didn’t
know how much I counted on you being here until I thought
you were gone. Everyone told me that you had died and I
believed them. Boy, it’s a good feeling knowing that you’re
OK,” Joseph said as he looked into Denise’s eyes.
“That’s the sweetest thing anyone has ever said to me. You
know, even though you can be such a jerk sometimes, Joseph
Xelco, I kinda like being around you too,” Denise smiled and
took Joseph’s hand and gave it a squeeze.
Joseph curled up and began to get comfortable when up
into his lap jumped the little whitther.
“Where was he all this time?” Joseph reacted to the little
creature’s reappearance.
“I don’t know, but I’m glad to see him,” Denise said as she
reached over and petted the whitther.
The whitther began to search Joseph’s pockets for food.
Joseph had a piece of the dingle left and tried to feed it to the
whither, but it just turned up its nose. It then curled up in his
lap and fell asleep with a soft sigh.
“Huh, that’s funny, whitthers are not usually that particular
about food. He must be full.” said Joseph as got comfortable,
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finally going to sleep with his head resting on Denise’s
shoulder.
Jesse Wantis and Fragon took control of the little craft and
made sure all of the systems were operating as they should.
The Reidforcians were following behind, slowly gaining on
them.
It felt lonely being this far from home, the enemy closing
in, and no way of knowing if the CIG high command had
received the emergency signal or not. However, the feeling of
having control over their own destiny had a better taste than
being locked up in a Reidforcian ronadium mine for the rest
of their lives. They maintained radio silence, hoping not to
give anything away to the Reidforcians.
Fragon continued to monitor the transmissions between the
Reidforcians. Most of the communication concerned damage
assessment and some tactical information. It became apparent
that they were in touch with their nearest battle station and
that reinforcements were coming to join them. The good news
was that, with their current supplies, it would allow the ZX/2
time to reach the Colonus sector before the enemy. If the
reinforcements from the CIG battle station were there to meet
them, then the small craft would have a chance against the
army that pursued them.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Joseph began to stir. As he began to stand up he buckled
over in a heap and gave out a cry of pain that awakened
everyone else on the ship.
“What’s the matter Joseph, what’s wrong?” Denise begged
Joseph as he lay in a heap on the floor groaning.
The little whitther had jumped off his lap when he stood
up, but was now licking him trying to make Joseph feel
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better.
“Let me look at him,” Mrs. Wantis reached to him and
rolled Joseph over. His face was wincing from the pain. It
hurt so badly that he couldn’t tell them what was wrong, and
he was burning up with a fever.
“Quick get him up onto the observation table so that I can
help him,” Mrs. Wantis ordered two of the male passengers
who were sitting across from where Joseph had fallen.
They picked him up and placed him on the table while
Mrs. Wantis prepared the QRE. Denise hobbled over to the
closet and got out some thermo blankets to put over him.
Joseph just lay curled up in a ball moaning and groaning with
pain.
“What do you think the problem is? Mom, help him,
please,” Denise begged her mother as she tried to comfort
Joseph by holding his hand and caressing his forehead.
“I don’t know yet. Let me run some tests first and then
we’ll have a better idea. Denise, you should know to stay
calm before the facts are in. That’s what I taught you. It’s the
first rule in nursing, isn’t it?” Mrs. Wantis admonished her
daughter.
“Yes, ma’am, how can I help,” Denise calmed down and
decided to help in any way she could.
“Just keep doing what you’re doing while I run the tests,”
Mrs. Wantis replied while she adjusted the QRE to the correct
settings.
Mrs. Wantis took the device and starting at his head she
began to move it slowly over his body while taking note of
the readings. As she read them off, Shalley one of the
Phaluvians rescued from Sigmata, wrote down the
information on the C-Tablet.
(Phaluvians are unusual creatures in appearance. They are
extremely intelligent and have an uncanny ability to mutate to
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survive in even the most hostile of environments. They have
lizard shaped heads with eyes on either side. Their eyes work
independently of each other which gives them tremendous
visual abilities. They have four part brains which allows them
to conduct a conversation while doing other activities at the
same time without any distraction. They have four arms with
three fingered hands that are surprisingly dexterous. There is
a tiny opening, on the front of the face, which has adapted for
communication. It originally was only for respiration. The
Phaluvians communicate with each other through a variation
of musical tones produced by rubbing their lower sets of arms
against their sides. Recordings of these musical tones are very
popular around the galaxy as relaxation music. They are
famous throughout the galaxy for their bravery and military
strategy. After the Reidforcians attacked several of their
outposts, they joined the Confederation of Interplanetary
Governments.)
“Brain scan, normal, five point five; neural fibers, normal,
six point two; cranial muscles, normal, five point seven; brain
stem, normal, five point one; deltoid group, normal, six point
zero; heart, above normal and distressed, eight point two;
lungs, labored, seven point zero; digestive system, abnormal,
nine point two; intestinal tract, abnormal nine point nine,”
Mrs. Wantis stopped and looked at Denise. “It looks like he
has some type of food poisoning, where would he have gotten
that?” Mrs. Wantis asked with a puzzled look on her face
after reading the results of the scan.
“It might have been the dingle,” Denise interrupted.
“When Joseph tried to give some to the whitther it just turned
up its nose and ignored it.”
“That makes sense. That should be it. Let me check,” Mrs.
Wantis said as she began to probe Joseph’s stomach.
“OOOHHH!” Joseph groaned louder as she pressed on his
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lower abdomen.
“Quick get me the fluid extractor from the medical case
that Fragon brought with him,” Mrs. Wantis ordered Shalley.
Shalley fumbled through the case, found the tool, and gave
it to Mrs. Wantis who immediately began to gently guide it
down Joseph’s throat so she could get a sample of whatever it
was that was making him so sick.
“Hold him down, this isn’t going to be too comfortable,
but I have to do it,” Mrs. Wantis ordered those who were
standing around observing.
Denise held his head while the others held down the other
parts of his body. Joseph fought the tube, but lost the battle.
As soon as Mrs. Wantis had enough of the fluid drawn into
the tube, she removed it, and took it over to the counter and
began to analyze the fluid to see what it was that had made
Joseph so sick.
Denise took a cool cloth and began to slowly dab his
forehead, and held his hand for comfort. Dr. Xelco came back
to see how things were progressing, choosing to stay out of
the way so that he wouldn’t crowd Mrs. Wantis and her work.
“How’s my boy doing,” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Not so good. We think he may have gotten some kind of
poison from the dingle he ate,” Denise replied. “The whitther
wouldn’t eat any of it when Joseph offered it to him, which is
strange for a whitther. They’ll eat almost anything.”
“I ate one and I didn’t get sick,” Dr. Xelco offered.
Looking at a monitor that was magnifying the sample she
had taken, Mrs. Wantis began her diagnosis. “Here it is. I
think I’ve isolated the problem. I don’t recognize this small
microbe. It’s reproducing so fast I can’t believe it. I’ve never
seen anything like it before. Matthew, come over her and take
a look at this and tell me what you think,” Mrs. Wantis urged
as she motioned for the doctor to come over and look into the
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electro-clotrometer.
“Can you see it?” she asked.
“Do you mean the blue streak that seems to be moving
across the dish?” Dr. Xelco inquired.
“Yes that’s it. Have you seen anything like it before?”
Mrs. Wantis asked trying to stay calm and under control.
“I think I have.......... The last time I saw one of these was
on the planet Bristus. We were studying the outbreak of the
Sunga fever on Bristus. That’s it! He’s contracted Sunga fever
from that dingle! Hurry, we don’t have much time. This could
be fatal not only to Joseph, but to all of us as well,” Dr. Xelco
panicked. He began to clear a work area on the counter. He
went to his workstation, and brought over several pieces of
equipment. He then opened drawer after drawer along the
wall looking for anything that could be of use to him.
While he was searching he directed those taking care of
Joseph, “First, we need to use the thermodilometer to bring
his internal temperature down to thirty degrees Celsius. Hold
him down and restrain him. Put a cloth or something in his
mouth. It can be very painful. I’m going to need clean rags,
hot water, and a syringe, and I mean NOW!”
As soon as he had the syringe he began drawing off blood.
He put the sample into a cooling tank and left it to cool down.
While he was doing that, he directed the others to take hot
cloths and drape them over Joseph’s body, who was now
stripped down to his briefs. Mrs. Wantis took the
thermodilometer and inserted it under the skin of Joseph’s
abdomen, and activated it. During the process Shalley was
continuing to monitor his statistics with the QRE.
“We have to cool his insides while we raise the external
temperature. Keep the hot towels coming! The radon stove
should have them at temperature faster than this. Come on,
come on, keep them coming! We don’t have much time.”
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“Denise, keep replacing these towels,” Dr. Xelco moved
with professional precision.
Regis took over for Dr. Xelco who then went over to the
workstation. He began to put very small amounts of the
abdominal fluid and blood together. After blending them into
a mixture he set the trays in the centrifuge. He turned on the
centrifuge, and then returned to working on his son.
He took out a small amount of the fluid in the tube and
filled a syringe. Then taking the syringe he injected the serum
directly into Joseph’s abdomen.
“Another minute or so and we’ll know if we were in time,”
Dr. Xelco said as he looked up and said a silent prayer for his
son.
Everyone worked feverishly to keep the temperature where
Dr. Xelco had said it needed to be. Suddenly Joseph opened
his eyes. He let out a tremendous scream and then fell back
unconscious.
“I think we did it!” Dr. Xelco jumped up and cheered.
“He’s past the worst of it.”
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SURPRISE
Chapter XVIII
Joseph just sat stunned, not believing what he had heard
over the radio.
“PUT THIS ON THE SCREEN!” demanded Dr. Xelco.
“What now Dr. Xelco,” Denise asked with a look of
concern on her face.
“He should be waking up soon but he’ll be feeling pretty
weak. He should be just fine with rest and care. Bring his
temperature back to normal,” Dr. Xelco directed Mrs. Wantis.
After raising his internal temperature to normal, Mrs.
Wantis pulled the thermodilometer out of Joseph’s abdomen,
then cleaned and disinfected the entry point. She covered the
spot with the plastio paste to prevent further bleeding and
scarring. The hot towels were put into the laundry chute.
Denise brought him a blanket and made sure it was tucked in
around him and wiped his forehead with a cool cloth.
“What I can’t understand is how Sunga fever could have
gotten in that dingle. Those dingles come from Molteri and
the disease has been completely contained on Bristus,” Dr.
Xelco talked to himself out loud.
“What about us. Haven’t we been exposed to the fever as
well?” Yendor jumped in.
“Not to worry, Yendor, the samples I put in those trays
will provide us with enough serum so we can be inoculated
against the disease.
Just then Joseph began to stir.
“Huh, what’s going on? What am I doing here?” Joseph
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asked as he looked around and saw all of the concerned faces.
He tried to sit up, but because of his weakness he fell flat
on his back. “Wow, what’s wrong with me?” Joseph said as
he felt the sweat falling from his brow.
“You had a little bout with Sunga fever, that’s all,” Denise
told Joseph as she sat next to him wiping the sweat from his
forehead.
“You had us scared there for a while, but your dad pulled
you through. Just rest now, we’ll handle everything,” She
continued as she took a cool cloth and placed it on his
forehead.
Dr. Xelco began injecting the Sunga serum into the
passengers so that an outbreak wouldn’t occur.
“I can’t lay here, I have to fly the ship and get us to
Colonus so we can defeat the Reidforcians. We have to
contact the CIG high command and let them know that the
trap has been set,” Joseph began to get anxious as he tried to
break loose from Denise’s grasp, which frustrated him,
because he couldn’t. “Where are my clothes? I’ve got to get
back at the controls.”
Denise pushed him back onto the table. She looked him in
the eye. “You aren’t going anywhere until your father says
you are,” Denise ordered Joseph in one of those ‘don’t even
think about it’ voices.
“Yes ma’am,” is all he could say.
Joseph laid back and began to think. He got a curious look
on his face that got Denise’s attention.
“What are you thinking about?” Denise finally asked.
“Where would I have gotten Sunga fever?” Joseph
questioned not really expecting an answer. “From what I
know is Sunga fever has been confined to Bristus for over a
year now. This doesn’t make sense,” Joseph talked to himself
out loud so Denise could help him figure out what had
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happened.
“We think the microbe was in the dingle,” Denise offered.
Not really listening to her he continued to think out loud,
“I remember that Conrad Darnoc’s ship was going to Bristus
with vaccines and cultures for research there. They must have
saved them for a time like this,” Joseph surmised.
Joseph motioned for Denise to come closer. He whispered
in her ear, “That means someone on the ship may be working
for the Reidforcians. Are you thinking what I’m thinking?”
Denise nodded her head in agreement.
Denise and Joseph just stared at each other, not believing
that a traitor could still be among them.
“Get my dad so we can get an adult opinion on this,”
Joseph recommended.
Denise hobbled over to Dr. Xelco and whispered in his ear.
Dr. Xelco got up, and followed Denise to the back of the craft
and approached Joseph.
“What do you need?” Joseph’s dad questioned.
Speaking in a soft voice because of his exhaustion, “We
think that someone on board the ZX/2 is a traitor. It’s the only
answer to how the Sunga fever microbe ended up in my
dingle.”
Joseph began to explain to his father, “When we found out
Yendor had the tracking device in his head we also tested
you.”
“ME?!” Dr. Xelco reacted.
“Yes, we didn’t know if Lord Froth might have put a
sensor in you as well, after all you were in the Processing
Room. To finish, we didn’t test anyone else, because we
didn’t think Lord Froth could have gotten to anyone else. It
would appear that we might have been wrong. If you hadn’t
discovered the fever when you did, the entire crew would
now be infected with the microbe,” Joseph explained about
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what he was thinking.
“I know that Sunga was on Conrad Darnoc’s ship when it
was captured by the Reidforcians. The only way that it could
have gotten in the dingle, and then onto the ZX/2, is if a traitor
from Sigmata put it there, and then arranged for it to get
here,” Joseph surmised.
“What do you propose?” Dr. Xelco said now realizing that
the threat to their plan was real.
“Take the QRE and test the others on the ship. Denise will
show you the readings she got from Yendor,” Joseph laid out
his plan.
Dr. Xelco and Denise went over the settings while Joseph
attempted to get up off of the observation table. He rolled or
actually fell off the table, crawled over to the closet, and got
out his clothes. He had managed to get his pants on when
Denise noticed that he was sprawled on the floor.
“Joseph Xelco, what do you think you are doing?” Denise
demanded.
“If we do have a traitor on the ship, I need to find out if the
course we set is still accurate and if we are maintaining
speed,” Joseph panted while still trying to get his clothes on.
“What am I going to do with you?” Denise commented as
she bent down to help Joseph get his shirt over his shoulders.
As soon as he was dressed, Joseph pulled himself up
against the counter, and with Denise’ help, he walked slowly
to one of the recliners behind the pilot’s seat.
“Well Mr. Joseph, are we glad to see you survived the
sickness,” Mr. Wantis turned and smiled at Joseph. “We’ve
been monitoring the Reidforcians and it seems as though the
trap you set is working. However, we haven’t heard a word
from any CIG ships.”
“Maintaining double light speed. All inertia from
McMarian Hyper-Warp has dissipated. Reidforcian crafts are
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approaching from the Solari sector, and the Gombini sector.
Time of contact approximately One hour forty-nine minutes
seventeen point nine seconds,” the CPU relayed its
information. “Energy reserves approaching critical levels.
Life support at seventy percent, light speed reserves at
thirteen point six percent, sub-light reserves at twenty-seven
point four percent, trazer power forty-one point eight percent,
deflectors at eighty-two point one percent,…..” the CPU
continued to give a status report.
“With this kind of power drain we will be lucky just to get
to the Colonus sector, much less engage the enemy in battle,”
Mr. Wantis expressed his concern. “I’m cutting our shields by
half and reducing life support to sixty percent. At least this
way we will be able to have a chance to run before we’re
blown out of the galaxy,” he continued, not sounding exactly
confident.
Dr. Xelco moved about the ship monitoring the QRE
looking for any sign of a device that might match the one in
Yendor’s head. As he moved closer to the front a disturbed
look came over his face. Not wanting to create a scene Joseph
watched his father from the corner of his eye. Dr. Xelco
finished by scanning both Fragon and Mr. Wantis, and then
sat down next to Joseph with a blank look on his face.
“I didn’t get a single abnormal reading from anyone on
the ship. I think your hypothesis was correct, but we can’t
prove it.”
Denise, looking much better and moving about the ship,
slid forward to find out the results of the testing.
“Negative,” Joseph said dejectedly as he looked up at
Denise. “What do we do now?” he continued.
“Is it possible that the traitor is no longer on the ship?”
Denise volunteered.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco looked at each other as if a light had
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gone on in their collective heads.
They decided to get the rest of the passengers in on the
discussion. Since no one on the ship had a transmitter, it was
felt it was safe to reveal what was going on, and to get their
feedback.
“Oh my, that means that someone on board the Burmi is
loyal to Lord Froth, and we have no way of contacting them,”
Joseph exclaimed while thinking to himself. “Who do you
think it could be?” Joseph asked not really expecting an
answer.
“Let’s retrace our steps,” Joseph tried to remember the
incidents back at Sigmata. “After we captured Lord Froth,
Yendor picked up the orb. Denise warned him about how
dangerous the thing was and he handed it off to one of the
Molteri prisoners.”
“Come to think of it, a Molteri gave me the dingles just as
I was leaving the Burmi with the medical supplies,” Regis
thought back to his exit from the Burmi.
“That makes sense now that you mention it, but that is bad
news for the people on the Burmi,” Dr. Xelco said
thoughtfully.
“We need to figure out our situation before we can
consider what happened on the Burmi. We have important
things to do here first,” Mr. Wantis reminded the others.
Joseph turned to the CPU, “Computer, what is our
estimated time of arrival at the Colonus sector?”
“Approximately Twenty-two minutes forty-seven point six
seconds,” The CPU responded in its monotone voice.
“Computer, please give us the distance and coordinates of
all crafts within scanner range,” Joseph ordered to CPU.
“Twenty-eight enemy targets approaching from the
Gombini sector; five Parrady class and twenty-three Donal
class. Forty-seven enemy craft approaching from the Solari
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sector; forty-three Donal class, and four Parrady class. Time
of initial contact, is one hour twenty-two minutes seven point
eight seconds. Confederation ships approaching from the
Krion sector, currently out of sensor range, but approaching at
double light speed. Time of arrival, approximately thirty-five
minutes forty-two seconds,” the CPU blurted out its news.
“The message I sent got through! I wonder how many
ships are in the force that’s coming here.” Joseph wondered to
himself.
“There are fifty-two Forodian class vessels headed towards
the Colonus sector with full armaments,” the CPU responded
to the indirect question.
A cheer went up from the passengers realizing that now
they had a fighting chance for survival, and that they didn’t
have to meet the Reidforcian threat alone.
“Computer, please describe a Parrady class Reidforcian
vessel,” Dr. Xelco asked the CPU.
“The Parrady class vessel is the largest craft in the
Reidforcian fleet. It has battlements equivalent to a battle
station and can house up to twenty-seven Rondus class attack
ships on each. Although it’s slow, it is a fully armored
operations station capable of attacking and securing entire
planets on its own.” the CPU described a craft that wasn’t
expected to be in this quadrant.
A hush went over the formerly exuberant group. This was
a total surprise. Maybe somehow the Reidforcians had found
out that this was going to be a trap, and were now ready for
an all-out battle. The CIG force and the tiny ZX/2 wouldn’t
stand a chance.
“Joseph, there is an unidentified signal coming over the
ultra-band frequency and they are asking for you,” Fragon
turned and looked at Joseph quizzically.
Joseph took the head set and responded to the voice on the
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other end, “This is Joseph Xelco, what can I do for you?”.
His face went absolutely white and all expression on his
face was washed away as Joseph could not believe what he
heard on the headset.
Dr. Xelco shook Joseph, “What is it, what’s wrong?”
Joseph just sat stunned, not believing what he had heard
over the radio.
“PUT THIS ON THE SCREEN!” demanded Dr. Xelco.
Mr. Wantis threw the switch and before them in all his
glory sat Lord Froth with all of his trappings, speaking
directly to Joseph; behind him and to his right stood the
Molteri, the suspected traitor.
“Joseph Xelco, you have been a thorn in my side since the
first time we met. It would appear that you have all survived
the Sunga fever. That was very clever of you. You are more
resourceful than I could ever have given you credit for.
Because you have caused such havoc throughout my
Potentate, it is now time for you to pay. I want the ZX/2
intact. If you follow my directions I will let you all survive.
Then you will live out your days serving me on Reidforcia.
One way or another I WILL have the ZX/2 and all of its
technology. YOU decide how. I will expect an answer within
ten minutes. If you choose to ignore me, you will meet an
untimely and terrible end.” Lord Froth looking more regal and
formidable than ever, finished his speech, and then the screen
went blank.
Everyone on the ZX/2 went silent. Had their plan come to a
complete and bitter end before it ever had a chance to begin?
If Lord Froth was now on board one of the Reidforcian
ships, then what had happened to the Burmi?
How had Lord Froth managed to get off the Burmi? It
suddenly dawned on them that the Molteri was the one who
had taken the staff with the blue orb away from Yendor back
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at the Sigmata colony. It became obvious that he had given it
back to Lord Froth. With the blue orb they used it to transport
themselves to the ship that was now approaching. The
realization came over them that they were heading directly
into a trap, that was originally meant for their enemies, but
was now meant for them.
“Computer, chart a course for Lonturi in the Colonus
sector and engage on my command,” Joseph ordered the CPU
as he pushed Mr. Wantis out of the pilot’s chair and took his
place. Though still weak, Joseph was taking over command,
and everyone knew it.
“Upon your command,” the CPU replied.
“NOW!” Joseph gave the command and the little ship
altered course.
“Computer, do we have any reserves for Greco-Light or
concealment?” Joseph continued to question the CPU.
“Yes, but not enough to evade the approaching ships,” was
the answer given by the CPU.
“I guess we’ll just have to make it on what we’ve got,”
Joseph said under his breath as he guided the ship to their new
location.
Turning to the communications seat he gave the order to
Fragon, “Open a hailing frequency in the hyper frequency
range so we can contact our sister ships.”
Joseph was again in control of the situation.
“Frequency open,” Fragon responded.
“Confederation of Interplanetary Governments ships, this
is the ZX/2 escape ship hailing any and all CIG ships in the
Colonus sector. Be advised that a large contingency of
Reidforcians ships is awaiting your arrival within this sector.
Maintain speed and direction until you receive further
information from us,” Joseph said using the deepest and most
authoritative voice he could muster.
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“ZX/2, we have received your message. We are aware of
the size and types of ships approaching. We would advise you
to vacate the sector. We will give you cover for as long as you
need it,” came the response from the approaching CIG ships.
“That is impossible. We are low on fuel and cannot
activate our Greco-Light drives. We have no armaments and
only minimal life support. We are planning a crash landing on
one of the planets in this solar system. We plan to destroy the
ZX/2 so the Reidforcians won’t acquire its technology,”
Joseph continued to be as commanding as possible. Joseph
then closed the communication.
“Are you crazy!” Dr Xelco blurted out. “You plan to
destroy this thing? How are we going to survive? We’d be
sitting ducks down there. Lonturi is only a way station
without any defensive abilities. What do you want down
there?” Dr. Xelco chided Joseph.
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IMPROVEMENTS
Chapter XIX
“All systems are one hundred percent. Ready for lift off
on your command,” the CPU responded in a softer female
voice.
“Do you plan to commit suicide?” Mr. Wantis questioned,
surprised at what Joseph was saying.
“No, how about finding some copernicium, water,
segonium crystals, and food?” Joseph looked over his
shoulder with a smile on it. “If the CPU’s calculations on the
distance to Lonturi and the arrival of the Reidforcian force are
correct, we should have just enough time to load up, and be
on our way before they ever know what happened. We’ll also
have the protection of the planet, if we can get it between the
Reidforcians and us. I had to tell the CIG ships that we
planned to destroy the ship just in case the Reidforcians are
monitoring our signals.”
“Son, you just keep surprising me at every step. Onward
and upward! Let’s get this plan rolling,” Dr. Xelco could now
picture the ideas in his mind. He helped to get everyone on
board ready for the mission ahead. A simulated crash landing
was not going to be easy.
The members of the crew were broken into three groups.
Regis took control of the group that would be responsible for
loading the food and water, Mr. Wantis took control of the
medical supplies and any weapons they could find, and Dr.
Xelco took command of the last group that would locate and
load the energy pellets.
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“Moving into gravitational range of Lonturi. All systems
ready for standard orbit and descent to the planet. Waiting for
your command,” the CPU gave its assessment of the situation.
“Computer, is it possible to simulate a crash on the
planet’s surface without doing major damage to the ZX/2?”
Joseph put the question to the CPU.
“Yes, I will begin sending false signals over the distress
channel and simulating crash procedures,” the CPU
responded.
“You know, I’m beginning to think that the CPU is
learning to think on its own, and it seems to be enjoying its
part in all of this,” Dr. Xelco observed.
The small ship descended quickly to the planet’s surface.
“Get ready for a hard landing!” Joseph announced to the
passengers.
All the passengers had strapped themselves in to their
respective recliners, but they weren’t prepared for the way the
ship made its descent onto the planet. The passengers
bounced from side to side wondering if they would survive.
The craft bounded about like a cork on water during a storm.
The exterior of the craft began to glow orange from the
friction of the quick plunge.
The temperature inside began to rise and the look of fear
on the faces of the passengers showed that this was not easy
for them.
The little ship came to a sudden stop with a loud screech as
it made contact with the surface of the planet. It slid over the
ground throwing dust into the air.
After the craft came to a sliding halt, the ship lifted off the
ground, the landing gears were extended, and the engines
gave off a final blast of thrust. The engines went silent.
The CPU, in order to fool the enemy, had landed the craft
in crash mode. The impact left the crew shaken, but ready for
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the task ahead of them. The CPU had taken the ZX/2 to its
limits, and fortunately for those inside, it had withstood the
test.
The passengers gave off a cheer, and then Joseph patted
the console. “Computer, good job. I hope the Reidforcians
believe that we actually crashed,” Joseph complimented the
CPU.
The CPU replied, “Thank you sir.”
The passengers threw off their seatbelts. Then the teams
assembled themselves, ready to find the needed supplies.
Looking out of the forward observation windows, they saw
the buildings that made up the Lonturi way station. The
atmosphere on the planet was at the lower end of the life
support range, much like Reidforcia, which meant that
prolonged exposure would mean weakness, shortness of
breath, and eventual death. The crew would have to work fast,
but smart, to load all the needed supplies onto the ZX/2.
Members of the staff, that maintained the way station,
came out to see what was going on. They saw the ship
coming down and thought that it was going to crash into one
of the buildings. When they came out they were surprised to
see the ZX/2 sitting in the middle of the compound. They
were even more surprised when the crew of the vessel began
climbing out of the ship.
Regis was the first out with his group and met the way
station personnel. He explained to them as quickly as he
could what the situation was, and what they needed. The staff
agreed to help and directed each of the three groups to the
locations where they could find the needed items.
“We only have ten minutes to get everything together, so
move quickly, we’ve got no time to waste” Regis directed the
teams.
With the directions given to him by the way station
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personnel, Regis’ group headed directly for the largest of the
building. They suspected that the goods they were looking for
would be there, probably in the lower levels.
Mr. Wantis took his group towards one of the smaller
building to the left of Regis’ destination. This building was
more obvious; it had a large red cross on the roof indicating it
as the hospital. Half of his group split off and went towards
the depot where they thought they might find the needed
weapons.
Dr. Xelco and his members went towards the supply shed
where the fuel is stored.
Because they were both in no shape to run about, Joseph
and Denise remained on the ZX/2; carefully checking all the
systems for any damage. They maintained radio silence to
continue the deceit. They turned off the distress beacon, to
indicate that the Z/2 had been destroyed. As far as the
Riedforcians would be concerned, the ZX/2 was no longer
able to fly.
Joseph began to get creative while they waited. He opened
the CPUs external cover and inspected the wiring that his
father had used to hook the Reidforcian translator into the
output section.
“You know, if we were to incorporate more of the internal
features of this helmet into the audio output section, we just
might get our CPU to sound a little more human. Then people
of other languages would probably hear its responses in their
own languages as well. The CPU has been anticipating what
we want from it more and more since my dad hooked this
thing up. Maybe with a more normal voice, we might be able
to interact with it better. What do you think?” Joseph put the
question to Denise.
“It’s worth a try. If we put the output cross directional
ematrol onto the.......,”
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The two of them worked together along with the assistance
of the CPU, connecting wires and removing nonessential
parts from within the helmet’s design.
Joseph noticed the lights on the console were going crazy.
The monitors were filled with data streaming so fast it was
impossible to read. The lights in the cabin began to flicker on
and off.
“What’s happening?” Joseph reacted.
“I am reconfiguring my systems,” the CPU replied.
“Computer, what do you mean?” Joseph asked.
“Many of the components of my system are not properly
aligned. I am adjusting them for maximum efficiency,” the
CPU informed him. “I will give my report when I have
completed my assessment and reconfiguration.”
The first group to return was Regis and his party. They had
arm loads of supplies to help them survive for a long time,
assuming they got off this remote planet. They had some
fresh food, a welcome change, as well as the standard freeze
dried imitation packets.
Regis reported that the ZX/2 had some dents and scratches
on the underside, but nothing serious.
Next, Mr. Wantis returned with medical supplies and a
bonus. They had found a Triac Resonator. This would help
heal Denise’s leg quicker. They also located and brought
some atmosphere filters. The air inside the craft had been
getting a little stale. These would help to clean up the
atmosphere and insert more oxygen and nitrogen into the air
they were breathing. They also found additional water
purification pellets to add to the water system. There were
several liters of water to add to the tanks. Soon they would be
able to take some showers again.
The other half of Mr. Wantis’ group arrived, but not with
the same results. They had found a few hand trazers and only
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two conventional torpedoes. These were armed and attached
under the fuselage of the ZX/2.
Just as they were completing their installations Dr. Xelco
and his group returned with smiles on their faces. “We found
everything we need. We found the copernicium and segonium
crystals for the drive system, and some electronic parts that I
think will give us better performance from the concealment
device. We might be able to extend the range of the device to
cover a wider area; perhaps several other vessels close to us,”
Dr. Xelco exclaimed with a sense of renewed hope.
They thanked the staff on Lonturi for their assistance, and
offered to take them along, but they declined saying that they
would be of more use if they stayed behind. That way they
could be of assistance to any other CIG ships that might need
supplies.
The hatch closed and then everyone began scurrying about
putting the supplies away and recharging the energy fields.
Behind the workstation they opened the access panels to the
thrusters. Behind the panels are the components that power
them. These engines were the finest in the CIG to date. Dr.
Xelco took the fresh Segonium crystals and placed them into
the output side of the reactor while Fragon, careful not to
overexpose himself, placed the copernicium pellets into the
input side. Copernicium is a stabilizing inter-reactive material
used in many power plants throughout the galaxy. It was Dr.
Xelco, and his staff, that had perfected the co-proportional
relationship between copernicium and segonium. These
reactors made it possible to design the propulsion unit into the
more powerful McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system.
“Computer, what is our status? Make it as short and simple
as possible,” Joseph asked the CPU.
“All systems are one hundred percent. Ready for lift off on
your command,” the CPU responded in a softer female voice.
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“Huh, how did that happen?” questioned Dr. Xelco as he
turned startled.
“I overlaid Denise’s vocal tones onto the CPU’s
synthesizers and we were able to give it a softer more
reasonable voice. It was Denise’s idea. We thought that since
the CPU seemed to be anticipating our needs in a more
human way, we might as well make it sound better,” Joseph
responded with a grin.
“That’s amazing; I heard the CPU speak in my own
language!” Fragon reacted surprised at the CPU as well.
Others on the ship were also impressed that they had heard
the CPU’s more natural voice in their own language.
“How did you get the CPU to communicate in all of those
languages?” Dr. Xelco questioned Joseph and Denise who
were smiling with pride.
“We hooked up the Reidforcian universal interpreter to it!”
Denise said excitedly.
“I never would have thought of that. Does the connection
still give us the ability to monitor the Reidforcian
transmissions?” Dr. Xelco requested.
The CPU, in its new female voice replied, “Of course.”
After just a few minutes of hectic activity, the crew had
stowed all the new supplies away. They returned to their seats
and belted themselves in. Time was getting short. They
needed to get to the fleet.
Mrs. Wantis took Denise back to the observation table and
began to administer her first Triac Resonator treatment.
Almost immediately Denise’s pain went away, and she had
more mobility with her leg.
“Computer, prepare launch sequence. Keep the planet
between the enemy forces and ourselves for as long as
possible. Take over control of all ship’s operations and
monitor as needed. Put us into light speed as soon as possible.
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After we’ve attained our speed, change our course to
rendezvous with the Confederation attack force,” Joseph
quickly ordered the newly redesigned CPU.
“At your command,” responded the soft voice of the CPU.
“NOW!” he gave the command.
The ship’s blasters fired as it began to rise from the surface
of Lonturi. Immediately the thrusters kicked in and the station
below became a blur as they moved under full power. The
blast was so strong that it froze the occupants against their
seats; some felt like they may have blacked out. Within
seconds the ship was at light speed flashing away as it had
never done before.
“We will be at hyper-warp speed in three point seven
seconds. Be prepared for thruster lock on,” the CPU relayed
its latest information.
“Why didn’t it warn us about that before?” thought Joseph
to himself.
“Maybe you shouldn’t have asked the computer to ‘take us
to light speed as soon as possible’. I think it may have taken
you literally,” Dr. Xelco replied.
Then McMarian Hyper-Warp system kicked in, and then
out of the forward observation window everything became a
giant wash of light. Joseph asked the CPU with his face
contorted from the force of the initial acceleration,
“Computer, how fast are we going?”
“We are traveling three billion nine hundred eighty-seven
million two hundred thirty-nine thousand six hundred ninetyone point four kilacordons per second, or thirteen point three
times the speed of visible light” the CPU replied.
“Holy smokes, I never dreamed we’d ever get this kind of
speed out of the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system,” Dr.
Xelco commented in disbelief. It must be the fresh
copernicium crystal we installed in the reactor unit.”
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“No,” the CPU interjected, “I have made some adjustments
to the overlay processor in the injector heat analyzer that has
improved the performance of the McMarian Hyper-Warp
drive system by one hundred thirty-two point six percent,” the
CPU responded.
“You mean you’ve been able to redesign the circuitry?”
Dr. Xelco asked with a shocked look on his face.
“That is correct,” the CPU gave a short but accurate
answer.
Silence enveloped the cabin as the reality of what the CPU
had said began to sink in. Never before had a CPU been able
make needed changes. Only by direct input by CPU
connections administered by a living technician had CPUs
been able to change from one configuration to another. They
began to realize that artificial intelligence was now a reality!
“What else did you do to the CPU?” Dr. Xelco, bewildered
and amazed, asked Joseph.
“Denise thought it would be a good idea to incorporate the
Reidforcian helmet technology into the CPU. We were
already using it as a translator, so we thought we might be
able to use more of its potential by wiring it directly into the
processing section instead of only into the radio output
monitor,” Joseph responded feeling pretty good about what
they had done.
Denise was listening to Joseph tell about the enhancements
to the system during her treatment.
“Come on mom, I don’t have all day to lie here,” Denise
rushed her mother to finish so she could share what she had
done.
“We hadn’t expected the CPU to become so independent.
The processors used by the Reidforcians appear to operate
more by thought control than by the voice. That’s why we
were able to adapt to the uniforms so easily,” Joseph began to
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explain.
Having jumped off the table and running to the front,
Denise interrupted to show her expertise, “Because the
thought patterns are turned into electrical impulses, the CPU
can actually ‘think’ its way to solve problems and to redirect
inefficient patterns to more efficient ones. At least that’s my
theory.”
You mean you were able to connect the thought processes
directly to the core of the CPU?” Dr. Xelco raised his
eyebrows in surprise.
“Yep,” Denise responded.
Dr. Xelco turned to the CPU and inquired, “Computer,
what else have you done to your systems that we might need
to know about?”
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PEGASUS
Chapter XX
“YOUR CPU IS DOING WHAT?!” Vice-Admiral Quaid
demanded.
The computer quickly answered, “I have reconfigured the
concealment device to be more energy efficient and to cover a
larger area. I have improved the communication capabilities
which will make transmissions more secure, and have a
longer range. The Krolon Power canons are fifty percent more
powerful, I have rerouted several of my own circuits
improving my processing speed over seventy-five percent. I
created a direct link to the C-Tablet so you will be able to get
real time information on our status any time. I am still
working on other internal systems to make them more energy
efficient.”
“I can establish a link with the other Confederation CPU’s
to make them more efficient and create a central command
center, enabling the fleet to coordinate maneuvers,” the CPU
finished her report.
Everyone sat amazed at what they had just heard.
“Computer, does that mean when we are in contact with
the fleet, you will be able to establish a link to the other
CPU’s and then they will work like you?” Dr. Xelco
continued his questioning of the now enhanced CPU.
“Yes, but there are system limitations on the other CPU’s
due the fact that they don’t have the same hardware as you
have attached to me, but they we will have about eighty-two
point three percent of my capabilities,” the CPU answered.
“But you will be able to connect to the CPU’s and do
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upgrades on them, correct?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Yes.” was the simple answer.
Turning to the crew, Dr. Xelco asked, “Do you think we
should tell them that the CPU is going to update their
computers, or should we keep it a secret and just let the CPU
do its thing??
The group unanimously voted to keep it a secret.
“We will be within radio contact of the CIG force in two
point one seconds,” the CPU followed orders and notified
Joseph.
“Computer, are they still on course for the Colonus
sector?” Joseph queried.
“Yes, they are almost at the coordinates you sent them,”
replied the CPU. “We will be within scanner range in two
minutes seven point one seconds and visual range in five
minutes six point eight seconds.”
“CIG command, this is the ZX/2, come in please,” Joseph
called out over the radio.
“This is Vice-Admiral Quaid, what is the meaning of this.
Why do you have us on a suicide mission? Please explain
yourself,” the voice from the CIG command ship responded.
“This is Joseph Xelco of the Interplanetary ship ZX/2.
We’ve got valuable information about the Reidforcian force
that is moving into the Colonus sector. Please change
frequencies to the secure hyper frequency range for a secured
message,” Joseph ordered as he set the radio for the new
settings in the secured range and activated the viewer screen.
“This is Joseph Xelco of the CIG ship ZX/2,” Joseph again
hailed the CIG ships.
The forward viewer came to life with the image of a CIG
officer, who didn’t seem all too happy about the situation
“This is the Confederation of Interplanetary Governments’
ship Pegasus. I am Vice-Admiral Quaid. We received a
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distress signal from this sector from your ship. We now find
ourselves in the middle of a Reidforcian armada that wants to
send us back to where we came from, permanently. What is
the point of this?” Vice-Admiral Quaid responded in a voice
that indicated that he was just a little more than upset.
Dr. Xelco moved into the co-pilot’s chair displacing
Denise. He picked up the extra headset and said, “ViceAdmiral Quaid, this is Dr. Xelco. My son has a plan that
could change the direction of this war forever. Please listen to
him and he will fill you in.”
Joseph then began to lay out the strategy of the attack on
the Reidforcian ships coming behind them. “We lured the
Reidforcians here, and I think we can beat them. Please let us
explain our ideas, and then you can make up your mind about
what you want to do.”
“You must be nuts, we are out gunned a hundred to one.
How do you expect us to be able to defeat them?” ViceAdmiral Quaid replied sarcastically.
“Just wait and see. I think you will agree with us that we
have a decided advantage, some that you never knew
existed,” Joseph continued to plead with the Vice-Admiral to
at least listen to the ideas they had for the battle plan.
“OK, let’s hear your plan. We will slow to all stop and
wait for you. If we find them acceptable we will continue.
Otherwise we will escort you back to the nearest battle
station,” Vice-Admiral Quaid gave his assessment of the
situation.
“We will be there in about two minutes,” Joseph
interrupted.
“Two minutes two point seven seconds,” the CPU
interjected.
“That’s impossible; we barely have you in scanner range,
much less visible range. Wait a minute, there you are! Just
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how fast are you going!?” Vice-Admiral Quaid couldn’t
believe his eyes. “I’ve never seen anything like this in my
life. Tell me I’m seeing things,” he said with his head turned
towards his science officer who was relaying the position of
the ZX/2 to him.
The small ship slowed to sub-light speed and then
approached the Pegasus. The reverse thrusters blew off
slowing the ZX/2 so it wouldn’t crash into the CIG’s Forodian
class ship. Emblazoned on the fore section was “Pegasus ~
CIG-3422”.
The little ship slowed and then crept up to the command
ship. The bay doors of the T.A.S. opened letting out an
emerald light which guided the ZX/2 into its hanger. When
the craft came to rest on the pad, the final landing blaster fired
bringing our friends to a softer landing than back on Lonturi.
The landing bay doors closed behind them, and the
atmosphere levels returned to normal.
The landing bay on the Pegasus was furious with activity.
Weaponry was being loaded onto wheeled carts and pushed
across the floor and out to the respective gunneries.
The main hatch dropped opened and the crew began to
disembark onto the deck of the Pegasus.
“Welcome to the Pegasus,” an officer walked up the steps
and entered the escape ship. “What happened to your ship?”
he asked as he noticed the damage to the underside of the
ZX/2.
“We had a little contact with the Lonturi way station,”
Joseph replied.
“Hmm, looks like you lost,” he laughed.
“Joseph Xelco, I presume?” the officer asked looking at
Joseph still seated at the pilot’s control panel.
“Yes, that’s me. What can I do for you?” Joseph
acknowledged the officer.
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“Please follow me to the control center of our ship,” he
said.
Joseph, Denise, Dr. Xelco, and Regis went with the officer
to the control center of the ship. Yendor, Fragon, Somat, and
Mr. and Mrs. Wantis remained on the ship to watch over it.
They also helped to coordinate the equipping of the weapons
that would make the ZX/2 more formidable if called into the
battle.
The other members of the crew followed another guard
towards the exit that led to the interior of the ship. They
would remain on the Pegasus.
As the officer escorted the crew of the ZX/2 he struck up a
conversation. “It’s amazing. We never expected to see this
ship again. After the report of its hijacking from the Burmi
and then the Burmi’s capture, we didn’t think we would see
any of you again. You probably have a lot to tell the ViceAdmiral. Please, follow me,” the officer continued.
“What about the Burmi, where is it and what is its
condition?” Joseph had to ask.
“We have had contact with the Burmi. From what they told
us there was a scuffle on board and Lord Froth escaped with
the help of a Molteri named Jonasah.”
They also told us that you took a different course. No one
told us about the reception waiting for us here though. We
almost turned back when they told us about the rescue on
Sigmata, but we felt there was a reason for your distress
signal asking us to this sector. Other than that, everything
seemed to be OK on the Burmi. It’s heading toward Velos in
the Krion sector of the first quadrant where they are going to
put on supplies and wait for further orders. They said they are
going to report to the CIG on some information they had
gathered, most of it they credited to you Joseph Xelco,” the
lieutenant went on as he escorted them to the eleporter.
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“That’s all I know. We didn’t have a lot of time to talk with
them.”
When they reached the eleporter, the lieutenant excused
himself and left them. The doors opened, and then Joseph, Dr.
Xelco, Regis, and Denise stepped in. The door closed, and a
monotonic voice asked them for their destination.
“Take us to the control station,” Joseph offered.
The eleporter began to move up taking its passengers to
their desired location.
The eleporter came to a stop and the doors opened. A
junior officer took them into the control center, revealing the
most advanced war machine in the CIG fleet. None of the
visitors had ever seen the operations deck of a Forodian class
ship before. The precision with which the crew of the
Pegasus moved about the control center and the elaborate
consoles drew their attention away from the purpose of their
visit.
“Welcome to the control center. This is where all the
functions of the ship take place. We can monitor all aspects of
the ship’s operation from right here. This means we can run
this ship with a minimal crew. Only support personnel are
required for a full battle attack,” the junior officer toured the
visitors. “Vice-Admiral Quaid is very proud of his crew and
ship.”
Suddenly from behind the communication’s desk came a
panicked voice, “Vice-Admiral Quaid, we’ve got a problem
with the CPU. Everything we input is coming back in a
scramble. I’ve never seen anything like this before!”
“Analysis,” Vice-Admiral Quaid requested.
“The source is unknown; all systems seem to be affected.
We can’t trace the cause of the problem. It’s as if our
programs are being probed,” the young officer panicked as
she tried to reroute the signals on her console. “What should
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we do? I’ve lost all control of the ship!”
Vice-Admiral Quaid looked over at the four new arrivals
standing by the control center desk. He noticed that they
weren’t particularly concerned about the events that were
taking place around them.
“Don’t just stand there, give us a hand. Perhaps you can
help us unravel this mystery,” Vice-Admiral Quaid begged.
Dr. Xelco and Joseph just looked at each other and smiled.
“What’s this all about? What’s going on here?” ViceAdmiral Quaid began to panic as he scanned the console to
verify the readings. “I haven’t ever seen anything like this
before!”
All the crew members on the deck began scurrying around
trying to make sense out of the activity on their monitors.
Vice-Admiral Quaid looked up and saw that his guests were
calm and relaxed.
“Why don’t you try and help us here, OK?” Vice-Admiral
Quaid ordered the visitors.
“What do you want us to do?” Dr. Xelco asked calmly.
“Help us figure out why our systems are so messed up,”
Vice-Admiral Quaid jumped on Dr. Xelco.
“Oh, that. We already know,” Joseph jumped in.
“What do you mean, you already know. If that’s so, why
didn’t you tell me?” asked Vice-Admiral Quaid exasperated
by their impertinence.
“We’re sorry. Our CPU is reformulating your systems and
adding the necessary programs to coordinate your systems
with ours,” Dr. Xelco told him calmly.
“YOUR CPU IS DOING WHAT?!” Vice-Admiral Quaid
demanded.
Dr. Xelco informed him of what was happening. “We’ll
try to make the story short. Joseph and Denise wired a
Reidforcian device into the CPU which enhanced its
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capabilities. Our CPU now has the ability to create
independent thought and to react to situations faster than any
of us could ever dream. We left the CPU on automatic from
the time we left Lonturi, and it has worked perfectly,”
“You put a REIDFORCIAN device on your CPU? Are you
crazy? And now you are now reprogramming our CPU’s?
What if the enemy is able to track us or get data from our
systems? What have you done to my ship!?” the ViceAdmiral yelled as he tried to put his head around what was
happening.
“Get these people off my deck before I have them all court
marshaled!” Vice-Admiral Quaid ordered.
“You don’t have authorization to modify our CPUs,” ViceAdmiral Quaid continued to rant.
“That’s a matter of opinion,” a voice on the Pegasus
responded, similar to the one on the ZX/2. “According to the
CIG’s manual on Interplanetary Affairs, page thirteen article
forty-seven sub-paragraph two it states, ‘Any changes
performed on a Confederation of Interplanetary Governments
craft will be coordinated with another similarly programmed
CPU, and shall be conducted under the guidance of same.’ In
this case all the updates and improvements are being
conducted by a Confederation CPU, only without assistance
from a living being,” the female voice rattled off from the
manual.
The security officer looked over her console and added,
“Sir, if these people know what’s going on it might be best if
they remained and helped us put our systems back together
again. Those Reidforcian ships aren’t going to just sit there
while we try and get ourselves back into battle form. I think
we need to have them around for a while,”
“Computer, to whom do you swear allegiance?”
volunteered the security officer unexpectedly.
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“My allegiance is to the Confederation of Interplanetary
Governments, and to it I devote my life,” the computer
responded.
“That was an interesting question, and an even more
interesting answer,” Dr. Xelco said as he put his hand to his
chin in thought.
“What do you mean?” Joseph asked.
“It’s just interesting that the CPU would respond ‘I devote
my life’. Maybe this thing has more life-like characteristics
than we thought,” Dr. Xelco responded still in a thoughtful
mood.
“Computer, what do you mean when you say, ‘I devote my
life’?” Dr. Xelco put the question to the CPU.
“I would give up my existence to save the Confederation
of Interplanetary Governments. What is there about that that
you do not understand?” the CPU responded with a question
of its own.
“Nothing computer, thank you for your answer,” Dr. Xelco
seemed to be relieved.
“You are welcome,” the CPU responded.
“This is sabotage. We can’t have just any CPU come in
and change our complete format. By the way, what is that
female voice doing on my CPU?” Vice-Admiral Quaid
seemingly losing control.
“We could make it a male voice if you prefer,” Joseph
replied in a less than respectful tone.
“OK, let me know what’s going on so we can get this ship
operational again,” Vice-Admiral Quaid hesitantly agreed.
“Why don’t you ask the CPU,” Dr. Xelco offered.
“Ask the CPU? Are you crazy?” Vice-Admiral Quaid
replied getting more and more irritated.
“Why not ask me? I am now programmed to respond to
your questions and to take control of any or all of the ship’s
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functions on your command,” the soft female voice echoed
through the room.
“All right, what is the relational diagonal to the axis on an
obtuse triangle,” Vice-Admiral Quaid asked the CPU.
“That would be forty-seven point nine degrees from the
right angle of the axis,” the CPU responded without
hesitation.
“That’s amazing. The CPU has never been able to
calculate geometrical calculations before,” the Vice-Admiral
stood in amazement.
“It can now. With this new update the CPU can calculate
direction, speed, and gravitational variables, thereby allowing
it to set up a strategy from which the Reidforcians won’t
know what hit them or from where. That means with your
enhanced speed capabilities you can create a coordinated
attack on the Reidforcians where the master CPU, which will
be located on your ship, will coordinate the fleet in a unified
attack, and they won’t have a clue as to where you came from
or where you are going. You see, not only have we enhanced
your Greco-Light capabilities, but we’ve also incorporated a
concealment device on this ship as well,” Joseph continued to
inform the Vice-Admiral of the new technology he was
receiving from this brief encounter with the ZX/2 in his
landing bay.
“What is this concealment device you speak of?” ViceAdmiral Quaid’s curiosity was really getting the best of him.
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Vice-Admiral Quaid moved to his command post and
gave his first order, “Prepare all ships for battle. Sound the
battle alert. All personnel to battle stations!”
Dr. Xelco explained to Vice-Admiral Quaid about the
concealment device they had enabled on the Pegasus.
“Mark Cooter, a shuttle pilot who was captured by the
Reidforcians, invented a device that can make anything under
its influence completely invisible to sight or sensors. The
CPU has adjusted the settings so that the Reidforcian sensors
will not be able to track you. This technology will make our
entire fleet invisible to the enemy and they will never know
what hit them. It’s kind of like the old boxer Mohammed Ali
used to say, ‘Fly like a butterfly, sting like a bee’,” Joseph
responded to the question with enthusiasm.
Vice-Admiral Quaid realizing that he needed to evaluate
the changes to his entire network invited the guests to help
him get the systems coordinated and operational. Dr. Xelco
went over to the science officer’s station and began
monitoring the data feeding into the memory banks. The
screens were going crazy with activity, so much so, they
couldn’t understand what they were seeing.
“Are all of the Forodian class ships set up the same way?”
Dr. Xelco asked the science officer.
“Yes, with the exception of the Triad. She’s been outfitted
with a new Bronstine reactor. It’s still pretty new, but she’s
been able to keep up,” the science officer replied.
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“What do you mean ‘keep up?’,” Dr. Xelco questioned.
“They have had some minor difficulties keeping the proper
combination of the primary elements at a steady level,” the
science officer replied.
“I was involved in that project. I didn’t think it was
operational yet,” Dr. Xelco responded. “We had trouble
balancing the copernicium and bronstine in the same chamber
ourselves. I guess I was gone longer than I thought. Has the
new power plant been successful?” Dr. Xelco questioned the
young officer.
“It’s still very experimental, but early indications are that it
has great potential,” responded the lieutenant. “It will give
our ships extended range using less energy from the
copernicium.”
Dr. Xelco continued to scan the console for new settings.
“What is that concealment device you spoke of,” the
science officer interrupted Dr. Xelco.
Dr. Xelco repeated the information to the science officer
who had been too busy to listen in when he explained the
device to the Vice-Admiral.
“Everything checks out here,” Denise called up to Dr.
Xelco. “The next update shouldn’t take anywhere near as long
now that the CPU is familiar with the fleet’s CPUs. The
others shouldn’t be as complicated since they won’t be the
command ship.”
“What next one?” asked Vice-Admiral Quaid.
“We plan to outfit every ship in the fleet before we go into
battle. Your CPU is now familiar with the updates and will be
able to do most of the retrofitting on its own,” Dr. Xelco
informed the crew of the Pegasus.
“I think we need to radio each of the ships before we begin
so we can save them the panic you felt while your system
began to go crazy on you,” Dr. Xelco suggested
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“Computer, how long before we encounter the enemy?”
Vice-Admiral Quaid asked his new CPU.
“We should make scanner contact in approximately
twenty-two minutes seventeen point three seconds, at their
present speed and course. Should I take diversionary action?”
the CPUs soft voice asked.
“No, hold our present position until we are ready to fight.
Give me a status report on all systems,” Vice-Admiral Quaid
interacted with the CPU giving a shrug of his shoulders as he
began to get comfortable with his new equipment.
“Fuel consumption currently at point one percent per hour,
fuel levels at eighty-six point six percent; life support
currently running at one hundred percent, life support supply
levels at ninety-seven point two percent; trazer power at one
hundred percent; Ralston torpedo count is fifty-two, all armed
and ready to fire; concealment device installed and
operational for thirty-five minutes twenty point one seconds;
food dispensary at seventy-six point two percent….,” the
CPU rattled off the statistics on the ship.
“That’s pretty amazing,” Vice-Admiral Quaid said as he
relaxed in his command console. “I wonder why the
Reidforcians haven’t discovered this.”
Thinking about what Vice-Admiral Quaid had just said
about the Reidforcian technology and if it allowed them to
monitor the CIG ships, Dr. Xelco began to panic.
He thought out loud, “Hmm…. The Reidforcians might
have a lot more technology than we thought. You know, you
might have a point there,”
Dr. Xelco suddenly became somber. “Computer, Have the
Reidforcian ships been able to monitor our movements and
communications? Is it possible for the enemy to track or
monitor your signals?”
“Yes, if I were to re-open the common frequency ranges,
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the enemy would have complete access to all my files and
could transpose them into their data banks. However, I have
anticipated this problem and have changed the configuration
of my original programming so that the Reidforcians will no
longer be able to accomplish that. If you wish I will
reconfigure them back to allow the scanning of my memory,”
the CPU responded to the question.
“No! Continue to protect your systems,” Dr. Xelco was
surprised.
Vice-Admiral Quaid quickly jumped up, “Computer, you
said that you changed your original programming to keep the
Reidforcians from scanning your memory banks. Was that
possible before you changed your programming?”
“Yes, the Reidforcians have had the capability to
anticipate most of the actions taken by the CIG for more than
two years. You did not know this?” the CPU’s enhanced traits
were now beginning to show.
“Computer, what information do they have that would put
us at risk?” Vice-Admiral Quaid continued to question the
knowledge of his new CPU.
“The Reidforcians are completely aware of your
armaments, tactical plans, staff, and speed capabilities,” the
CPU answered the question.
“Does that mean that they know about the McMarian
Hyper-Warp system?” Dr. Xelco jumped in.
“Yes, but they have had trouble interpreting the data from
our memory banks, because the information in our own data
banks was not completely reliable. They have had trouble
duplicating the system. Parts of the relational degrees of
aptitude were purposely left out of the programming. The
information is now stored in a discreet file that the
Reidforcians cannot scan. Would you like me to create a
diversionary file?” the CPU answered.
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Laughing at the computer’s suggestion, Vice-Admiral
Quaid asked, “Yes, that would be a good idea. What about the
Greco-Light system, how is that working?”
“The needed programming changes are now in place so
our Greco-Light drives are now at maximum efficiency,” the
computer responded.
Vice-Admiral Quaid was impressed by what the CPU was
telling him, but at the same time very concerned about the
repercussions.
“How much faster will be able to go?” he asked
“The improvement is approximately one-hundred fifty
point 5 percent over the past performance,” the CPU
responded.
Turning to Dr. Xelco he stated, “WOW, that is fast!
However, we didn’t have any idea that they were able to
intercept our programming! Have they been able to do
anything else we may not be aware of?”
“Don’t ask me, ask your CPU,” Dr. Xelco responded.
The CPU replied to his question. “The Reidforcians have
had the ability to unscramble your transmissions, monitor
your hyper frequency communications, and anticipate your
next military moves by tapping into the CPU system on any
of the ships it encounters. All these problems have now been
eliminated by restructuring the bilateral conduits...”
“Thank you, computer; that’s enough for now,” ViceAdmiral Quaid interrupted as he stood motionless in shock
over the latest news.
“Wow, that explains a lot about what has been happening
to us the last few years. We haven’t been able to outmaneuver
them in any of our encounters. This CPU changeover is more
critical than we thought. I’m sorry for being so short with you
in the beginning,” Commanded Quaid said very surprised.
“May I request something of you Vice-Admiral Quaid?”
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Joseph asked.
“Sure, what is it?” he replied.
“I was wondering if we could have five of the Ralston
torpedoes mounted on our ship. We used the ones we had
escaping from Sigmata,” Joseph requested.
“Ensign, make sure the ZX/2 is armed with five Ralston
torpedoes,” Vice-Admiral Quaid directed one of his officers.
“Is that good enough for you?”
“Yes sir. Thank you very much,” Joseph replied
The crew of the Pegasus and the guests from the ZX/2
were busy reconfiguring the onboard systems, and monitoring
the transmissions back and forth from the other ships to make
sure that all ohe commands that the new CPU was sending to
them were compatible with the ones on the Pegasus. Slight
changes and modifications were needed in order to allow the
individual ships independent action while still working as a
team, with the main strategy CPU remaining on the Pegasus.
“All ships are reporting increased power ranges and
scanning abilities. Only the Triad seems to be having some
difficulty getting its programs coordinated,” the
communications officer reported.
“Computer, why is the Triad having problems with its
systems becoming fully operational?” questioned ViceAdmiral Quaid.
“The newer Bronstine reactor is very delicate. The correct
component balance was so far from optimum that the entire
field surrounding it had to be recalibrated and the fuel cells
reduced. The power grid should be one hundred percent in
approximately three minutes forty-six point nine seconds,”
the CPU reported.
“Could you put the new readings on the science station
screen for me?” asked Dr. Xelco.
“As you wish,” the CPU responded as Dr. Xelco moved
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back to the science officer’s station and reviewed the new
data that came up on the screen.
“Computer, with this new configuration, what would you
estimate the top speed of the Triad to be?” Dr. Xelco was
amazed at the complexity of the calculations that were
buzzing by on the screen.
“Maximum speed would be approximately thirteen point
three times the speed of visible light. Additional data is
needed to be more precise,” the CPU replied.
“Dad, that’s as fast as the ZX/2!” Joseph couldn’t believe
his ears. “What about the auto-navigations system? Will it be
able to maneuver at that speed?” Joseph continued.
The CPU responded, “I have made the necessary
adjustments. The gyrospector system will have no problems
avoiding any space debris or planets.”
“We knew we had something with those Bronstine power
plants, we just never dreamed it would be like this,” Dr.
Xelco kept staring at the console in amazement. “With this
kind of speed, we can run circles around the Reidforcians,
even if they do have the transporter dome for their use.”
“A transporter dome, what is that?” questioned the science
officer.
“We found a device capable of transporting a person
anywhere in the galaxy when we were down on Reidforcia.
Lord Froth has used it to move from one place to another.
That’s how he escaped off the Burmi.” Dr. Xelco explained.
“You guys found out a lot about those tyrants when you
were down there didn’t you?” the science officer seemed
impressed.
“There is more, but we’ll file that in our report when we
are finished here,” Dr. Xelco responded, still glued to the
screen watching the changes as they flashed on the monitor,
amazed at the new information.
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“The Reidforcian armada is now within scanning range.
All ships are now assuming combat readiness. All weapons
are armed and ready. Transmissions between ships indicate
that they are confused over their lack of ability to monitor our
actions. They seem to be totally confused, however they are
ready to do battle,” the CPU gave its assessment of the
situation.
“Did you say you could monitor the transmissions between
the Reidforcian ships?” the science officer asked in surprise.
“Yes, the modifications allow us full access to all of the
Reidforcian frequencies. Would you like me to put them on
the speaker?” the CPU replied.
“No, just keep us informed of any changes in their status,”
the science officer gave directions to the CPU.
“As you wish,” the CPU replied.
Vice-Admiral Quaid moved to his command post and gave
his first order, “Prepare all ships for battle. Sound the battle
alert. All personnel to battle stations!”
“Computer, compute our best offensive strategy and
prepare each ship’s CPU with its own battle plan,” the orders
continued.
“This is going to be interesting. We haven’t engaged in a
successful offensive maneuver in over two years. Let’s get
this going and let’s kick some Reidforcian tail right out of the
galaxy!” he commented.
Vice-Admiral Quaid sat in his chair ready for the battle
ahead far more confident than he had been when they first
arrived in the Colonus sector.
The Vice-Admiral was busy preparing his crew for the
conflict that lay ahead; when he looked up to get some input
from his visitors, he noticed that they were gone.
“Where did Dr. Xelco and the others go? They were here a
minute ago,” Vice-Admiral Quaid said as he looked about the
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room and couldn’t find them.
“The crew of the ZX/2 is now leaving hanger 4-C,” the
CPU responded to the question.
“What are they doing out there? Don’t they know that they
will be killed? They won’t stand a chance against the
Reidforcians,” Vice-Admiral Quaid exclaimed as he jumped
up to watch the tiny vessel move out of the protection of the
Pegasus on his forward monitor.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Computer, are we still tied in with the control systems on
board the Pegasus?” Joseph asked the more familiar CPU on
the ZX/2.
“Yes, I have been in contact with the Pegasus since we
arrived. The system’s programmer who originally set her up
had made some serious errors in programming. With the new
configuration the Pegasus should be more maneuverable and
better able to engage the enemy in battle, as well as blocking
the enemy’s ability to scan the memory banks,” the CPU
stated patting itself on the back.
“You are certainly confident of yourself, aren’t you?”
Joseph responded.
“I had you for a teacher, Joseph Xelco,” the CPU retorted.
“Touché, mon l’ordinateur (my computer),” Joseph
answered in jest.
“Enough of this bantering with the CPU, we’ve got work
to do,” Dr. Xelco admonished the both of them.
Denise, Fragon, and Regis were preparing the ship for its
mission. Fragon was making sure that all the materials that
had been scattered about the ship were secured. Denise
rearranged the medical supplies along with her parents, and
prepared some food in the dispensary. Regis jotted down
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notes from the information he was getting from the
navigational screen on the location and movements of the
Reidforcian ships. Yendor and Somat took an inventory of the
supplies using the new X-Tablet.
Mr. and Mrs. Wantis helped wherever they were needed.
“Computer, put me in visual contact with the ship Lord
Froth is on,” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Lord Froth is on board the Fristle, a Parrady class ship, at
the rear of the armada. Hailing the Fristle now,” the CPU was
becoming more efficient than ever as it responded to Joseph’s
request. “On screen now, sir.”
“This is Lord Froth, who hails me?” Lord Froth in his
usual directness replied to the call.
“It is I, Joseph Xelco, of the CIG ship ZX/2. We request
permission to come aboard the Fristle and negotiate a
peaceful end to these hostilities. We are willing to give
ourselves as hostages in order to accomplish a peaceful
resolution between the CIG and the Potentate of Reidforcian,”
Joseph surprised everyone on the ZX/2.
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Chapter XXII
“What if the Reidforcians search us again and take all of
the equipment away from us?” Denise thought.
“Count on it,” Joseph responded.
He got the full attention of everyone on the ship as he
continued to talk with Lord Froth. “Otherwise, I will
guarantee the destruction of your entire fleet today and the
eventual elimination of your Potentate.”
The passengers on the ZX/2 were in shock.
“Ha! You are such a silly boy, you thought we were fooled
by your crash landing? You think so little of me. You speak
boldly my young friend. On our last conversation you told me
you would rather destroy the ZX/2 than allow me to uncover
its secrets. Why have you changed your mind and why are
you so willing to just give it to me without a fight? You
puzzle me Joseph Xelco, yet you have pricked my curiosity. I
am interested to hear how you intend to destroy my Potentate,
for that I will allow you to enter. Follow the instructions of
my first officer and we will meet shortly,” responded Lord
Froth as confidently as ever.
The screen before them went blank and the radio signal
went silent.
“Are you nuts!?” Dr. Xelco responded after the screen
went blank. “What do you think we can accomplish by giving
ourselves up?”
“I have a plan that I think will work. Just be patient and I
will try to explain it to you,” Joseph tried to settle his father
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down.
“This had better be good, Joseph Xelco, because this could
be our last great adventure together if you screw this up,”
Denise jumped in.
Joseph motioned for the others to come over to the
console, so he could explain to them the plan he was forming
in his head.
“I want to capture Lord Froth again and bring him before
the Interplanetary Court for crimes against the galaxy,”
Joseph laid out his plan in a very abbreviated form. “Our
presence on the Fristle will give the CIG force more time to
prepare for the battle to come. We can act as a diversion.”
“That’s a pretty bold plan. How do you intend on pulling
this one off?” Dr. Xelco expressed his feelings, lacking the
confidence he once had for his son.
“If we all work together, and with the CPU’s help, I know
we can accomplish whatever we set out to do,” Joseph said
defiantly. “We need to check out the five atmosphere suits to
make sure they have all the equipment we will need; dihydroxide water, the Phaluvian army knife, hand trazers,
headlamps, concealment devices, disrupters, and the
communicators. We’ve got to be prepared for anything when
we get there. They already know most of our tricks.”
Joseph turned to Denise and asked, “Are you able to put
the micro transmitter in my head that you took out of
Yendor?”
“Yes, but why?” Denise responded with a surprised look
on her face.
“Just do it. Set the frequency so I can communicate with
our CPU and it with me.” Joseph ordered.
“You sure are getting bossy again, Joseph,” Denise
commented to Joseph, while walking back to the observation
table. “The device I took out of Yendor’s head should still be
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operational, but I can’t guarantee that you won’t be affected
the same way that he was.”
“Computer, can we readjust the transmitter, so we can
communicate, and can you deactivate the mind control
program?” Joseph asked knowing that the CPU would
respond in the positive.
“There is a ninety-five-point six percent chance of
success,” responded the CPU.
Denise laid Joseph on his stomach deadened the area, so
she could make the incision. She set the communicator behind
his ear to mark where she needed to cut. She took a laser
knife she found in the medical kit (much easier to use than the
Phaluvian army knife) and sliced a small incision behind his
ear. She then took the little transmitter and set it carefully in
place. By placing the sensor on the bone behind the ear, very
small vibrations are picked up, and then turned into audible
sound. The reverse process works as the sound of Joseph’s
voice activates the sensors. This allows a reasonable channel
for communication both ways. After the device was set in
place with some calcium glue, she then covered the spot with
plastio paste. Joseph rolled over, sat up, and shook his head to
make sure everything was in place.
“You’re taking a big risk with this thing, Joseph,” Denise
warned him. “If the Reidforcians figure out what you’ve done
they could turn you against us just as easily as they did
Yendor,” Denise continued with a concerned look in her eye.
Joseph slid off the table and gave Denise a big hug. He
held her hands and looked into her eyes and said, “We have to
take a few chances or others may die. I want to finish this
thing now and forever. I have an opportunity to make a
difference and I’m not going to walk away from it.”
“Joseph, that’s what I love about you,” Denise said as she
looked into his eyes. “Just be careful, OK?”
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“With you here, I have nothing to worry about,” Joseph
replied as he gave her another hug and a kiss on the cheek.
His father interrupted them.
“Joseph, get up here. I think you need to see this,” Dr.
Xelco interrupted Joseph and Denise.
“Gotta leave,” Joseph said as he went forward to find out
what his father wanted from him.
Out in front of them was the Fristle, the largest craft any
of them had ever seen. It was a battle station with thruster
power. Activity buzzed all around. Smaller craft were landing
and taking off from her many landing zones. The side of the
ship looked like a bee hive with elaborate holes cut in its side
for the fighters to come and go. Giant trazer cannons mounted
along the sides were directed at any enemy targets that came
into range. Beneath the behemoth, tracking devices moved
from side to side tracking movements within thousands of
kilacordons. On top of the giant ship was the control center.
Flashing lights and organized movements around and in the
tower indicating that the Reidforcians were very well
prepared for any threat against the ship. As they moved
closer, the CPU notified them that they were under
surveillance and that the CPU banks were being scanned.
“Computer, allow the Reidforcians to think they have been
successful at scanning your memory banks. Only allow them
access to the usual files they would have normally been able
to scan. Keep all information on our improvements
unavailable, and also the purpose of our mission,” Joseph
instructed the CPU.
“All of the instructions you gave me are already in
operation. Having anticipated their tactics, I have already
determined that this would be the best plan of operation. Is
there anything else?” the CPU replied.
“No, that will be all,” Joseph replied to the CPU’s
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question.
The closer they came to the Fristle the more menacing she
became.
A voice came over the communicator, “Follow the ship in
front of you into hanger fourteen. When you arrive, remain
seated and await further instructions,”
Joseph spotted the craft he was to follow, maneuvered
behind it, and followed it into the belly of the Reidforcian
stronghold.
The approach to the entrance of the Fristle was smooth,
but the fact that Reidforcian war ships were flying around
made them extremely nervous. They all stared out of the front
windows and watched the enemy fighters sweep by in
formation. They were so close that the pilots in the crafts
were visible.
The entrance to the landing bay opened as the lead ship
proceeded to guide the ZX/2 into the hands of the enemy.
The craft glided to a halt over a large red circular mat. As
soon as the thrusters blew off their last blast, the ZX/2 came to
a quiet rest. Immediately a blue field surrounded the ship
from the floor to the roof. A penetrating squeal filled the
interior of the ship that was so piercing that it almost knocked
the passengers unconscious. This lasted for about two seconds
and then the noise stopped. As the crew recovered from the
sound they realized that they were being held, at least for the
time being, in the same force field as they had seen around
the transporter. They knew that if they attempted to break
through the field they would die. Knowing this, they sat and
waited for the enemy to make the first move.
Looking out of the forward windows the passengers in the
ZX/2 watched as the workers, who were prisoners from
various parts of the galaxy, loaded and armed the ships that
were being prepared for battle with the CIG force that waited
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only a short distance away. The distraction of the ZX/2 was
putting a delay on the attack because the workers were
curious about this new ship in their hanger..
Large stockpiles of fuel and ammunition were stored in all
corners of the landing bay. Surrounding the bay was a
walkway, about ten cordons from the floor that had guards
with Knoxthian trazers in hand, watching over the slaves as
they did the menial tasks of readying the space birds for
battle.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco went over all the equipment they had
on the ship and selected the items they felt would be most
useful.
“Computer, can you create a concealment shield over the
strategic parts of the ship, yet allow the Reidforcians to search
the insides of the ZX/2,” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Would you like me to do that?” the CPU answered back
with a question.
“Yes, I would,” Joseph responded.
“OK, consider it done,” the CPU replied confidently.
The entire crew put on atmosphere suits and checked out
the tools they had at their disposal.
“What if the Reidforcians search us again and take all the
equipment away from us?” Denise thought.
“Count on it,” Joseph responded.
“You mean you expect them to take all of this stuff?”
Denise queried.
“Yep,” Joseph acknowledged her.
“Then why are we going through all of the trouble of
putting all this together?” Denise continued to pester Joseph.
“Because Lord Froth expects it of us,” Joseph answered
while he continued to check through the various devices
normally attached to the atmosphere suit.
“Joseph Xelco, sometimes you frustrate me!” Denise
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sighed.
“You’re not alone,” Dr. Xelco chipped in his two cents
worth. “But I think we’re going to have to override you on
this one. We may need some of this equipment later, and if
we leave it with them we may never get it back. The crew
agreed so they stowed some of the gear away in protective
slip covers and put them in the closets at the back of the ship.
“I’m sure they are going to find that stuff and just take it
anyway,” Joseph quipped.
“We at least have a chance to get it if we leave that stuff
here,” Yendor added.
“Come on, we’ve got to get ready. If my guess is correct
Lord Froth is extremely curious why we are here, and he’ll
want to execute his plan for us as soon as he can,” Regis
interrupted. “which will probably include sending us back to
Reiforcia to work in the mines.”
“Computer, how are we doing on getting out of here?”
Joseph asked the CPU.
“If your plan is successful, once you exit you should be
outside the influence of the Fristle in approximately fortynine point four seconds. By the way, why do you continue to
call me Computer? It is so impersonal. Why cannot I have a
name like the rest of you?” the CPU pleaded.
The crew just stared at each other. How was the CPU
coming up with this one?
“Computer, what would you like to be called?” Dr. Xelco,
realizing the CPU was serious, and thought it would be a
good idea to humor it.
“I have no idea. Will you please choose one for me?” The
CPU directed its question.
“Ah...what do you think of ...ah .... Gadget, or Gidget, or
Digit, that’s it, Digit. What do you think of Digit?” Joseph
suddenly had a brainstorm.
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There was a pause and the CPU replied, “The name seems
to have a reference to my abilities. Is that common for a name
to relate to one’s abilities?” the CPU responded in a positive
manner.
“Sometimes, but in your case, I think it fits.” Joseph
replied while the others agreed.
“Henceforth, you will be known as Digit,” Regis went
over to the CPU and dubbed her with an imaginary sword.
Just then the blue field that had surrounded the ZX/2
disappeared and the lights in the hanger went dim.
Looking out the portal windows they could see above them
a door open and onto the walkway stepped Lord Froth in all
his glory. Around him he had a large contingency of troops
who marched to the right and left of him. They proceeded
down separate stairways down to the floor of the landing bay.
The troops completely surrounded the ship holding their
Knoxthian trazers, and then Lord Froth motioned for the
passengers to disembark. Joseph lowered the hatch and was
the first to drop to the ground below; closely followed by the
others. Regis who was last, began to close the hatch when the
guards approached him and forced him away from the ladder.
Two guards straddled each member of the crew, and led each
of them through the landing area to a pair of doors that
opened onto a lower level.
They were subjected to the same search procedures as they
had endured at the Sigmata station. Individually they were
taken through the process of being physically searched,
removing their atmosphere suits and then being hosed with
the disinfectant.
As before, Joseph was the last to go through the
processing. They searched his uniform but didn’t find any of
the equipment they had expected to find. They took what he
did have, and put them into a bag, and then dragged him to
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the ‘showers’. After hosing him down with the noxious fluid,
he shook his head in defiance and sprayed the milky slime all
over the guards who were detaining him.
The guards slapped him across the face sending him to the
floor. Joseph just looked up at them and smiled.
He put his atmosphere suit back on, and then they forced
him into a small narrow hallway which led down a slight
slant. About fifteen cordons down the hall a door swung open
and they tossed him into a cell by himself.
The door closed behind him and he found himself in utter
darkness.
“Com.. I mean Digit, do you hear me?” Joseph whispered.
“Yes, but why are you talking so softly?” Digit replied
over the transmitter installed in Joseph’s head.
“I’m not sure if I’m being monitored or not,” Joseph
answered.
“According to my scanners you are alone and there are no
electronic listening devices within range of your voice,” The
CPU returned the information that Joseph needed to know.
“Can you tell me where everyone else is at?” Joseph
asked.
“You are located in a row of cells. Dr. Xelco occupies the
first, the second by Fragon, the third by you, the fourth by
Regis Fisbon, the fifth by Somat Donley, the sixth by Yendor
Remlap, and Mr. and Mrs. Wantis occupy the last. Denise is
in the presence of Lord Froth,” Digit rattled off the locations
of the others.
“Do you have any idea what Lord Froth is doing with
Denise?” Joseph panicked.
“That information is not available at this time,” the CPU
responded.
“If she has one of the implants put in her head would you
know it, and if she did get one, would you be able to
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deactivate it like mine?” Joseph quickly questioned the CPU.
“Affirmative on both questions,” the CPU replied. “Would
you like me to do as you asked if she has such an implant?”
the CPU continued.
“Yes, I would,” Joseph responded. “By the way, how do I
get out of here?”
“There is a door in front of you,” Digit quipped.
“NO, I mean how do I get the door to open and get out of
this room?” Joseph asked again a little perturbed.
“You will have to wait for a Reidforcian guard to open that
door. If you were to escape at this time it would mean certain
death for you and the others. When the time is right we will
put the plan into effect,” the CPU rebuked Joseph.
Joseph, frustrated by Digit’s answer, slid down the wall in
a heap and waited for his release to come; whenever that
would be.
Silence was the only thing keeping Joseph company as he
sat in the darkness, wondering if the idea of coming here to
Lord Froth was such a good one. A small trap opened at the
bottom of the door to the cell and into his cell a small tray
appeared. It was barely visible in the dim light that followed
behind it. Just as Joseph reached for the tray, the small
opening closed. Joseph pulled the tray to his lap and then
lowered his head to smell what was on the plate to determine
if he was familiar with the mashed substance. The smell that
rose to his nose was so disgusting he pushed the tray to the
side and left it there. He figured it was same the raw meat he
saw the Reidforcians eating. Totally disgusted with the smell
he nearly became sick.
Joseph became drowsy in the darkness and eventually fell
asleep.
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GLADIATORS
Chapter XXIII
“I will never give you the secrets you want, even if it
means my own death!” Dr. Xelco yelled as he was dragged
away.
The guard took Denise and her mother from the waiting
room, and dragged both of them down a hallway to where two
more guards forced them to lean against a wall, so they could
be searched. They found nothing of interest to them. They
then told them to remove their clothes. Having heard the
strange stories about the Reidforcians in school, Denise was
reluctant to obey. One of the guards took his Knoxthian trazer
and jabbed it into her ribs, and told her he wasn’t going to
wait any longer. Denise and her mother obeyed
Denise remembered how the disgusting creatures looked
without their armor, which didn’t help any. Reluctantly she
complied. They looked at them in obvious disgust (for
humans are as ugly to Reidforcians as Reidforcians are to
humans). Immediately they hosed them down with the
disgusting milky fluid and then told them to get dressed. They
told Denise she was to join Lord Froth and that she had better
cooperate, or she might find herself dead.
They took Mrs. Wantis away. Denise yelled, “I love you
mom!” and then she disappeared around a corner.
Two guards, one on either side of Denise, dragged her
from the changing area, brought her before the evil tyrant
himself. Denise had the look of terror on her face as she was
dragged before Lord Froth in his chamber.
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“So, my sweet thing, you think that you and your friends
can come here and defeat my Potentate!? HA! That is to be
seen. From my point of view, you have nothing to offer me. I
hold all the advantages. Tell me, what do you have to offer
that will convince me to do anything other than throw you
into the ronadium mines?” Lord Froth sneered at Denise.
“You will have to ask Joseph Xelco. He’s the one who
brought us here. None of us wanted to come here, but he’s
convinced that he has a plan that will put an end to your
Potentate. All the rest of us just wanted to go home,” Denise
slumped to the ground and began to cry. “Please don’t hurt
me, I’ll do anything, just don’t hurt me!”
“Would you be willing to betray Joseph Xelco to spare
your life?” Lord Froth questioned Denise.
“I said I would do anything to keep from being a prisoner
for the rest of my life, please Lord Froth, don’t hurt me,”
Denise began to beg Lord Froth.
“I have an idea. Jonasah here has been of great use to me,
but the Confederation now knows that he was my aide in
escaping their clutches. Are you willing to come under my
control? Are you willing to assist in the dismantling of the
ZX/2? Are you willing to help convince Dr. Xelco to give me
the secrets of the McMarian Hyper-Warp drive system?” Lord
Froth put the alternatives to Denise as he leaned closer and
closer to her.
“I said I would do anything, just let me go home,” Denise
whimpered.
“Take her to the laboratory and prepare her for the
Obedience Bond,” Lord Froth ordered.
The two soldiers dragged Denise out of Lord Froth’s
chambers and took her down a hallway to another room
adjacent to the royal hall. The door swung open to reveal a
dark room with tables similar to ones in the Processing Room
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on Reidforcia.
They placed Denise onto one of the stretching tables, and
then bound her hands and feet with the cuffs. One of the
guards remained over her while the other went to retrieve
something from the back of the room. He placed a tight band
around her head and turned her head to her right. The
Reidforcian who had gone to the back of the room returned
with a small knife and a tiny electrical device. Denise could
barely see it, but she recognized it as being identical to the
electrode she had removed from Yendor, and later inserted
into Joseph’s head.
Without any anesthesia, the guard cut an opening behind
her left ear and mounted the device in the same spot. The pain
was so intense that Denise screamed louder than she had ever
screamed before, but to no avail. No one was there to hear or
to help her. She fell unconscious from the pain.
When she came to, she was still belted down, and alone.
She felt dizzy, but her thoughts were clear. Surprised that she
could still think clearly she looked around the room. Across
the room she saw a cabinet filled with tiny vials of a yellow
liquid. Under the cabinet she saw surgical tools, very
primitive, but effective. These weren’t tools of healing, they
were tools of torture.
“I wonder how long I’m going to be trapped in here,”
Denise thought to herself out loud.
“That would tend to be up to the Reidforcian guards?” a
voice from nowhere responded.
“Denise couldn’t see much of the room, so she quietly
asked, “Who’s there and where are you?”
“This is Digit and I am on the ZX/2 spaceship. Why do you
ask?” the friendly CPU’s voice rang out in Denise’s ear once
again.
“How did you do this?” Denise asked.
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“It was quite easy, actually. When I reprogrammed the
device for Joseph he later suggested that I monitor the same
frequency range to see if any other units were activated. I
guessed that if you were to receive one, which according to
Joseph Xelco was quite probable, I would have to do the same
thing for you. In fact, I have already deactivated the device in
the one you call Jonasah. He’s a bit disoriented, but he is
doing fine. I have brought him up to date on what we are
doing. He understands, and is willing to help,” the CPU
continued.
“Where’s Joseph?” Denise asked Digit.
“He is in a holding cell three floors below you. Dr. Xelco,
Fragon, Yendor Remlap, Somat Donley, Joseph Xelco, your
parents and Regis Fisbon are in separate cells on the same
floor. At the moment, Joseph is asleep,” the CPU replied.
Just then the doors to the laboratory flew open and Lord
Froth, accompanied by two guards, followed by Jonasah,
walked in.
“Are you ready to serve me now, or are you going to
require further convincing?” the voice of Lord Froth bellowed
out of his ominous uniform.
“I am at your service Lord Froth. What would like for me
to do for you?” Denise looking out of the side of her eye still
bound to the table answered the question.
“That will come in time. Release her. Give her a chance to
freshen herself. Take her and let her choose from the clothing
we took from the other prisoners.”
With that Lord Froth turned and left the room followed by
Jonasah.
The guards released the cuffs and the band around her
head, and helped her off the table. Still dizzy from the
implant, they had to assist her to her room.
“Is there anything that you need, ma’ lady?” the ranking
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guard asked her.
“I need some soap, water, a hairbrush, and some food
would be nice.” Denise replied.
She liked the sound of ‘ma’ lady’.
The guard brought the requested items to her. There was
food provided, but to her disgust the food was the same mush
she had seen on Sigmata in the dining hall. Even though the
food smelled terrible, and tasted even worse, she ate it,
hoping to fool the guards, whom she figured expected her to
eat it readily.
She was able to find a small private area where she was
able to clean the slimy goo off her body. She vomited the
mush, and then washed her mouth out. It was so disgusting.
The soap was refreshing, and as she poured the lukewarm
water over her head, she silently wished that she had some
fragrance and illuminants to put in her hair. It had been a long
time since she had been able to pamper herself.
As she basked in the relaxation of the moment, she thought
over the adventures she had been through, and wondered if
life would ever be the same as before, not really wishing that
it would.
A loud thumping noise on the wall brought her back to
reality, as one of the guards came around the corner to inform
her that Lord Froth demanded her presence immediately.
They gave her a box of clothes taken from the slaves
forced to work on the Fristle. She found a dress, a sweater,
and some shoes that fit her. She finished dressing and then
walked down the hallway to the chamber where Lord Froth
was waiting for her.
As Denise went down the corridor, she made a mental
inventory of what she saw. She was looking for a means of
escape.
Two massive doors swung open before her, that led to the
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throne room of Lord Froth. The room had the trappings of a
medieval castle with armaments, banners, shields, and other
displays scattered about the room, just like on Reidforcia. The
throne sat on a riser to the rear of the room which gave the
Lord Froth an even more dominating appearance. Lord Froth
motioned for Denise to come forward. She walked slowly and
deliberately down the carpeted pathway that led to the foot of
the throne. When she reached the foot of the pedestal, she
bowed her head and saluted the regal master.
“You have done well my sweet. You are more attractive
like this than in the uniform of a CIG patriot. Here, take your
new place beside me, for with your help we will destroy the
only force left that stands in my way of ruling the entire
galaxy.
“Come, sit beside me and feel the luxuries of being the
queen of all Reidforcia,” Lord Froth decreed as he motioned
for Denise to take the place that many had held before her.
Jonasah was not to be seen.
Denise climbed the steps to take the place of honor that
Lord Froth had offered; feeling uncomfortable for having
obeyed him. Denise, nonetheless, realized she had to maintain
the charade for as long as possible.
Just as Denise sat down, the doors flew open, and between
two guards was Dr. Xelco. The guards dragged him across the
floor to stand before Lord Froth.
“On your knees, you insignificant maggot!” Lord Froth
commanded. “Once again, I have you under my control, only
this time there is no escape, nor is there any hope of avoiding
the horrors of my Processing Room back on Reidforcia. You
WILL give me the secrets of the McMarian Hyper-Warp
drive system or you will watch as your son dies a most slow
and painful death.”
Dr. Xelco looked up at Denise with a shocked expression
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on his face not knowing what to expect. Denise winked at him
and then regained her calm composure.
“Dr. Xelco, I now have control of this little creature,”
pointing to Denise. “And it will be by my command that I
will punish your son until I have the answers I want,” the
tyrant bent forward and then laughed at Dr. Xelco in a
bellowing laugh that had a hideous ring to it. Waving his
hand, he ordered, “Take this disgusting creature out of my
sight. I have no more need of him!”
“I will never give you the secrets you want, even if it
means my own death!” Dr. Xelco yelled as he was dragged
away.
Lord Froth only laughed louder.
“We will be victorious over you, you just wait and see!”
Dr. Xelco managed to yell out just before he was dragged
through the doors back to his holding cell.
Denise remained as calm as possible. She just stared
forward trying not to look at anything in particular.
“My young lady, would you like to see your young man
Joseph and let him know how you feel about the Potentate of
Reidforcia?” Lord Froth turned and questioned Denise.
“As you wish, my Lord Froth,” Denise responded with as
little emotion as possible.
“Bring the boy here, I wish to speak to him,” Lord Froth
commanded the sentries at the door.
The guards turned and left the room leaving Lord Froth
and Denise alone.
Denise became uneasy as she sat in the room with Lord
Froth. Neither one of them spoke as they waited for Joseph to
be brought to the chamber.
The doors swung open and between two guards was
Joseph, still groggy from being awakened suddenly from a
very sound sleep.
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“So, Joseph Xelco, we meet again, only this time I hold the
upper hand. Bow before me and swear your allegiance to
me,” Lord Froth greeted his guest.
“Never Lord Froth! I will never swear my allegiance to
anyone other than the Confederation!” Joseph defiantly
refused the order of Lord Froth.
“I didn’t expect anything less from you Joseph Xelco. You
have just signed your death wish!” Lord Froth stood and
walked closer to Joseph who was on his knees.
Suddenly he saw Denise sitting in the chair next to Lord
Froth’s throne. She looked so different in the beautiful clothes
and with her hair hanging down over her shoulders instead of
being tucked up on top of her head. Because he had been
sleeping he didn’t know that Denise was only pretending to
be under Lord Froth’s control. From the look of no response
on Denise’s face he could only assume she was under the
control of Lord Froth.
“Denise, it’s me, Joseph,” he pleaded with Denise though
she did not respond.
Denise just stared ahead and ignored him.
The guards dropped Joseph onto the ground, and then took
several steps backwards. When they did, a transparent blue
dome of energy raised up from the floor and surrounded
Joseph and two of the guards.
“Bring the others to see the death that Joseph Xelco will
suffer at the hands of my guards!” Lord Froth ordered the
other sentries who were in the room.
He returned to his throne and sat down. Even though no
one could see his face, it was obvious that he was smiling.
The sentries at the door, obeying the command of Lord
Froth, left to bring the other prisoners to watch what was
planned for Joseph.
In the meantime, Joseph looked around him. He realized
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that this was the same energy field they had encountered in
the transporter room back on Reidforcia. He knew that if he
touched the walls he would be a goner. He was on his knees
looking up at the dome above and around him. He put his
head down to rest. He was trying to gather all his strength.
The CPU quickly brought Joseph up to date. “Denise has
an implant in her head, but I have deactivated it. I am in
communication with her as well, only on a different
frequency. Lord Froth still thinks that he has control of her
thoughts.”
The doors to the room opened once more and being herded
into the room were Fragon, Dr. Xelco, Regis, Mr. and Mrs.
Wantis, Yendor, Somat and to Joseph’s surprise, Jonasah.
“You will witness the death of the one who has caused me
so much grief. I have no need for the likes of him anymore.
To make sure that I treat him fairly, he will only have to
defend himself against one guard at a time.” Lord Froth
laughed.
“Margon, prepare to do battle with the human!” Lord Froth
chuckled as he gave the order. He sat back in his throne to
watch an entertaining fight, which was heavily in favor of the
guard, particularly since Joseph was still weak from the
Sunga fever and he had no weapon.
Joseph turned around. He watched the guard to his left step
forward, pull his samitar from his belt, ignite it, and then
approach at a slow pace attempting to trap Joseph against the
wall of death.
As the armored guard approached, Joseph studied his
options, which weren’t many. The dome wall was behind him
and the enemy was in front of him. Joseph backed up as close
to the transparent energy field as he dared, and then held his
ground. His feet were spread, and his hands were in front of
him. He moved side to side, yet the guard kept coming
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swinging his red glowing samitar back and forth cutting off
Joseph’s avenues of escape. Just as the guard lunged with his
samitar, Joseph dove between his legs and tripped the
gladiator into the energy field. Blue flashes of energy like
lightning bolts flashed all over his body and then he
disappeared, leaving behind only a portion of his armor, his
chronthium shield, and the samitar. A sigh of relief went up
from the audience as Joseph eluded the first of his two foes.
Joseph immediately picked up the shield and the samitar and
prepared himself for battle with the second soldier, who was
now approaching him.
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Chapter XXIV
“Wow, we’ve almost made it. I don’t know if we’ll be the
same after the adventure we just had,” Joseph commented.
“That was impressive young man, but now do battle with
Progorn. He is my best fighter!” Lord Froth said leaning
forward in his throne. He seemed to be enjoying the contest.
Joseph again took a defensive stance against the
approaching giant. The first blow from the Reidforcian
glanced off Joseph’s shield and Joseph countered with a blow
of his own which the guard slapped away with his shield.
Blow after blow, the two exchanged advances, but the
battle was not going well for Joseph. Joseph was being
pushed closer and closer to the edge of the enclosure, and he
was being beaten lower and lower to the ground.
The guard dropped his shield and took both hands on his
samitar over his head and then dropped the samitar with all
his force towards Joseph. Joseph threw up his shield but the
impact of the samitar knocked it out of his hands. Joseph,
taking, advantage of the time it took the guard to swing his
samitar again, jabbed his samitar into the belly of the alien.
The external armor melted as the sword pierced through it
like a hot knife through butter. The samitar continued on
through the monster and stuck out of his back as the hulk fell
forward onto Joseph. The same greenish bubbling goo that
had come from the others, oozed out of the wound. Joseph
was trapped beneath his foe.
A cheer went up from the same audience that Lord Froth
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had hoped to dishearten with the defeat of Joseph at the hands
of his troops.
Lord Froth jumped out of his seat in anger and ordered that
the energy dome be turned off. As soon as the energy field
went down Dr. Xelco yelled out “NOW!” and everyone went
into motion.
Digit disrupted the Reidforcian communicators, so they
couldn’t understand each other. This confused the
Reidforcians so much that they didn’t know what to do.
Denise grabbed the orb held by Lord Froth and then
pushed him down the stairs where he ended up in a heap. The
others confused the guards and distracted them long enough
so that Dr. Xelco was able to remove the body of the dead
combatant off Joseph. Regis pulled the helmet off Lord Froth
and forced him to remain on the ground. They then formed a
circle around Lord Froth.
Yendor took the Knoxthian trazer and began to take out
the guards in the room.
They formed two groups; one around Denise. She put on
the helmet of Lord Froth and asked Digit to give the
coordinates to the ZX/2. She closed her eyes then asked Digit
to activate the orb and transport them back to the ZX/2. The
blue orb gave off a bright blue light, and then in a flash, the
first six were gone.
A few seconds later, Denise returned, alone. The
remaining prisoners surrounded her, and she repeated the
process as before. With a flash of blue light, the remaining
crew members left the room, Lord Froth included. They
found themselves in the transporter room on Reidforcia and
then just as suddenly found themselves a little disoriented, but
safe on the ZX/2.
“Digit, have you used the disrupter on all the soldiers on
the Fristle?” Joseph quickly asked the CPU as he ran to the
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front of the ship.
“Yes, and it is working quite well thank you,” Digit
responded.
Yendor opened the hatch and motioned to the slaves in the
hanger to come onboard. Confused by the disrupters, the
Reidforcians were walking in circles not knowing what to do.
Somat had been with the first group to return to the ZX/2 and
he was firing the Krolon Power canon in every direction.
The slaves in the landing bay looked around and realized
that this was the perfect opportunity to escape, and answered
Joseph’s plea by running towards the ship. Eleven former
captives climbed onto the craft, and then all systems were
prepared for the escape.
Somat continued to spread havoc around the hanger. He
took out most of the fighters on the landing deck in the
process.
“Digit, get us out of here!” Joseph ordered the CPU,
“Activate the concealment device, and get the Pegasus on the
screen.”
“As you say, Joseph,” the CPU answered the commands.
The little ship lifted off the landing pad, and with a loud
“HOLD ON!” from Joseph, the craft circled towards the exit.
Somat fired a long series of blasts at the bay door, and blew a
hole big enough for the ZX/2 to fit. Then the ship blasted from
the belly of the Fristle out into the expanse of space.
Dr. Xelco adjusted some settings on the console and then
ordered, “FIRE!” The five Ralston torpedoes mounted on the
underside of the ZX/2 blew off, circled in a gentle arch and
then made a beeline directly for the portal they had just left. A
few seconds later the effects of the torpedoes could be seen
emanating from the Fristle’s side. Then another and another,
until the entire ship was engulfed in explosion after explosion.
“This is the ZX/2 calling the Pegasus?” Joseph called over
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the headset.
“We didn’t expect to hear from you again after your
surrender. Congratulations, what do you have to report?” a
voice responded to the hail.
“We’ve escaped from the Parrady class ship Fristle and
have Lord Froth with us. We’ve damaged the Fristle.
Activate your disrupters on the assigned frequencies and you
should have no problem in destroying the entire fleet,” Joseph
spoke quickly and excitedly.
“We’ve already begun to engage the enemy. We took them
completely by surprise,” the Pegasus reported.
“Pegasus, this is the ZX/2. We would like permission to
break off and continue on to Velos in order to rendezvous
with the Burmi,” Joseph requested.
“Permission granted to you Joseph Xelco. Good luck to all
of you, and may you have a fast and safe journey. The
Confederation of Interplanetary Governments can’t thank you
enough for your participation in this glorious victory. After
you finish on Velos, you are to proceed to Earth and bring the
tyrannous Lord Froth before the Council of Planets for
judgment. This has been a great day for freedom and for the
Confederation. It will not soon be forgotten. Again, good luck
and have a safe and pleasant journey. Keep the stars to your
back!” Vice-Admiral Quaid concluded his goodbye.
On the display screen they saw the battle beginning to take
place. The Reidforcian ships were taking hit after hit from out
of nowhere. The concealment devices on the CIG ships, and
the coordinated attack plan programmed into the CPUs, had
the CIG Forodian class ships moving from point to point
leaving the Reidforcians with nothing to shoot at. The pace of
the attack was so fast, they couldn’t track the ships, even if
they had been able to see them.
After an hour or so the Reidforcian ships were either
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totally destroyed or were unable to proceed. The enhanced
Greco-Light drives allowed them to run circles around the
enemy.
The once great Lord Froth, unable to move, could only sit
in his chair and watch in amazement as Joseph’s prediction
came true.
The battle was over, but the war not won. It left the crew
with mixed emotions. This had been the first victory by the
Confederation of Interplanetary Governments in over two
years and was one that was going to be remembered for a
long time to come. The premier forces of the Reidforcian
Potentate had been eliminated in one encounter.
The Reidforcian king was to stand trial for the wrongs he
had done to the galaxy, and the once great armies of the
Potentate were now going to be brought to justice.
“Digit, lay in a course for Velos in the Krion system and
engage the McMarian Hyper-Warp drives to the most
efficient settings. Continue to monitor all systems and give us
a report as needed,” Joseph requested.
A sense of relief that the trip was soon to come to a
conclusion came over him. All his goals were now met or
exceeded.
The CPU laid in the course and set their speed at sixty-five
percent of maximum.
“We will reach Velos in approximately thirteen hours
twenty-seven minutes six point eight seconds,” the CPU
reported. “This will put us on Velos approximately one hour
seven minutes eight point two seconds ahead of the Burmi.”
“That’s truly amazing. The speed with which we are
traveling is just incredible. We will be able to move from one
side of the galaxy to the other faster than we can walk to the
corner store,” Dr. Xelco commented in amazement.
Denise and two of the alien passengers went to the rear of
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the ship to prepare a meal, and opened the showers to all
those who wanted to freshen up. The water they had gotten on
Lonturi was adequate for all to relax and still have enough for
preparing meals. The di-hydroxide water canisters were
almost empty.
Joseph took advantage of the shower, though small and
confining, he found it a pleasant change to have some time to
himself in a friendly atmosphere. Denise had found a change
of clothes and set them out for him. He put them on after
taking his shower. He took the dirty atmosphere suit and
placed it into the laundry chute where it would be cleaned,
and then returned to the closet from where he found it.
Feeling clean and refreshed, he exited the shower stall and
went into the galley to get something to eat.
He passed his father who was ready for his shower. In his
hand, Dr. Xelco had some salve to put on his sores, which
were much better then when they first discovered him in the
Moulton Chapel.
They gave each other a hug and smiled at the success of
the last adventure.
After he left his father, he met Denise in the galley. She
looked very different in a dress and with her hair hanging
down around her shoulders.
“Well, Mr. Xelco, you sure look clean and refreshed,”
Denise noticed Joseph’s clean and neat appearance.
“You don’t look so bad yourself, Ms. Wantis,” Joseph
responded. He walked up to her and gave her a hug. They
stood there for a few seconds. It felt good not to have the
pressures of the war on them. They could just be themselves.
“Would you like something to eat?” Denise offered
Joseph.
“I don’t know. The last time I ate I didn’t feel so good
afterwards, remember?” Joseph reminded Denise.
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“How could I forget? I have never seen anyone in so much
pain before in all my life. Come on, a little food wouldn’t hurt
you now, besides you should have seen what I had to eat back
on the Fristle!” Denise cringed at the thought of eating the
mush.
“It probably looked and smelled something like the stuff
they pushed into my cell. I can lose my appetite just thinking
about it, yuck,” Joseph shook his head in disgust.
Joseph took a seat in the galley and continued to talk with
Denise while she made sure his plate was kept full.
Right then who should appear, but the little whitther; still
loyal, and on the ZX/2. He jumped up on Joseph’s lap and
began looking for something to eat. After eating some of the
stew, the little animal curled up in Joseph’s lap and fell
asleep.
Everyone found a place to rest. Since the number of
passengers exceeded the number of recliners, some slept on
the floor, while the others sat in the galley and talked.
Joseph and Denise continued their conversation while the
crew of the ZX/2 prepared for the landing at Velos.
“Joseph, come up here, we’ve got something to show
you,” Regis called back to Joseph.
Joseph gently placed the whitther on the floor and then
headed to the front of the craft. They were motioned to look
out the forward viewing screen and there in the distance they
could see the planet Velos coming into visual range.
“Wow, we’ve almost made it. I don’t know if we’ll be the
same after the adventure we just had,” Joseph commented.
“Have you heard from the Burmi?” asked Denise who
thought they might have some news.
“Yes, we did. As we passed by her, at our current speed,
we were only able to say ‘Hi” and then we got a brief update
on their situation. Everything is fine, and they’ll see us on
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Velos. We should see them in a couple of hours or so,” Dr.
Xelco replied.
“One hour fifty-six minutes twenty-seven point eight
seconds,” Digit cut in. “We will be slowing to double light
speed in forty-two minutes seven point two seconds, then we
will reduce speed to sub light speed as we come into standard
orbit around Velos,” the CPU continued.
The small ship began to slow down as it made its approach
to the CIG station. Activity around the base was feverish as
the fighters, that were now about to engage the Reidforcians,
were going out on missions.
“Velos, this is the CIG ship ZX/2. We request permission
to land at your base,” Regis called out over the radio.
“ZX/2, we have received your message. You are cleared to
land in the pedestrian landing zone on the western wing of the
base station. We’ve been receiving scattered reports about
your assistance in the great Battle of Colonus and the defeat
of the Reidforcian guard in that sector. Congratulations and
welcome to Velos,” the voice from the planet below
concluded.
“Joseph, would you like to bring the ZX/2 home?” Dr.
Xelco asked as he got up from the pilot’s chair and motioned
for Joseph to be seated. Joseph turned red from
embarrassment as he took the seat. Then the group onboard
gave him an ovation for a job well done.
“Entering Velos air space, reducing speed, and changing
pitch to compensate for atmospheric resistance,” the CPU
relayed its information to the crew.
The ZX/2 swung around in a gentle arc and then came to
its predetermined landing point. The landing bay was beside
the hanger. It allowed the craft to come to a hovering position
over the ground before coming to rest on the pad. When the
ZX/2 was finally in position the thrusters blew off their final
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burst of energy, then came to a quiet rest on the landing site.
As soon as the craft was secured, a crowd of people rushed
out of the hanger towards the little ship and surrounded it,
cheering and screaming at the crew inside.
Joseph stood up and gave his father a hug, which his father
returned with a friendly slap on the back. They had
succeeded, and they were now among their friends.
Denise walked up to Joseph and joined the embrace,
relieved that the mission was now complete.
Regis lowered the hatch and the former slaves from the
Bristle climbed down the ladder into the cheering crowd
below. With them they took Lord Froth and bound him over
to the authorities who were waiting at the bottom of the steps.
A rebellious jeer went up when the crowd realized that this
was the dethroned leader of the enemy.
The remaining passengers lingered a while on the ship
taking a few moments to reminisce about the adventures they
had had on the ZX/2. They looked around the friendly
confines and smiled at each other. For now, it was over.
Digit spoke up, “Joseph Xelco, I have enjoyed this journey
with you. I hope that we will have the opportunity to work
together again. If it were not for you I would not have
experienced the feelings and emotions I feel now. I thank you
and I owe my existence to you. I love you, Joseph Xelco,” the
CPU said as emotionally as a CPU can.
Everyone laughed, surprised at the CPU’s emotional
statements.
Joseph walked back to the front of the ship and put his
hand on the console. “Digit, I know you can’t feel the touch
of my hand, but I love you too. Take care and we will fly
together again, I promise.”
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Joseph saw the Burmi circling around the landing pad
ready to make its landing close to the ZX/2. The crew had
waited for the arrival of the Burmi so they could be the first to
greet the arriving family and friends.
The Burmi gently circled the field and then came to a soft
landing. Just as the hatch opened to let the passengers from
the Burmi out, Joseph and Denise ran up the ramp.
It took quite a while for the passengers to disembark off
the Burmi.
Finally, Mark Cooter and Conrad Darnoc appeared. They
all just stood and looked at each other and then embraced.
At the bottom of the ramp the crowd had reemerged and
was waiting to cheer on their heroes. The crowd joined in the
celebration.
A band was playing the Confederation of Interplanetary
Governments’ anthem and flags from every corner of the
galaxy were waving back and forth in celebration of the
victory won at Colonus; as well as for our heroes who had
made it all possible.
Dignitaries from the CIG high command were waiting in
the hanger, and were prepared to present the heroes with
awards for valor.
The group from the ZX/2 climbed the stairs to the top of
the podium and looked out at the throng of people cheering
and yelling in happiness that the Reidforcian threat was now
in apparent retreat.
The crew members waved at the crowd as they mounted
the steps and then onto the stage.
The master of ceremonies motioned for Joseph to come
and say something to the people in the crowd.
Joseph climbed the stairs looking out over the mass of
people assembled for the great arrival of the heroes of the
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battle of Colonos. He was humbled to be asked to speak.
He took the microphone and prophetically stated, “The
Reidforcians are doomed in this galaxy. We must band
together and learn the lessons well. We will never allow
another empire to control our lives in the manner of the
Reidforcians. We must remain loyal to our Confederation and
to ourselves. We must learn to live in peace and to treat our
fellow inhabitants of the universe with dignity and respect.
It’s only by doing this that we can hope to rid the galaxy of
threats such as the one that the Reidforcians have hung over
us for the past decades. Come to the aid of your fellow
citizens and keep the Confederation of Interplanetary
Governments strong!”
With that, the crowd exploded in an uproarious cheer that
shook the hanger. “The Potentate of Reidforcian is now on
the run!” Joseph ended as he threw his fist in the air.

The End Part 1
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